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ABSTRACT

Particle formation during low pressure SF/argon etching of silicon in a single
wafer parallel plate reactor is studied. Particles are extracted from the exhaust and
coUected on the wafer. Particle composition and morphology depend on plasma power,
etch time, gas composition, and pressure. Primary particles are tens of nanometers in
diameter and spherical and chain aggregates as large as S ^m are observed. Critical
powers and etch times are required for the formation of these aggregates. The presence
of major gas phase species is determined using mass spectroscopy and optical emission
spectroscopy.

A three stage mechanism for describing the particle formation (nucleation,
heterogeneous growth, and coagulation) is presented.
heterogeneous sources are

determined from

Particle precursor and

plasma-dependent, homogeneous,

gas-phase reactions and etch product distributions prediaed from electrical and etch rate
measurements.

Dissociation of SF^ into lower molecular weight SF^ species and

unsaturated SiF, species are primarily responsible for nuclei formation and subsequent,
rapid heterogeneous growth by attachment of positive ions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Need for Microcontamination Control
Advances in integrated circuit &brication to improve device performance demand the
miniaturization of devices. By increasing the chip density and decreasing the active
feature sizes, circuits can be operated at faster speeds for lower costs.

As the

conducting line widths and insulating structures between these lines approach submicron
dimensions, elimination of submicron defects becomes increasingly more critical.

Particles can afifect device performance by causing a physical disruption of a film. For
example, a particle in the path of a conducting metal line can cause an undesirable open
circuit, or a particle bridging lines or layers may cause a short. A particle as small as 100
A can disrupt the integrity of a 200 A dielectric film, causing for example, a gate short
circuit in a MOS device. Particle contamination is undesirable in photolithography
operations since particles on the mask can translate into defects on the patterned film.

In addition to particles, contaminants may be in the form of metallics, moisture, and
other residual gases and the contaminant can chemically alter a film.

Trace

concentrations of transition metals can cause a reduction in minority carrier lifetime and
non-uniform grain structures in polysilicon films. Particles which adhere to the substrate
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prior to deposition can lead to spike fonnation, pinholes, and other localized defects in
epitaxial films.

Low field breakdown of MOS gate oxides has been attributed to

particles (usually clusters of sodium) that become incorporated into the oxide during its
growth [1],

It is common in the microelectronics industry to quantify the impact of particulate
contamination by comparing the diameter of the particle to the minimimi feature size.
To cause a device to &il, the particle must be of sufiBcient size and critically located.
The Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) roadmap uses a groundrule that
considers a particle a defect if it is one-third the feature size. Figure 1.1.1 illustrates the
miniaturization of device size and critical particle size.

Q 0.5

1^8 2,000 2,002 2,004 2,006 2,008 2,010

Year of First ORAM Shipment

Figure 1.1.1: DRAM Cell Size and Critical Particle Size vs. Year of First DRAM
Shipment. Adapted fi^om reference 2.
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The sources of particles and other contaminants are numerous. They include the clean
air environment, equipment, process fluids and materials, products and processes. Over
the last decade, many advances in cleanroom technology, equipment design (including
the use of loadlock chambers), and process fluid purification and delivery systems have
lead to a significant decrease in contamination fi'om these sources. Innovative solutions
to minimize equipment- and process- generated particles are still required.

Consistent with the miniaturization of semiconductor devices, there is a growing trend
toward increased use of plasma and reactive ion etching over wet chemical etching since
these technologies provide superior line width control, selectivity, and anisotropy for
submicron features. These dry technologies, however, are known to generate particles
through gas phase and surface reactions. The particles are held suspended in localized
electrostatic traps above the wafer until the plasma is extinguished, and they can then
deposit on the wafer. The formation and transport of these process-induced particles are
the subject of this work. The balance of this first chapter provides the reader with a
review of relevant experimental and theoretical treatments of plasma generated particles.

1.2 Survey of Related Work
Particles have been observed in a variety of plasmas, including interstellar space, high
temperature plasmas, and low pressure discharges. In ceramic applications, discharges
have been used to produce powder-based materials. However, particle formation in low
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pressure plasmas is not desirable and control of particle contamination in plasmas is a
major issue in the microelectronics industry. Important topics that need to be addressed
include the required threshold plasma operating conditions to form particles,
identification of particle precursor species, quantification of precursor concentrations
and times required for nucleation and growth, and estimates of nucleation, growth, and
deposition rates.

The survey which follows is restricted to semiconductor applications where particles are
undesirable by-products of plasma processing, specifically to deposition (section 1.2.1),
sputtering (section 1.2.2) and reactive ion etching (section 1.2.3) systems. Summaries of
relevant related work are presented in Tables 1.3.1, 1.3.2, and 1.3.3.

The most common in-situ technique used to study the behavior of particles is laser light
scattering. Typically, a broad area beam of Helium-Neon or Argon laser illuminates the
particles and the image is captured via a CCD video camera.

The scattering intensity

depends strongly on the diameter (dp) of the particle and the wavelength (X) of the
incident light. The scattered light intensity is also a function of the angle at which the
particle is illuminated, the shape and refractive index of the particle, and the polarization
of the incident light. A dimensionless parameter, a = (Ttdp /X ), is used to describe the
type of Ught scattering. For Rayleigh scattering (a < 1 and O.OSum < dp < l^m) the
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scattered light intensity varies as

and the minimum size particle that can be

detected is approximately 50 nm in diameter.

A number of researchers have used ex-situ techniques, including scaiming electron
microscopy (SEN^ and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of particles
collected on grids, to characterize the particle size distnbution. In tandem with these
ex-situ measurements, particle size and number density can be inferred from these laser
light scattering (LLS) intensities if the index of refraction is known, and the particles are
assumed to be spherical and monodisperse.

Particles are observed most readily m electronegative gases and when silicon and carbon
are present. Particle concentrations range from as high as 10^ cm'^ in silane deposition
plasmas to 10^* cm'^ or less in sputtering discharges [3,4], The particles appear within
seconds in silane and carbon containing discharges, while longer times, on the order of
minutes, are required for particle formation in Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) and sputtering
plasmas. The particles are nearly always spherical, suggesting homogeneous nucleation,
and form aggregates resembling cauliflower or chain aggregates. However, particles and
nuclei may also be generated on reactor walls and etching substrates, and these tend to
be larger and aspherical.
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In attempts to reduce particle contamination, many researchers have sought to
understand the role of plasma physics and chemistry in the formation of these particles.
A number of theories and models have been proposed to describe growth kinetics with
respect to particle nucleation. Negative ions, positive ions, and short lifetime radicals
have been identified as the precursors responsible for nucleation and growth. These
theories are reviewed in Section 1.3.

Modeling of the particles in plasmas has focused more extensively on charging, forces on
particles, and particle transport. The balance of forces acting on a particle in a plasma
will determine the location and fate of the particles. Finally, since it is the ultimate goal
of these investigations to reduce process-induced contamination and associated yield
loss, techniques to reduce particle formation and deposition are discussed. These last
topics are reviewed in section 1.4.

1.2.1 Deposition Plasmas
Silane based chemistries are the most widely studied particle-generating plasmas. Silane
is used as a source gas for amorphous silicon film growth in plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD). Fine gas phase particles are generated under conditions that
provide high film deposition rates, and subsequent deposition of the particles can
degrade the film

quality.

The areas of investigation focus on general trapping
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phenomena, plasma parameters that effect particle appearance and growth, growth
kinetics, and identification of particle precursors.

Particles were first observed by Roth and Spears in dilute SiH^ in argon chemistries at
pressures of tens of Pa ( a few hundred mTorr) [5]. Using simultaneous laser light
scattering and laser induced fluorescence, they observed spatially localized scattering and
fluorescence signals of silicon near the sheath edges. The silicon atom fluorescence
originated fi'om laser interactions with the particle. The reactor used in this work was
electrically asynmietric, with parallel, vertical electrodes. The gas flow was downward
and parallel to the electrodes.

The scattering intensity at the cathode was nearly three times the intensity at the anode.
At constant pressure, mole fi-action SiH^ and power, the scattering intensity increased
logarithmically as flow rate decreased firom 50 to 20 seem. This phenomena was
attributed to an increased residence time at lower flow rates.

They also observed

increased scattering with decreasing Sil^ content above 0.2% [6]. In subsequent work.
Spear et al. estimated the mean particle diameter and number density to be 10 to 20 nm
and between 10® to 10* cm*^, respectively [7],

Time dependent particle size and concentration measurements in dilute silane in

argon

mixtures have been made by Bouchoule, Boufendi et al [8]. The reactor used in these
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studies was a parallel plate reactor with horizontal electrodes. The upper (powered) and
lower electrodes were in the form of grids so that gas, entering the top electrode through
a shower head, flowed vertically through the lower electrode. Particles are collected on
TEM grids placed below the lower electrode.

The entire electrode assembly was

enclosed in an oven inside the vacuum chamber.

In their original work [8], particle behavior in continuous wave and amplitude modulated
discharges was studied by laser light scattering and electrical measurements of the
discharge.

In follow-on work, particles were collected on TEM grids to make

measurements of size and size distribution [9], and initial aerosol formation was detected
with XeCI excimer laser induced particle explosive evaporation (LIPEE). With LIPEE,
the presence of nanometer sized aerosols, too small to be detected by laser light
scattering, could be observed as the evaporation spectra of irradiating particles S ms
after the plasma is extinguished. Larger LIPEE signals correspond to the beginning of
particle coagulation.

The purpose of the power modulation was to study particle

evolution with varying ignition times, while allowing particles to be swept out of the
discharge during ofif-cycles, typically 2.5 seconds.

In the work of Bouchoule et al., light scattering from particles is observed throughout
the plasma volume and as time increased, the scattering intensity showed periodic
oscillations. Over the temperature range from 25 to 150 "C, the appearance time of
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particles increased with temperature and silane flow rate (O.I to 1.2 seem SiH^ in 31
seem Argon). In these experiments, the partial pressure of SiH4 was low so that the
residence time of silane in the discharge remained fairly constant. This may explain the
contrasting observations by Spears et al. that lower mole fractions

of silane

corresponded to increased scattering. Differences in chamber configurations (horizontal
vs. vertical electrodes) and gas flow patterns (perpendicular vs. parallel to the
electrodes) may also account for this discrepancy.

Using time resolved statistical TEM analysis, complemented by laser light scattering and
LIPEE, a three stage growth mechanism was proposed; formation of crystallites,
coagulation, and growth due to deposition. The plasma conditions were 4% SiH, in
Argon at 16 Pa. In the first stage, 2 nm crystallites are formed within 1 ms of plasma
ignition. During this first stage, the crystallite size remains constant and the number
density increases. Only a small percentage of the crystallites is charged negatively. A
critical concentration of I0'° cm'^ is reached at 100 ms and coagulation of the crystallites
to form larger aggregates begins. This second stage of growth is characterized by fast
linear growth rate of 10 nm/sec in diameter. The total mass of the particles remains
constant up to a plasma duration of 5 seconds. After 400 ms, the particles reach a
diameter of 5 nm and develop a steady state negative charge.

Particle growth by

coagulation is prevented by electrostatic repulsion of particles with like charge so that in
stage three, particle growth is slower ( 2 nm/s) and is due to deposition of silane
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molecules and radicals. The particle distribution is monodisperse for the first 30 seconds
of plasma and is polydisperse for longer times since new generations of particles are
formed.

Low frequency modulation has been used to both study growth kinetics and to design
processes which suppress particle growth. Watanabe et al. have reported both an
increase in film deposition rate and a dramatic reduction of particles in modulated
discharges of silane diluted with helium ( 0.5 and 5% Sill, in He) [10]. The reactor used
by Watanabe and coworkers is similar to one used by Bouchoule et al., except that gas
flows parallel to the electrode surface and a 6.5 MHz rf power is supplied through the
upper electrode.

Lower scattering intensities and higher electron densities ( measured with a microwave
interferometer)

are reported for duty cycles of 20, 40, 60 and 80% at a 40 Hz

modulation frequency.

These modulation conditions correspond to on-times and

off-times from 5 to 20 milliseconds. With modulation, particle suppression is achieved
over the entire volume of the chamber.

Spatially resolved light scattering of the continuous wave discharge reveal two peaks in
intensity, similar to the features reported by Spear et al., except the peak at the grounded
electrode is high compared to the rf electrode [11]. This is attributed to diflferences in
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gas flow directions.

In a discharge modulated for 2 seconds on and 26 seconds ofi^

these two regions are also observed [12], Particles are first observed near the periphery
of the rf electrode at 0.8 seconds. In time, they appear inward under the powered
electrode and also near the ground electrode. Particles are generated mainly around the
edge of the cathode. The particles near the rf sheath are larger, are more dense, and
grow faster than particles observed at the ground electrode.

The particles near the rf

sheath grow to an average size and density of 60 nm and 10' cm'^ at 80 Pa in 2 seconds.

Watanabe et al. also report trends with power, flow rate and pressure. In continuous
wave, the intensity of light scattering increases with rf power for 20 to 40 W. At 20 W
power, the light intensity increases after the power is turned o£^ and this is attributed to
coagulation of particles which have lost their charge [13]. The volume- integrated
scattering intensity increases rapidly and is independent of flow rate for discharge times
less than 2 seconds. After 2 seconds, the increase in the volume-integrated intensity is
slower and decreases with flow rate. Particles grow to a larger size at higher pressures:
at 4 minutes they are SO nm in S3 Pa and 103 nm at 103 Pa. As pressure is reduced, at
constant modulation fi'equency, duty cycle, and flow rate, laser scattering intensity is
reduced. As the duty cycle is decreased, the location of the high particle density shifts
away fi-om the rf electrode.
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The success in reducing particle growth is attributed to gas flow and modified radical
reactions in modulated discharges. Near the edges of the rf electrode, particles are
generated and suggest the role of short lifetime radicals as particle precursors since these
radicals are actively generated at the edge of the rf electrode. In modulated discharges.
Si, SiH, and SiHj radicals vanish at the beginning of each rf-ofif period. These species
have short lifetimes in the plasma, on the order of 10 milliseconds.

At 80 Pa, the

concentration of SiH] is estimated to be 10" cm'^ with a lifetime of 2.2 milliseconds.
The lifetimes of SiH and SiHj were considerably less, 0.03 and 0.09 milliseconds,
respectively [14],

Recently, Watanabe et al. report the use of Langmuir probes in the afterglow of the
plasma to study initial nucleation and growth phase [15]. The laser scattering techniques
are limited to 50 nanometer sized particles, and the measurement of subnanometer sized
particles is claimed with this probe technique. In the experiments, both positive and
negative voltages are applied to the probe during the ofif times (60 seconds) of a plasma
modulated with on times from 0.02 to 1 second. As the discharge is extinguished,
electrons attach to particles forming negative ions within 55 usee, whUe positive ions
decay on the order of milliseconds. The probe is used to measure the negative and
positive ion current within one millisecond after the plasma is extinguished. The ratio of
the negative to positive ion mass can be inferred from ion currents collected by the
probe.
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Although the Langmuir probe experiments were conducted in a different reactor and
under more dilute silane concentrations (0.5% SiH^ in He), the spatial distributions of the
ratio of the masses are similar to scattering intensities from particles at l.S seconds. The
authors assume a constant positive ion mass.

The negative ion mass increases with

plasma duration and a maximum occurs IS to 20 mm from the rf electrode. From the
localization of the ratio of the masses, Watanabe at al. concluded that particles are
nucleated and grow near the rf electrode in the gas phase, and not on the surface.

Based on these recent findings and earlier experiments, Watanabe proposed a three stage
growth process; nucleation, rapid growth, and then growth saturation. The nucleating
species are short lifetime radicals (Si, SiH, and SiHj). They cited optical emission of He
and SiH that is most intense near the rf electrode and Si absorption measurements as
evidence that these species are responsible for nucleation. Other species, such as SiH,
and SiH,', are dismissed since they have long lifetimes and would be distributed over the
entire discharge.

The rapid growth stage occurs for 2 seconds after nucleation. It is due to high density
flux of SiEl„ (n=0-3) positive ions or SiH, radicals.

During this second stage, the

particles grow at an average growth rate of 30 to 60 nm/sec. Growth rates as high as
140 nm/s due to positive ions are predicted based on enhancement of the collection area
of negative particles (greater than 1 -2 nm in diameter) for positive species.

The
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enhancement factor is largest for smaller particles and is not included in estimates of the
growth rate due to neutral radical flux (3 nm/s for Si, SiH, SiHj and 20 nm/s for SiHj).
The growth saturation stage is attributed to either decreased enhancement of the
collection area at higher particles sizes or the loss of particles due to gas flow.

In pure silane discharges slightly different growth rates and phenomena are reported by
Bohme, Seebock and coworkers [16]. The reactor configuration used here is similar to
the reactors used by Bouchoule and Watanabe, except that gas is admitted through a
shower ring surrounding the lower electrode. The discharge pressure was 20 Pa and the
silane flow was 10 ml/min. The temperature of both the powered upper and lower
electrode could be independently controlled. When both electrodes are cooled at 26°C,
particles are observed by LLS to form in broad areas near the sheaths at each electrode.
The width of the areas fluctuate in a chaotic way after 20 seconds.

Particles are also collected on glass substrates.

In some cases, the glass was covered

with a thin sputtered gold layer and particles are only collected on the gold covered
substrate if it were electrically connected to the electrode with a silver epoxy. This
suggests that particles may possess a residual charge after the plasma is extinguished.
For times between 1 and 20 seconds, the particles are spherical and their size increases
with the cube root of the ignition time. Particle diameter increases from 0.07 to 0.2 |am
in the first 20 seconds. The distribution is nearly monodisperse and the number density
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of particles decreases with plasma ignition time. Clusters of individual particles are
observed, and it is reduced with ignition time. The formation of clusters is believed to
occur afler their M out from the octinguished plasma.

In more recent work; the effects of gas flow and thermal gradients were investigated
[17], If the lower and upper electrodes are heated to SS'C and 40°C, respectively, fewer
particles are observed than if both electrodes were cooled.

In this configuration,

particles accumulate above the glass substrate and at further distances from the lower
electrode, particles are transported to the upper electrode. Simulated isotherms between
the electrodes reveal large temperature gradients at the edge of the substrate and cause a
radial inward force that explains the shape of the clouds. When the gas is admitted
through holes in the central part of the upper electrode, particles are not observed near
the lower electrode and particles whirl in the eddies of the gas inlet near the upper
electrode. No particles are observed when the lower electrode is heated (250''C), the
upper is cooled (40°C), and the gas is admitted through the lower shower ring.

The fact that powder formation in pure silane discharges could be suppressed was also
observed by Dorier et al [18] and is consistent with the findings of Bouchoule that the
appearance time of particles increases with temperature. The distribution of the LLS
intensity shifts from the heated anode to the cooled cathode (fixed at 15°C) as the
temperature gradient between the electrodes is increased. High temperature and high rf
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excitation frequency raised the power threshold for producing a powder free discharge.
High temperatures and large thermal gradients or high excitation frequencies are thought
to reduce particle formation either by modifying the dissociation of radicals to less sticky
ones or by exerting a thermophoretic force which reduces the electrostatic trapping of
particles.

To this point, particle generation in dilute and pure silane discharges have been
discussed. Particles are also observed in tetraethylothosilicate (TEOS) and nitride-silane
deposition chemistries. The former chemistry has been studied by Wu et al [19] in a
single wafer deposition chamber with parallel plate electrodes. The wafer temperature
was 390''C. Particles were collected by means of a silver membrane filter located in the
exhaust and are produced in the ranges from submicron to tens of microns. Particle size
increased with time ( over one hundred seconds) and larger particles were most likely
formed by agglomeration of submicron sized aerosols.

Anderson and coworkers have shown that particle size and composition vary as the feed
gas composition is varied (from 0.06 to 0.5 ratio of SiH^ to NH,) in SiH^/NH, deposition
[20], The reactor used here was a cylindrical mesh cathode with gases admitted through
pinholes in the axial anode. An irregular film was deposited over the cathode and
particle generation, detected with LLS, was greater when the cathode was dc coupled
rather than capacitively coupled. They propose that heterogeneous surface reactions are
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involved in the particle formation. The nuclei are not from the gas phase, as has been
speculated in silane discharges, but result from electron excited desorption of clusters
from the cathode.

Once formed, particles grow by reaction of charged species

[SiCNiyjn^ with the parent gases to form [Si(Niyj^,

The results presented above for deposition plasmas suggest that there must be a
connection between the presence of silicon atoms in the discharge and the formation of
particles.

Watanabe speculates that positive ions and radicals are responsible for the

early growth phase in silane discharges. Anderson makes similar claims for SiHyNH,
system, but proposes heterogeneous rather than homogeneous mechanisms for the
nucleation step. This topic is taken up in more detail in section 1.3. Different growth
rates are reported for argon diluted, helium diluted, and pure silane discharges. Some
differences may be attributed to the type of the buffer gas, and as will be discussed in
section 1.2.3, the choice of the inert gas in RLE chemistries can prevent particle growth.
High substrate temperature and rf modulation can suppress particle growth.

With the exception of Bouchoule and coworkers, the particles appear in localized
regions of the plasma near the sheath interfaces.

These locations correspond to

electrostatic traps (as will be discussed later m this chapter) as well as to areas where
plasma chemistry differs from the bulk. In general, the trapping location depends on the
configuration of the reactor and the gas flow.
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Particles in plasmas can cause secondary eflfects. The presence of high concentrations of
particles in the discharge can alter its electrical and chemical characteristics.
Perturbations are caused when the product of the particle concentration and the
discharge pressure exceeds 10^ cm'^ Torr [21]. The presence of particles makes the
discharge impedance more resistive. This is due to the depletion of the plasma electron
density as particles absorb electrons, which has been experimentally verified by a number
of researchers [3,22,23].

The average electron energy is increased as the electron

density is reduced when particles are present [23]. Bouchoule and Boufendi report an
increase in electron energy fi-om 2 eV to 8 eV in particle laden silane/argon discharges
[23]. The elevated electron temperatures in the dusty plasma can increase argon
excitation and enhanced silane dissociation. To maintain equal fluxes of electron and
ion currents across the sheaths, the DC self-bias can also increase [18]. The time scale
for formation of significant concentrations of particles is on the order of seconds, and as
such, associated changes in electrical properties may have secondary effects on process
parameters, including film properties and deposition uniformity.
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1.2.2 Sputtering Plasmas
In sputtering discharges of noble gases (typically argon or helium), particles consist
primarily of the target or electrode material. The sputtering materials include Si, SiO^,
graphite, aluminum [4], copper [4], tungsten [24], and teflon [25].

Particles, as

observed with laser light scattering, typically appear within several minutes of plasma
ignition and generally appear earlier at higher powers and pressures. Particles can
originate from sputtering of the target or from flaking of previously deposited films.

Studies of particle generation during sputtering were pioneered by Selwyn and
coworkers, although the earlier work of Selwyn focused on reactive ion etching
chemistries (discussed in the next section).

The trapping of particles is strongly

influenced by the topography of the electrode [26].

Using rastered LLS, four

configurations were studied in an argon discharge; 1) a planar electrode, 2) a silicon
wafer on a planar electrode, 3) a silicon wafer in a well, and 4) an empty well.

In all cases, the time evolution of the scattering intensity for the first 30 seconds was
similar, weak scattering was observed approximately S mm above the electrode and
extended a few mm vertically. These heights correspond to the plasma-sheath mterface.
With time ( 3 minutes), the cloud did not extend as far vertically, and at longer times, the
particles segregated to regions above the rf electrode for cases 2, 3 and 4 that
corresponded to the topography. Trapping of particles was not observed for the planar
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geometry. In the second and third configurations, ring and dome traps were observed.
The annular ring of particles is continuous around the edge of the wafer, and at later
times, a dome shaped trap is observed over the wafer. The annular space between the
ring and the dome trap is void of particles.

The cloud contains small submicron

particles, while larger particles are located below this luminescent haze and sometimes
exhibit repulsions fi'om each other.

In related work, Selwyn and coworkers studied the effects of chamber surface conditions
on particle generation during quartz sputtering [27]. Higher scattering intensities were
observed during process steps which rapidly stress deposited SiO, films,

such as

chamber opening and closing, venting, and initial plasma ignition. These are the result of
thermal changes and rf instabilities (for example, arcing) that stress and fi^cture the film.
Particle generation during the discharge was estimated to be three times larger than
particle deposition onto wafers in a class 10000 environment (density of 10' cm'^ for 0.2
|im particles).

Selwyn has studied the effect of various perturbers, including electrode screw holes,
metal rings, graphite annulus, and quartz rods on trapping phenomena [28]. Traps
formed over a metal washer on top of a silicon wafer are very strong and retain particles
so that agglomeration can occur. After the plasma is extinguished, particles can fall onto
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the substrate below. Selwyn has used light scattering oflf of the electrode and wafer
surfaces to confirm this.

Carlile and Geha have used a tuned Langmuir probe [29] and LLS [30] to probe the
electrostatic environment of the ring and dome traps formed over a silicon wafer on
graphite. In an argon sputtering plasma, the potential of the traps is 5 volts higher than
the surrounding plasma potential. This result suggests that the volume of the trap is
positively charged with respect to the surrounding potential and will fill with negatively
charged particles.

The potential map evolves with time and is dependent on the

materials (for example silicon on silicon or silicon on graphite) [30]. Consistent with
the earlier findings of Selwyn, laser light scattering and elevations in the plasma potential
are not observed with a planar aluminum electrode.

Steinbruchel and Yoo have studied process-induced particle formation in the sputtering
of both silicon and silicon dioxide [31,32,33]. The formation, the time to observe the
clouds, and spatial position of particle clouds are functions of rf power and chamber
pressure.

In the sputtering of silicon, particles are not observed under process

conditions where the silicon etch rate is decreased due to redeposition. The formation of
clouds in SiOj sputtering is slower than in Si sputtering.
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They also studied the growth kinetics by collecting particles on SEM and TEM grids
placed at several locations in the chamber. Particles as small as 70 nm were collected.
With time the size of the largest particles increased roughly linearly but the particle
density did not change. Small particles are always present, suggesting that nucleation
occurs constantly while the discharge is on.

Presumably the silicon, silicon dioxide, and graphite serve as particle precursor material.
Particles can also be generated from sputtering of quartz and alumina. Quartz sputtering
has been studied by Wu and MUler using laser particle counters and membrane filters
located in the exhaust [34]. The particle concentrations were 11 cm"' for 0.5 |am
particles. Most of the submicron particles were not agglomerated, indicating that the
particles remain charged after the plasma is extinguished. Goree and Sheridan studied
particle release rates from Al^Oj surfaces exposed to a plasma [35]. They reported an
increased rate of shedding with time and a decay constant for surface concentration on
the order of 100 seconds. This time constant decreased with plasma density.

Time dependent size distributions are reported in low pressure (0.1 to 10 Terr) argon
and helium sputtering of graphite [36]. Particles appear faster in helium than in argon
discharges and this is attributed to helium metastables. After 90 minutes of operation,
the average particle size is 200 nm and increases to 425 nm after 1600 minutes. Thjs
growth rate is considerably slower than those reported in silane discharges. Like the
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silane discharges, the individual particles are spherical and grow in size with time. The
size distribution is narrow. In time, the particle density decreases and cauliflower-like
textures are observed.

1.2.3 Particles in RIE
Selwyn and coworkers have studied halogenated etching plasmas using light scattering
[37], They have studied CCljF^, SF^/Cl^, Clj, and CF^ mixtures diluted with argon,
helium, and neon. Using simultaneous laser induced fluorescence

(LIF) and light

scattering measurements of CCljF/argon etching of silicon particles and negative ions
were found to accumulate near the plasma-sheath interface. This observation confirmed
that particles are negatively charged.

Particle generation occurs in dilute CCI2F2 or SFj/Cl, mixtures in argon only if a silicon
wafer is present. Light scattering intensity increases with argon addition to most plasmas
and additions of oxygen to CCIjFj/argon also produces particles. "Orange-peel" shaped
agglomerates were found deposited on wafers etched in CCljF/argon discharges. The
formation of these spherical aggregates has also been reported by Durham in
electronegative, halogenated discharges [25], CCl^Fj discharges diluted with neon or
helium, Cyargon, and CF4 and CF^/argon plasmas in clean chambers do not produce
particles. Presumably the silicon halide etch products are involved in particle formation,
and one would expect a correlation between particle formation and etch rate. Based on
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the work of O'Neill and coworkers , however, there is not a consistent relationship
between etch rate and particle formation [38], In this work, LLS appears most readily in
10% halocarbon in argon plasmas with low fluorine to carbon ratios, and the onset of
scattering is delayed with trace amounts of

added to the discharges. Surface analysis

by XPS of the particles surfaces reveals an abundance of fluorine in CFyAr and
CCI^/Ar plasmas and an abundance of CI in CCyFj/Ar and CCVAr plasmas. The
silicon composition in the particles did not correlate directly with etch rate.

The CCljFj/argon chemistry has been studied by Steinbruchel and Yoo [32,33] and by
Stoflfels and Stoflfels [39]. Steinbruchel and Yoo observed that, as for the sputtering of
silicon and silicon dioxide, minimum values of rf power and chamber pressure are
required for particles to be detected by laser light scattering. In low pressure reactive
ion etching of silicon (less than 60 mTorr) neither particles nor surface films are created
under conditions where the etch rate increases with pressure.

At higher pressures

particles appear only under conditions that result in significant polymer deposition on the
wafer.

Under the same conditions of rf power and pressure, particle formation in

sputtering of silicon is &ster than in RIE, and silicon is only observed by optical emission
spectroscopy in sputtering.

From these observations, they hypothesize that the

nucleating species must originate fi'om the substrate as by-products of the sputtering or
etching process. Cone shaped particles on the silicon substrate appear to have grown
fi'om the surface.
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StofiFels and coworkers make similar conclusions based on infrared spectroscopy of 10%
CCypj/argon discharges.

Silicon-rich clusters appear predominately over the rf

electrode. Particle size grows with time, but the particle composition remains relatively
constant. Consistent with the earlier observations of Selwyn, a silicon wafer is required
for particle formation. Particles appear sooner if the wafer had been previously exposed
to a CCl^Fj plasma. They also observed decreased particle density with increased flow.
As the partial pressure of CCI2F2 is increased up to 20%, particle density decreases and
size increases. On the etched substrate, hollow 'sea-polyp'-shaped structures are formed.
The formation of these structures is attributed to micromasking which is caused by the
presence of involatile residues on the etching sur&ce.

Anderson et al. have observed particles during oxide etching with CjFj-CHFj and
CF4-CHF3. They used in-situ dynamic laser homodyne and downstream laser particle
detection techniques [40], Particles remain trapped in the discharge until the oxide layer
is etched through to the underlying silicon substrate. At this end point, a burst of
particles is observed by the downstream detector. Th^ attribute particle formation to
the oxygen released from the silicon dioxide layer. Using the homodyne technique they
were able to observed initial aggregates as small as 440 nm and particles that had grown
at later times as large as 3|im. On the surface of the etched wafer, vertical, partially
hollow columnar structures 200 nm high and 50 nm in diameter were deposited. They
are amorphous or weakly crystalline structures composed of silicon, carbon, oxygen, and
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fluorine. The columnar structures originated from the plasma where the rod-like shaped
aggregates were aligned with the high electric field at the rf electrode sheath.

Anderson et al propose that the particle nucleation is due to polymerization of (Si-C)„.
These particles charge negatively and align as rod-shaped aggregates. They become
polymerized while held in the electrostatic trap until the oxide is cleared. Some particles
escape to the trap and others deposit on the wafer as vertically oriented columnar
structures.

Particles are formed readily in fi'eon discharges, and particle formation is likely linked to
polymer formation. Particles are also observed in sulfur hexafluoride discharges where
polymer formation is less likely to occur. The levitation of particles into stratified layers
has been observed in SF^argon discharges with a graphite electrode (in the absence of a
silicon wafer) [41]. At high SFg concentrations, no particles are observed, but at low
SFg concentrations, adding SF^ results in an increase in the number of stratified layers.

Smadi and Carlile have studied SF/Ar etching of silicon in a set of statistically designed
experiments [42,43]. Particles were collected on silicon substrates of a Tegal MCR-l
operated in a triode mode. Particle deposition depended linearly on power and etch
time, quadratically on flow rate,

but was independent of pressure.

diameters ranged from 0.35 to 1.7|im.

The particle

Auger and SEM analysis reveals spherical
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particles composed mainly of fluorine, sulfur, silicon and aluminum. Hgher deposition
was observed near the edges of the wafer where coincidentally or not, etch rate is
greatest and above which the particle trap would be strongest.

1.3 Particle Formation Modeling
In attempts to reduce particle contamination, many researchers have sought to
understand the role of plasma physics and chemistry in the formation of these particles.
In this section, mechanisms hypothesized by other researchers will be reviewed. These
mechanisms include particle precursor formation, particle nucleation, and particle growth
to deposition and coagulation.

In sputtering, where the chemistiy is simple, the electrode material must be responsible
for particle nucleation.

Both C„" [36] and Si^[15] have large electron afl5mties. As

silicon and carbon atoms are sputtered, they easily form electronegative free radicals
These negative ions can be described as a cluster or particle when it reaches a diameter
of 1 nm [44], Trapping of the negative ions in potential wells is possible if they retain
their charge, and can consequently reach this critical cluster size.

Further growth of the particle may be due to condensation of a saturated vapor or by
deposition. If the carbon atom concentration is suflBciently high (greater than 10'® cm ')
a supersaturated vapor will be formed [44], According to Gaarscadden and coworkers.
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the negatively charged grain can continue to grow by accretion of C* ions, and that a
density of 3x10' cm*' of C"^ ions is required (and possible) to account for the observed
growth rate [44].

Although aggregation of primary particles to form larger

cauliflower-like structures is observed experimentally, a mechanism that describes how
the likely charged particles overcome the coulomb repulsion has not been proposed.

Reference

System

Chemistry Technique Observations

Selwyn et al
(1990, 1993)

various
parallel plate
geometries

sputtering LLS

- electrode topography
influences trapping

Carlile and Geha legal MCR-1 Ar
LLS
(1991, 1992)
sputtering probe

- negatively charged particles
fill volume of trap

Steinbruchel and parallel plate
Yoo (1992,
1993,1994)

sputtering LLS
ofSi and TEM
SiOj

- critical powers and
pressures required for particle
formation

Granguly et al
(1993)

- carbon grains grow at rates
LLS
Ar,He
sputtering collection slower than in SiH^ plasmas
of graphite

parallel plate

general
Choi and
Kushner(1993)

general

simulation - negative ions as particle
precursors

Table 1.3.1; Summary of Related Work in Sputtering Systems

SiH^ deposition systems pose the next level of increasing complexity. Clearly Si is
involved in particle nucleation in these systems. As noted earlier, Watanabe attributes an
early, fast growth phase after nucleation to positively charged species and neutral
radicals. Mandich and Reents have shown that it is possible to grow large Si^y^ clusters
with the addition of 5% water vapor [45].

However, Howling et al. propose that
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negative hydrogenated silicon ion clusters react with silane to form the particle
precursors [46], This is supported by mass spectrometer measurements in modulated
silane discharges by Howling et al [46] and earlier work by Overset [47], Howling
showed that it is possible to form stable, high mass, negative ions and that there is an
anticorrleation between the presence of these negative ions and particle formation.

Choi and Kushner propose that the role of the electrostatic trap in particle growth is to
increase the residence time of small negatively charged clusters [48]. In low pressure
plasmas, the residence time of neutrals is too short to contribute to the growth of
clusters.

That negative ions are particle precursors in silane plasma is supported by the findings of
Reents and Mandich that chain insertion of positive hydrogenated silicon ions into Si^
species can not develop fast enough to account for the observed particle growth rates
[49]. Perrin et al. propose anion (Si„H2„.,) reaction rates with SiJEly that are suflBcient
to account for initial cluster size [50]. They also suggest that the suppression of particle
growth at elevated temperatures results from a decrease in the rate on non-dissociative
attachment to radicals and neutral clusters.
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Reference

System

Roth and Spears vertical
(1984,198^
electrodes

Chemistry Technique Observations
SiH,

Bouchoule and gas vertical to SiH^Ar
Boufendi (1991) horizontal
CWand
electrodes
pulsed
Watanabe, et al
(1990,1991,
1992,1993)

LIF, LLS - scattering decreases with
increasing silane partial
pressures
- 10®-10* cm'^, 10-20 nm diam
TEM
LIPEE

gas parallel to SiH^Ar, LLS
horizontal
probe
He;CW
and pulsed
electrodes

- 2 nm crystallites within 1 ms
- coagulation after 100 ms
- growth of 10 nm/sec
- low frequency modulation
reduces particles
- short lifetime radial
precursors

Bohme and
shower head
Seebock(1994) through
horizontal
electrodes

SiHyAr

LLS

- heated electrodes suppress
particle growth

Wu et al (1990) parallel plate

TEOS

collection - particle size increases with
time

Anderson et al
(1990)

cylindrical
SiiVNHj LLS
mesh cathode

- heterogeneous sur&ce
reactions involved in particle
formation

Mandich and
Reents (1992)

analytical

SiH^

spectro
metry

- water vapor promotes
cluster reactions

Howling et al
(1993)

parallel plate

SiH^
pulsed
discharge

spectro
metry
LLS

- negative icorrelation
between high mass, negative
ions and particles

Table 1.3.1; Summary of Related Work in Deposition Systems

In silane plasmas, the appearance of chain or spherical agglomerates is not reported and
has been attributed to mutual repulsion of likely charged particles.

Watanabe has

estimated that this type of coagulation can only occur for particles less than 100 nm. At
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this critical size, the kinetic energy of the particles at room temperature balances the
coulombic force [13],

The growth kinetics of particles in reactive ion etching systems are not as well
characterized as those in sputtering and silane systems. Anderson and coworkers have
suggested that (Si-C)„ polymerization results in particle nucleation.

Yoo and

Steinbruchel hypothesize that the nucleating species must originate from the substrate as
by-products of the sputtering or etching process. Selwyn made a similar argument for
silicon halide etch products, although these species are very volatile. The fact that the
inert gas enviromnent affects whether particles are formed indicates that the sputtering
component of the RIE may be very important. However, the particles are composed of
the sputtered atom and the components of the reactive gas. This suggests that at a
minimum the etch gases and by-products contribute to particle growth through some
type of deposition process. Clearly, modeling of gas phase chemistry and particle
formation in RIE plasmas requires additional attention.
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Reference

System

Chemistry Technique Observations

Selwyn et al
(1989)

parallel plate

ccyp,,
SF^Cl^
CI, & CF4

LLS
LIF

- particles and negative ions
form near the plasma-sheath
interface
- "orange-peel" agglomerates

Steinbruchel and parallel plate CC1,F/Ar LLS
- nucleating species originate
Yoo (1992)
collection fi-om by-products
Stoffels and
Stoffels (1994)

parallel plate CCl^/Ar injfrared
spectro
scopy

Anderson et al
(1994)

GEC

Praburam and
Goree(1994)

parallel plate SF/Ar
with graphite
electrode

Smadiand
Carlile(1991)

TegalMCR-1 SF/Ar

C^j-CHFj
CF^-CHFj

- silicon-rich clusters appear
over the rf electrode

homodyne - rod- shaped aggregates that
are weakly crystalline
laser
- nucleation by
polymerization
- particles levitate into
LLS
stratified layers
- stratification modulated by
SFg partial pressure
- particle deposition depends
LLS
collection on power, etch time, and flow

Table 1.3.3: Summary of Related Work in RIE Systems

1.4 Particle Transport
In this section the various forces acting on a particle in a plasma are considered. This
topic has important implications for chamber design and process operating parameters
since a balance of these forces will determine the location of the particles. Forces
treated here are electric, ion drag, neutral drag, thermophoretic, and gravity. The charge
on the particle will determine the electric force, and this topic is taken up first.
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1.4.1 Particle Charging
Particles in a process plasma are generally regarded as having a negative charge,
although the presence of both negatively and positively charged SiC grains has been
measured [51], Nowlin and CarlUe have proposed that particles charge negatively due to
the small mass of the electron and then become trapped by the strong electric field at the
plasma/sheath inter&ce [52]. Similar conclusions were made eaiiier by Selwyn and
coworkers, based on simultaneous LLS and laser induced fluorescence measurements of
electronegative discharges [37],

They observed that particles and negative ions

accumulate near the plasma/sheath interface. According to the model of Nowlin and
Carlile, particles can accumulate up to thousands of eV of negative charge.

The

experimental work of Wu and Miller confirmed this [34]. Faraday cup measurements of
particles generated in a quartz sputtering chamber were used to estimate the average
charge of 1.4 x 10* eV. The particles retained their charge for several minutes after the
plasma was extinguished.

However, the charge retention of particles in post plasma environments is subject to
controversy. In argon sputtering of aluminum electrodes, Jellum and Grave report that
in the post plasma conditions when a thermophoretic force was imposed to
counterbalance gravity and negative and positive DC biases were applied to the
electrode, the particle response was unaffected [53]. This would seem to indicate that
particles in the post plasma are uncharged. Differences between these results and the
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conclusions of Wu and Miller may be due to affects of gas flow,

other discharge

conditions, and on the dielectric constant of the particles.

The steady state charge that is developed on the surface of a particle is determined by
the fluxes of electrons (TJ and ions (TJ to its surfece. To satisfy charge neutrality,
these fluxes must be equal. The charge on the particle, Q, can be found by setting
eqiiation 1.4.1 equal to equation 1.4.2 [22].
r. = W^ned^exptj;^;^;^]

2

(1.4.1)

*»+dp[l - 2*SodpkbT* J

Here, T^ T+, m^ m+, n^, and n+ are the electron and ion temperatures, masses, and
densities, respectively and q is the elementary charge of the incoming species (q = -1.6
xlO " C for electrons and +1.6 XIO*" C for singly charged positive ions).

The particle

diameter is dp, k^, is Boltzmann's constant, and So is free space permitivity. Similar forms
of the electron and positive ion fluxes are presented by Nowlin and Carlile [52] and
Barnes et al [54].

Note the charge, Q, depends linearly on the particle diameter. Using the Coulomb
potential model, Nowlin and Carlile developed the following expression for Q for singly
ionized argon ions;
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Q(eV) = -1603. ldp(tim)T^-^^T°"

(1.4.3)

This result compares &vorably with the experimental measurements of Wu and Miller
[34], where Q(eV) = -7000 dp(^m).

Two assumptions are invoked in devolving the expressions for the fluxes and the particle
charge. The first assumption is that the particle diameter be much smaller than the
Debyelength (A-D):

(1.4.4)

The second assumption is that the charged particles do not interact, therefore the particle
density must be less than Xq. The Debye length is on the order of 0.1 mm.

Stofifels and Stoffels have made estimates of the time for particles to reach steady state
charge [22]. The charging time (x) varies inversely with particle diameter and is t (ns) =
1200/dp(|im).

They have also made estimates of charging in both electropositive and

electronegative discharges. The flux of ions and electrons are the same, but the charge is
reduced in an electronegative discharge.

Temporal fluctuations of the charge on particles in a plasma have been modeled by Cui
and Goree [55]. Fluctuations can be caused in the electron and ion fluxes at random
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times due to the discrete nature of the charge carriers and by ciianges by spatial and
temporal variations in the plasma (for example changes in the electron temperature). It
is possible that charge can fluctuate so that a particle may be momentarily positively
charged.

1.4.2 The Electric Force
The general form of the electric force is given by
Fe = nqE

(1-4.5)

where nq = Q and E is the electric field strength. This expression is valid in the absence
of a space charge. A negatively charged particle in a plasma will develop a positive
sheath to match the negative charge on the surface of the particle. This effect is
commonly referred to as Coulomb screening.

At the plasma-sheath interface, nonuniform electric fields will exert a net force on the
"dressed" particle over a Debye length of the particle. The electric field will also affect
the positive space charge around the particle so that the correct application of equation
1.4.5 requires that the charge balance be solved self consistently with the actual charge
density and the electric field

in the sheath.

However, based on calculations of

electrostatic forces on a particle with Debye-Huckel screening, equation 1.4.5 was found
to be an excellent approximation [56].
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As will be illustrated at the end of this section, the electrical forces dominate all other
forces (including fluid drag, thermophoresis, and gravity) so that submicron particles
remain suspended until the plasma is extinguished. There are two schools of thought
regarding the exact nature of the trapping phenomena. One school of thought is that
particles are located where there is a positive potential well, while the second theory is
that particles trap where the electric force balances the ion drag force. Watanabe made
plasma potential measurements and found that the regions where the particles
accumulate does not always correspond to locations of highest potential.

Regardless, in conventional horizontal parallel plate discharges the negatively charged
particles are suspended perpendicularly to the electrodes in potential wells. However, it
is possible to manipulate the location of the trap by altering the electric field in the
sheath, for example by electrode design [57] or by an induced magnetic field [58].
Particles can escape the trap if the rf power is gradually reduced [59].

1.4.3 The Ion Drag Force
The ion drag force is a result of momentum transfer fi-om positive ions to particles. The
general form is
Fi =KnH-n+m+u+dp

(1-4.6)
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where

is the rate coefScient for collision and n^,m^, and

are the ion density, ion

mass, and ion velocity relative to the particle. In general, the rate coeflScient depends on
the cross section for collision and the ion velocity. Due to the coulomb nature of the
collision, the cross section (a) is larger than Tcdp.

Kbm-

= /" (v+)v+f(v+)dv+

(1-4.7)

a(v+) = cib2log(^l+C2^)

(1A8)

This form of the cross section has been derived by Killgore [16] and the values of the
constants c, and Cj are 0.92 and 0.61, respectively.

Bames et al. provide an alternate form of the rate coefficient for collisions, and include a
second ion drag force due to orbit forces [60]:
2S2_^)2
2xeodpiiua(l+^J
Fio = n+v+dm+v+47tb2r
bi =-—32

J

4Keonuv^j
xj+b J
s

IDs

2

(14 10)

(1.4 11)
(1.4
12)
'•
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In the bulk of the plasma, the ion velocity is small. As the ion approaches the electric
field at the sheath it is accelerated; its direction is perpendicular to the sheath. At the
sheath, the ion velocity approaches the Bohm velocity (UJ and this value, given by
equation 1.4.14 below, is the upper limit of the ion velocity, v^..
(1.4.14)
Therefore, ion drag forces may be significant in high density plasmas. Simulations
presented by Kushner predict that particles may be pushed through the sheath and on to
the wafer for high ion velocities [61].

1.4.4 The Neutral Drag Force
The third force considered in this section is the force which results from a neutral gas
molecule colliding with a particle. This is the neutral analog to the ion drag force
discussed in the previous section.

The drag force acting on a particle depends on the

gas velocity (U), gas viscosity (Hg), gas pressure (P), particle density (Pp), particle
velocity (Vp), and particle size (dp);
„
3«^gpp(U-Vp) dp
td =
K

(1.4.15)

The empirical correction factor in the denominator is the Cunningham Correction, (C^)
and is needed to account for non-continuum effects at low pressures.

Cc = 1 +[p|g^l [ 6.32 + 2.01 exp ( -83.32P(Pa)dp(^un)]

(1.4.16)
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As demonstrated by Carlile, et al., at moderate gas velocities it is possible to deform the
particle trap [62], Similar observations are reported by Watanabe for silane discharges
[13] and RI£ and sputtering discharges [32] where particle clouds are more intense the
exhaust part. At high gas velocities, the drag force is sufficiently large to overcome the
lateral electrostatic force at the wall and dislodge particles from the trap [63].

Using Doppler interferometry, Bouchoule and Boufendi have measured particle
velocities comparable to the gas velocity as the plasma is extinguished [23]. Similar
observations are reported for equally tempered electrodes by Bohme et al [64],

The

topic of particle trajectories in post plasma environments is discussed in more detail in
Chapter Four where fluid and particle simulations are presented.

1.4.5 The Thennophoretic Force
Particles can experience a thermophoretic force as a result of temperature gradients.
More energetic gas molecules on the hot side of a particle will drive the particle toward
the cold side. The thermophoretic force is a function of the gas mean free path Q,), the
gas pressure (P), the particle diameter (d^, and the temperature gradient [65].

Ft = d l P X ^

(1.4.17)
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The importance of thermophoresis in low pressure plasma systems has been
demonstrated by Jellum et al [53], In this work carbon-containing particles in an argon
plasma responded to temperature gradients created by the heating and cooling of the
electrodes. Similar experiments conducted by Collins et al in pulsed discharges have led
to a better understanding of the importance of the thermophoretic force in the
post-plasma environment [66]. Temperature gradients as large as 10 K/cm may be
present, in which case the thermophoretic force acting on a 0.5 m particle will be greater
than fluid drag and gravity.

Particles are be accelerated against the temperature

gradient. Thermal forces may only be important at low gas flow rates [67],

1.4.6 Gravity
Finally, the gravitational force is considered. Gravity is an important force, especially for
larger particles. The force of gravity is expressed as:
tj _ PpSwlp
6
(1.4.18)

Here g is the gravitational constant, Pp is the particle density and dp is the panicle
diameter. Larger particles appear lower in the electrostatic trapping regions because of
gravity. These particles can deposit on the wafer and chamber surfaces when the plasma
is turned off [67].
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1.4.7 Comparison of Forces
In this section, estimates of the five

forces (electric, ion drag, neutral drag,

thermophoresis, and gravity) are made. Two cases are considered: plasma on and
plasma off. While the plasma is ignited, the electric force dominates all other forces. In
an electrically asymmetric systeni, the electric force is greatest near the sheath of the
powered electrode where the electric field strengths are greatest. The five relative forces
are calculated for a range of particle diameters and are shown in Figure 1.4.1.
Assumptions for plasma and particle parameters are summarized in Table 1.4.1.

The second case considered is immediately after the plasma is extinguished.

In the

afterglow of the plasma, it may be possible for particles to retain charge. However, the
electric field and the ion fluxes rapidly decay, on the order of milliseconds, so that the
electric force and ion drag may be neglected. In the absence of these electrical effects in
post processing, the balance of fluid drag, gravity, and thermophoretic forces determine
the trajectories of particles, as shown in Figure 1.4.2. This has important implications
for chamber design since particles which were suspended above the wafer while the
plasma was on may settle onto the wafer when the plasma is extinguished.
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Gravity

TtMnnophoretic
-22

10

1

I

I

I

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

Particle Diameter (um)
Figure 1.4.1: Comparison of forces acting on an alumina particle at 2 Pa. The electric
force is shown by the hatched area for two electric field strengths (at powered elearode
sheath and at ground). Drag force is bounded by the shaded area with upper and lower
bounds for gas velocities of 100 and 1 cm/s. Thermophoretic and ion drag forces are
also shown for values listed in Table 1.4.1. While the plasma is on, the electrical force
dominates aU other forces acting on a particle.

Average electron energy
Average ion energy
Ion velocity
Thermal Gradient
Particle density

4
0.03

eV
eV

1,000

m/s

100

K/m

4,000

kg/m^

Electric field strength at rf sheath

10,000

V/m

Electric field strength at grounded
electrode

1,400

V/m

Gas Temperature

300

Table 1.4.1: Parameters used to calculate forces in Figure 1.4.1.
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100

0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

Particle Diameter (urn)
Figure 1.4.2; Minimum gas velocity required to balance gravity and thermophoretic
forces in post-plasma environments at 2.0 Pa. Cases A through E are for upward gas
velocity for temperature gradients of 0,5,10,100 and -100 K/m. Case F represents
absolute value of downward gas velocity required to balance gravity with a -100 K/m
thermal gradient. Positive thermal gradients result in thermophoretic force in the same
direction as gravity (downward).

1.5 Dissertation Organization
This current investigation is an extension of the previous work by Smadi et al. As will
be described in the foUowing chapters, the scope of the work is to charaaerize, both
experimentally and theoretically, particle formation during the SFg/Ar etching of silicon.
Following additional introductory material on rf discharges, diagnostics and aerosol
dynamics in the next chapter, the contributions of the current mvestigation to the
understanding of particle formation and behavior in plasma systems are presented.
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Chapter 3 reviews the experimental apparatus and methods used in this work, including
an extraction device designed to collect particles from

the exhaust of the plasma

chamber. Fluid flow and particle trajectories in post plasma processes are simulated in
Chapter 4. These simulations characterize the process parameter space of a realistic
plasma environment for which particles of submicron and larger diameters are either
transported out of the chamber or are deposited onto chamber surfaces, including the
wafer. The study of particle transport following plasma extinction is an important topic
in clean chamber design and operation.

Particles generation during the low pressure etching of silicon in SFg/Argon is
experimentally characterized in Chapter 5.

The particles are composed of sulfur,

fluorine, aluminum, and fluorine. Their composition and morphology depend on power,
etch time, gas composition, and pressure. Previous efforts by other researchers in the
field of plasma generated aerosols have concentrated on silane deposition systems,
sputtering plasmas,

and on caibon-based RIE chemistries. The contribution that the

current work makes to the advancement of understanding particle formation in plasma
systems is two-fold. This work provides an in-depth study of the sulfur based, highly
electronegative chemistry; SF^/Argon. Second, the role of gas phase species, especially
of etch by-products, in particle precursor formation is examined. The presence of major
gas phase species is determined using mass spectroscopy and optical emission
spectroscopy.
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Following a presentation of the experimental findings

of this work in Chapter 5,

simulations of the gas phase chemistry of the plasma and of particle formation and
growth in the plasma are described in Chapter 6. The goal of these simulations is to
characterize the plasma chemistry for conditions corresponding to the experimental
process space where particle formation was found to depend on plasma power, gas
composition, and pressure.

Predictions of the gas phase chemistry are then used as a starting point to describe a
three stage particle formation mechanism. Dissociation of SF^ into lower molecular
weight species and SiF^ are primarily responsible for initial particle growth.

These

simulations predict that primaiy particle diameters (lO's to 100 nm) can be achieved
within several to ten seconds after S nm diameter nuclei are sustained. Coagulation can
lead to the formation of aggregates S pun in diameter. Recommendations to enhance
particle dynamics simulation and suggestions for follow-on investigations are made in the
final chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY

This chapter provides additional introductory material on rf discharge properties and
aerosol dynamics. In section 2.1, electrical properties of rf plasmas are discussed. This
discussion is foUowed by a review of gas phase and surface chemical reactions, including
etch mechanisms. Optical emission spectroscopy and mass spectrometry are commonly
employed to measure gas phase concentrations.

The theoretical aspects of these

techniques are reviewed in section 2.3. In section 2.4, theoretical and experimental
studies relevant to SF^ RIE etching of silicon are reviewed. Finally, the remaining
sections of this chapter are devoted to a review of aerosol dynamics, including
nucleation, growth, and collection techniques, as they pertain to particle generation in
plasmas.

2.1 Introduction to rf Plasmas
The plasma studied in the present work is a low pressure, capacitively driven radio
frequency (rf) plasma. The rf power is used to excite the discharge and the plasma is
sustained by ionizing collisions between electrons and neutrals. Electron collisions with
neutrals also result in dissociation to form radicals or in attachment to form negative
ions. Collisions are discussed in more detail in sections 2.2 and 2.4.
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The plasma is quasi-neutral, that is, on average the densities of negatively and positively
charged species must balance, and it is joined to the chamber wall surfaces by positively
charged sheaths. The formation of the sheaths is due to the greater mobility of electrons
compared to the more massive ions. The applied frequency is typically 13.56 MHz. At
this frequency, the electrons respond to the time varying electric field. The ions respond
only to the time averaged fields. In the bulk of the plasma the electric field is relatively
uniform and charged species move in random directions. However, at the sheaths high
electric field gradients exist, and result in the acceleration of positive ions towards the
walls. The ions traverse the sheath in directions normal to the electric field.

More exactly, the random motion of charged species in the bulk of the plasma is
governed by a balance of positive (r+W) and negative (T.C*)) fluxes at any position in
the bulk plasma. There are two components of the fluxes;

one is due to the electric

field, and a second due to free diffusion. In an electropositive discharge, electrons are
the only negatively charged particles. The fluxes of ions and electrons toward the sheath
are:
TeCx) = -He ne (x) E(x) - Dj Vn#

(2.1.1)

r+(x)

(2.1.2)

=

n+(x) E(x) - D^. Vn+

where Hi, D^, and n; are mobilities, diflRjsion coefficients, and number densities for the
charged species (i=e for electrons and i = + for positive ions). E is the electric field.
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which is directed toward the wail. Electrons are repelled by the electric field, while
positive ions are driven to the walls by a combination of the electric field and difilision
(there is a concentration gradient fi-om the center of the discharge). This is known as
ambipolar diffusion, and

is the ambipolar difiKision coefiBcient. For an electropositive

plasma, n^ = n+ = n, so that
r = re = r+ = D.vn

(2.1.3)

M^D« +
tu + H,

(2.1.4)

with
-

At the sheath the equality of the fluxes must still hold and as a result, there exists a
presheath region where the ion velocity must increase. The minimum velocity that the
positive ions must attain is the Bohm velocity, Ui^ and it depends on the electron
temperature (TJ and the molecular mass of the ion (m^):

Ub =

(2.1.5)

The applied power heats the electrons (through ohmic and stochastic mechanisms) so
that their average energy greatly exceeds the ion energies. The ions exchange energy
with neutrals, and consequently their temperatures are near room temperature
(equivalent to approximately 0.03 eV). In low pressure plasmas (1 mTorr to several
hundreds of mTorr), electron temperatures are on the order of 10 eV and plasma density
is 10* to 10'^ cm '. The degree of ionization is low and is n/(ng+nj, or approximately
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lO"*. The low ionization means that neutral chemistry and density (n^) are important.
Free radicals and etch products are also important species, and their concentrations are
typically greater than charged species concentrations, but less than neutral species
concentration.

The characteristic electron and ion temperatures stated above are mean values of a
distribution of energies.

This distribution is referred to as the electron energy

distribution function (EEDF). The most common distribution used to describe the
energies of plasma species is the Maxwellian distribution.

The

mean energies

correspond to mean velocities that are slightly faster (by 1.128 times) than the most
probable velocity. Electrons with higher energies ( from the high energy tail of the
distribution) are responsible for ionization in plasma discharges.

Self-consistent determination of the plasma density, electron temperature, the electron
temperature distribution, and the electric field

profile require the solution of the

Boltzmann equation and knowledge of collision cross sections. Simulations of this nature
are beyond the scope of this work. Instead, estimates of the plasma density and elearon
energy are made using scaling arguments [68,69] and they are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 6.
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The plasma is generated between two planar electrodes. In this work, as in many diode
systems, the area of the rf driven electrode (cathode) is much smaller than the area of the
grounded electrode (anode).

Compared to an electrically symmetric system, this

geometry results in thin sheaths of high electric fields at the cathode, a larger DC self
bias at the cathode, and a lower plasma potential. The negative DC self bias develops
because electrons escape to the cathode during the positive rf cycle.

The plasma

potential is an important electrical parameter since it determines the energy of the ions
incident on to the chamber sur&ces.

A complication encountered in this work is the elecronegativity of one of the feed stock
gases, SF(.

In electronegative discharges, negative ions are formed by electron

attachment to neutral molecules.

These negative ions can become trapped at the

sheaths. Under some conditions, the negative ion density can greatly exceed the electron
density. Compared to electropositive plasmas, the difiusive losses may not be ambipolar,
positive ion losses to the walls are less, and the Bohm velocity is reduced. In
electronegative discharges, there may high electric fields in the bulk and double layers.
Self-consistent simulations are strongly non-linear and scaling estimates of T, and n, are
more complex.
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2.2 Gas and Surface Chemical Reactions
In this section, gas and sur&ce reactions that occur m plasmas are reviewed. Generally,
a large number of elementary processes occur simultaneously. A complete description of
the plasma chemistiy requires knowledge of electron collision processes, the reactions of
charged, neutral, and radical species, species transport, and sur&ce interactions. These
reactions can be grouped as follows where A, B, C, and D are molecules, M is a third
body, and e represents an electron:

i

electron-ion pair production

a radical

e + AB —> AB^ +2e

production

e + AB—>e + A + B

Hi

electron attachment

e + AB —> AB *

rv

electron attachment dissociation

V

ion-ion neutralization

vi

three neutral body reactions

vii

bimolecular neutral reactions

AB, + B ~> AB,^,

via gas phase chemical reactions

A + B —> C + D

e + AB —> A" + B
AB* + C —> AB + C
A + B + M—>AB+M

ix

ion transport to surfaces

Fi = -D»Vni

X

radical transport to surfaces

r» = -D,Vn,

xi

surface reactions

A^^, + B(,j

^Cg)
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2.2.1 Gas Phase Kinetics
Electron-ion pair production (type i) results in the ionization of a neutral molecule. This
ionization process, as are other electron collision processes, is described by an ionization
rate (vj), a rate constant (Iq), and a collisional cross section

(cTi).

The cross section

depends on the velocity of the electron (vj approaching the neutral molecule.

The

ionization cross section is zero at T, = 0. For an ionization collision to occur, the
electron must have a critical energy, known as the threshold energy,
cross section increases linearly with T, to a maximum

The collision

(typically at e = 28^, and

then decreases as 1/e. The threshold energy for argon is 15.68 eV, and the cross section
exhibits a maximum at 100 eV. The dependence of the cross section with electron
energy varies from molecule to molecule, and for some molecules, the cross section
exhibits two maxima.

At a given energy, the ionization rate and rate constant are

related.
Vi=ngOiVe

(2-2.1)

ki = CTiVe

(2.2.2)

with

Electron attachment and electron attachment dissociation result in the production of
negative ions. SF^ has a strong affinity for electrons, so reactions of type ii and Hi will
produce negative ions. The ionization rate, rate constant, and collision cross sections are
different than for ionization reaction, although their expressions follow the forms of
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equations 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 (with cTea and ad* replacing Oi, k^^and

with k;, and

and

Vda replacing Vi). In general, non-dissociative attachment produces metastable species
(AB *) with lifetimes on the order of microseconds. A stable negative ion is formed only
if the metastable suffers a collision with a third body before the electron autodetaches.

In addition to the production of negative and positive ions through attachment and
ionization collisions with electrons, electrons produce radicals by dissociating the feed
stock gas (for example by reaction types // and rv). Of particular interest to the etching
of silicon is the production on free fluorine.

It is the activity of the free fluorine,

enhanced with ionic bombardment of the silicon sur&ce, which determines the etch rate.

2.2.2 Surface Kinetics
Surface kinetics of fluorine-based

plasmas have been studied by a number of researchers,

including the pioneers Cobum and Winters [70]. Surface kinetics determine the rate of
etch product removal, which may be linked to particle formation. The four most widely
cited mechanisms are physical sputtering, spontaneous etching, ion enhanced etching,
and reactive ion etching (RIE). The terminology "Reactive Ion Etching" is a misnomer
in that reactive ions are not the dominant etching species. The fourth mechanism is
generally regarded as unimportant. The first three mechanisms are described in the
sections which follow.
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2.2.2.1 Physical Sputtering
In physical sputtering, the bombardment of a solid with energetic, inert ions results in the
ejection of atoms from the sur&ce. The sputtering yield, the number of sur&ce (or
target) atoms removed per incident ion, depends on the target material, the incoming ion
energy and its direction. At sufficiently low ion energies, the ion energy
exceed a threshold value

must

or the sputter yield (Y^ will be negligible. Steinbtuchel

has shown that the sputtering yield, after examining a wide variety of data, can be
expressed in terms of the ion energy

Y.P

and the ion flux

= A(yir

(r+) [71]:

-

(2.2.4)

where the parameter A depends on the target material, and is 0.0037 eV

for silicon.

For normally incident argon ions, which is of interest in this work, the etch rate due to
sputtering of a substrate having a density of p is;
ER, =

^

(2.2.5)

The ion flux is the product of the ion density and velocity. The ion velocity is the Bohm
velocity, and the ion energy can be estimated as the sum of energy of the ion at the
Bohm velocity (TJ2) and the energy that the ion gains crossing the sheath. For a
strongly asymmetric discharge where the sheath voltage nearly equals the rf voltage
(V^, the ion energy can be approximated as [68],
= 0.8Vrf + ^ « 0.5
where Vp^ is the peak-to-peak voltage.

(2.2.6)
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2.2.2.2 Spontaneous Etching
The rate of spontaneous etching (ERJ of silicon by fluorine in the absence of energetic
ions is isotropic and is well described by the Arrhenius form.
ER, = korFexp0)
Here Fp is the atomic fluorine flux,

is the preexpontential parameter which depends

on substrate type, and E, is the activation energy. Winters and Plumb have studied the
stable etch products of spontaneous etching of silicon with fluorine with mass
spectrometry [72]. The stable gases are SiF^ Si^j, and SijF,, with SiF^ as the dominant
species.

2.2.2.3 Ion Enhanced Etching
Silicon etch rates are greatly enhanced when energetic ions impinge a surface covered
with adsorbed fluorine. The enhanced rate has been attributed to several mechanisms,
including "chemical sputtering," fluorine depletion, and ballistic mixing. In chemical
sputtering the role of the energetic ion is to promote a chemical reaction to occur which
produces desorption of a weakly bound molecule. The second mechanism affects an
increase in the spontaneous etch rate through ion bombardment which reduces the
surface concentration of fluorine.
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In both spontaneous and ion enhanced etching of silicon, a thin layer of SLFj^ forms.
This layer is approximately IDA thick. At the surface, SiF, is the dominant species and
the flucrination of the layer decreases as it approaches the bulk silicon. According to the
ballistic mixing model, the role of the bombarding ion is to enhance the formation of the
Si-F bond through collision cascades [73]. The mixing length is approximately 2-10
monolayers. The ion mixing within the SiF^ layer promotes fluorine transport to the
silicon sur&ce by preventing the formation of a thick layer.

Multibeam experiments have been used to create well controlled ion enhanced etching
[73], In these studies,the etching yield (Si/Ar*) depends on the ratio of the fluorine to
argon ion fluxes (¥/At*). The yield is characterized by a mass transfer limited regime
and an ion-flux limited regime. At low F/Ar^, the etch yield sharply increases with F/Ai*
and is not significantly enhanced with increased ion energy.

This is the mass

transfer-limited regime. At higher F/Af ratios, the yield is limited by the flux of ions to
the surface. In the ion-flux limited regime, the etching yield is strongly dependent on the
ion energy.

In addition to determining the etching yield, the ion energy and F/Ar"" ratio are important
in describing the produrt distribution. In RIE of silicon with fluorine, SiF^ is commonly
cited as the sole etching product, although up to 30% of the product distribution may be
SiF^. Increasing ion energy increases the fragment of unsaturated SiF,. As proposed by
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Gray, et. al., the fraction of unsaturated SiF^ the "branching ratio," increases with the
square of the ion energy [73],

The present work adopts the phenomenological modeling of Gray et ai [73], The model
accounts for spontaneous etching, physical sputtering, and ion enhanced etching. The
formulation assumes that the sur&ce within the ion mixing length can be simulated as a
continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR). The total etch rate includes the spontaneous
etch rate (equation 2.2.7) of section 2.2.2. The contributions of sputtering and ion
enhanced etching to the total etch rate are found from a three parameter fit of etch rate
data. A Langmuir-type model is used to determine the physisorption of fluorine and the
fraction of fluorinated sur&ce sites (6f) is found from a site balance.

ER« = korpexpCjl^) + Y,p (1 -0F) r+ + PJCI + b) 0F U

(2.2.8)

The last term represents the ion enhanced component where b is the branching ratio and
P2 is the net amount of SiF^ produced per ion from ballistic mixing between SiF2(,j and
physisorbed fluorine.
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2.3 In-Situ Diagnostics

2.3.1 Optical Emission Spectroscopy
In addition to the gas phase collisions processes described in section 2.2.1, electrons can
also collide with ground state molecules and atoms or ions to produce excited state
species.

The resulting optical emission is used as a qualitative and sometimes

quantitative diagnostic of plasma chemistry.

The theory and application of optical

emission spectroscopy is the subject of this section.

Plasma-induced emission (PIE) arises from collisions of ground state species with an
energetic electron or from the reaction of ions with the ground state species. The latter
is important, especially in the sheath region of the plasma. Three general reaction types
are:

electron impact excitation

e + A —> e + A*

electron impact dissociation

e +AB ~> e + A* + B

ion impact process

e (+M) + A* —> A* (+M)

Quenching reactions are also important:
A* —> A + hv
A* + M ~> A + M
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The excited state species, at an energy of E^„ will radiate at characteristic frequencies
(ffl) corresponding to the return to a lower energy level, E,. The emission wavelength is
, 25c
(2.3.1)
^ ~ (D
with
(Ea* -El)

(2.3.2)

where c is the speed of light and h is 6.63x10"^ J s.

The emission from atoms is sharply peaked about a single wavelength while that from
molecular species is composed of emission over a band of wavelengths (many fine
wavelengths close together). The broadening of the emission spectra from molecules is
due to additional rotation and translation energy levels associated with the molecule.

Reference spectra are available in the literature and identification of emitting species can
be made through careful inspection of these reference spectra. The relative intensity of
the emission lines is influenced by the type of discharge, the pressure, chamber surfaces,
and by absorption and emission spectra of other elements.

The intensity of the spectral lines is related to the concentration of excited state species.
The intensity depends on radiative lifetime of the excited state species, and rates of
reaction and quenching on walls and in the gas phase.

The emission intensity, as

measured by the peak height at a particular wavelength, is a convolution of the species
density, the electron energy distribution function (EEDF), and the cross section for
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electron impact excitation. This means that a direct comparison of peak heights
associated with different species does not necessarily provide information on their
relative concentrations in the plasma. Furthermore, changes in emission intensity caused
by changes in the plasma conditions do not necessarily imply corresponding trends in the
gas phase concentrations.

To correct emission intensities for changes in plasma conditions, optical actinometry can
be used. Using this method, quantitative information on the concentration of radical
species relative to an inert tracer concentration can be determined. Howeever, the utility
of actinometry is limited to excitation processes with similar electron impact cross
sections and excitation energy thresholds. The inert tracer concentration must be dilute.

The procedure involved in actinometry is to compare the intensity of the emission line
resulting from the return of an excited state to its ground state A (I^ to the intensity of
the emission of an inert tracer gas (1^) of known concentration (n^):

where t |a and t |t are the excitation efficiencies for A and the tracer gas T, and n^ is the
A atom concentration which is desired. The excitation eflBciencies are a function of the
quantum yield (<I>) for photon emission from the excited state, the cross seaion for
emission due to impact excitation (a^ and a-^), electron velocity (vj, and the electron
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velocity distribution function (fj. The quantum yield depends on pressure and electron
density, while the electron velocity distribution flmction and the cross section depends
on the electron velocity.
response eflSciency,

The emission intensity will also depend on the detector

. The excitation efQciency are expressed as:

T1A = T1DET(X,)/" 47CV2<I)AA»VefedVe

(2.3.4)

TIT = TIDETC^.)/" 47rv2(I>TaTVefedVe

(2.3.5)

If the excitation efiBciencies are equivalent, then the ratio of the intensities is greatly
simplified. The excitation efiGciencies for the atom A and the tracer T will be equivalent
only if the quantum yields and cross sections have the same energy dependence. For low
pressure discharges the quantum yields are approximately unity. In general, the cross
sections for photon emission from A and the tracer gas T are not equal, but if the tracer
gas is inert and the threshold energies for excitation of the tracer gas and the atom A are
similar, then the expression for the atom A concentration can be reduced to:

nA=nTCo^

(2.3.6)

where c^ is a proportionality constant. In the preceding analysis, it was assumed that all
of the excited A atom (A*) resulted from excitation from the ground state. It is also
possible to produce A* from dissociative excitation.
pathways for excitation of oxygen;

As an example, consider two
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dissociative excitation e + Oj —> O + O* + e —> 20 + e + h*
(A. = 777.4)

ground state excitation e + O —> O* + e + h*
(X = 844.6)

where h* = hJ2%.

The resulting emission intensity will be due to both of these mechanisms and use of
actinometry at X = 777.4 nm would lead to false measurements.

The validity of actinometry has been tested with laser induced fluorescence and chemical
titration methods for the F atom intensity at 703.7 nm with actinometric tracer gas argon
(at 750.4 nm). The proportionality constant (which appears in equation 2.3.6) for this
application is 0.56 [74]. Actinometry is also valid for 0 atom intensity at 844.6 nm with
argon. Absolute F atom concentrations have also been measured by actinometry using
argon atom concentrations determined by residual gas analysis.
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2.3.2 Residual Gas Analysis
Mass spectrometry is a common vacuum diagnostic. It is useful for both qualitative and
quantitative analysis of plasma gas phase composition and impurity concentrations. As
applied in this work, the technique is used to sample volatile species from the entire
volume of the plasma chamber.

Electrons of sufBcient energy that collide with a gas molecule will cause the gas
molecule to fragment

into a particular fragmentation

pattern.

This mechanism is

analogous to electron dissociation, as discussed in section 2.2 The electron energy must
be greater than the ionization potential of the gas molecule. The fragmentation patter,
commonly referred to as the cracking pattern, can be represented by a spectra of peaks
at unique ratios of mass to charge (m/e). The peak locations depend on dissociative
ionization, isotopes, and multiple ionization. The intensity of the peaks depends on the
gas and on the design and operation of the instrument.

Quantitative analysis requires that overlapping spectra of different species be
deconvolved. To relate the cracking pattern of a gas mixture with overlapping spectra,
the cracking patterns of each of the parent gas must be known. In general, the ion
current at a m/e of m, i„„ is a linear combination of the partial pressure of each gas that
contributes to the current at m and is also related to the sensitivity (S) and the gain (G)
of the instrument [75]:
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im = SG[aa,l * Pi +

anai • Pn]

(2.3.7)

For n gases and m ion current peaks, the partial pressure of each parent molecule can be
determined by an inverse matrix operation. The coefficients a„„ reflect the cracking
patter of each parent gas.
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Cracking patterns for stable gases are available in the literature. They are instrument
dependent. Short of solving the inverse matrix operation above, it is possible to obtain
more qualitative information of the gas phase species. This can be done by comparing
the relative intensities of selected peaks and by changing the electron energy.

In this work, plasma generated gas phase species are monitored and this adds an
additional level of complexity to the quantitative analysis. The plasma will generate
metastable species and some species which were originally dissociated in the plasma may
recombine prior to sampling in the ionizer. Some of the longer lifetime and more stable
species may survive transport to the quadrupole mass spectrometer, and cracking
patterns of these species may not be known. The sampling technique is limited to the
detection of neutral, radicals, and positive ions, since negative ions are confined by the
plasma. Additional uncertainties in the quantitative analysis are also due to differences
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between cracking patterns reported by the conventional quadrupoles and the one used in
this work, wiiich is a closed source, differential pumped ion source. One important
difference will be the additional multiple ionizations that will occur as a result of the
closed source design which minimizes wall interactions in the ionization chamber.

2.4 SF( RIE plasmas
SFg discharges are commonly used to etch silicon, polysilicon, and tungsten and other
refractory metals. In the etching of silicon, etch rate selectivity over silicon dioxide can
be achieved by the addition of moderate concentrations of oxygen to the discharge.
Etch rate selectivity has also been reported in amplitude modulated discharges [76,77].
This section reviews experimental and theoretical studies relevant to SFg RIE etching of
silicon, including plasma species detection and kinetic modeling of plasma chemistry.

A number of analytical techniques have been applied to the detection of gas phase
species generated in plasma systems, including infrared spectroscopy, laser induced
fluorescence,

gas chromatography,

optical

emission

spectroscopy,

and

mass

spectroscopy.

As applied to SF^ plasmas, the latter two techniques are used most

frequently. Before proceeding with a review of these gas phase measurements in SF^
plasma, a discussion on collision parameters is warranted.
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2.4.1 Collision Parameters
Information on collision parameters, including the threshold energies and collision cross
sections is an important topic for species detection and kinetic modelling. As discussed
in previous sections, the detection of species relies on generation of eccited (OES) and
charged (MS) species, while the collision parameters determine the rates of generation of
these species.

Ionization cross sections for electron impact dissociation of SF^ have been studied as a
function of electron energy [78]. The cross sections increase nearly linearly up to
maximum values of

£ = 8inax-

The data reported by Stanski and Adamczyk and

extrapolated threshold energies are summarized in Table 2.4.1.

Compared to ionization, the threshold energies required for dissociative attachment to
SFg to form SF/ and SFj" are considerably lower, < 0.2 eV. Collision energies and cross
sections are reported for the products of negative sulfiiroxyfluorides,and SF^ and F by
Wan et al [79], Kline and coworkers [80], and Sauers et al [81]. The collision data
shown m Table 2.4.2 are for total dissociative attachment using a thennionic emission
source and monochromator for detection [79], and for electron attachment measured
with a "High Temperature Apparatus" [80]. Sauers, Christophorou, and Spyrou
measured negative ion formation by time of flight mass spectrometry [81].
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Ion

e(eV)

SF5"
SF/

20

Sniax(eV)
145

20

145

0.32x10-'®

SF3*

25

155

1.01x10-'®

SF2"
SF"

25

100

0.20x10-'®

145
200

0.45x10-'®

S*

25
37

0.43x10-'®

SF^**

44

215

3.43x10-'®

SF2"

69

200

0.13x10*'®

OmK(cm^)
3.43X10-'®

Table 2.4.1; Electron Impact Ionization Energies and Collision Cross Sections for SFg
(taken from reference 78).

The total dissociative cross sections include the production of all negative ions. For
example, dissociative attachment of SOF, resuhs in S0F2.. (a metastable) and F.. Some
ions (most likely metastable) are formed at zero energy (noted by &) and many cross
sections have multiple peaks due to resonance or dissociative attachment to form more
than one negative ion (noted by *).

Values of Sauers et al that differ from the

measurements of Wan are noted in Table 2.4.2. Sauers et al also report attachment
energies for SiF^. The threshold energies and peak energies for formation of SiFj" SiF^
are 10.35 and II.1 and for F 10.85 and 11.25 eV, respectively.

In mass spectrometric studies of SFg plasmas, positive and negative SF^, F, SiF„ and
SO^y species have been observed. The electron energy of the mass spectrometer is
typically 70 eV, an energy exceeding the threshold ionization potential for unfragmented

SF^ and SiF^. Therefore, the reported spectra represent parent molecular fragments
(generated by the etching plasma) and flirther dissociation products of the parent
molecules. In conventional mass spectrometry of rf plasmas, negative ions can not be
detected unless they are purposefully extracted from the plasma, typically by sampling
through an orifice in the ground electrode on which an independent DC bias is applied.

Ion
SO/SO^

SthCeV)
3
4.1 c

F/SOFj«

~0 &

0.6* &

2.4x10-'®

SO^F-ZSO^Fj«

~0&
2.55 c

2.4* &

0.14x10-'®

F/SOF/*^

~0
1.9 c

~3.2» &
3.2 c

0.04x10'®

F/SF/*'
SF^-(b)

~0
~4

0.6* &
5.5

SF^-ft)

~8

10.7

1.1x10"'®
1x10-"
2x10-®

SFjpO»

10.2

12

1x10'®

3

4.6*

6x10-"

F -(b)

3.3

4.5*

1x10-"

8iiiix(eV)
4.5*
4.8 c

CTnuxCcm^)
0.70x10'®

Table 2.4.2; Electron Impact Attachment and Dissociative Attachment Energies and
Cross Sections for SFg. Data taken from reference 79, 80, and 81 (noted by a,b,c).

2.4.2 Gas Phase Species in SF^ Plasmas
The existence of a particular species in a SF^ plasma depends not only on the electron
energy dependent collision cross seaion, but on the plasma electron energy distribution
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function, the presence of oxygen, and on gas phase and surface losses.

The

sulfiaroxy-fluorides are the product of gas phase reaction of oxygen (either from Oj or as
oxygen from quartz) with SF^ (most likely SFJ. This is an example of a gas phase
reaction which leads to the loss of SF^. Gas phase species can also be lost through
recombination processes on chamber sur&ces. For example, free fluorine recombines on
aluminum sur&ces to form Fj.

According to d'Agostino and Flamm, the etching of quartz at 1 Torr produces SiF4, Fj,
SOF2, SO2F2, and SOF4 as the only stable species [82]. The analysis of these products
was determined by infiured and gas chromatography. Presumably the F, is a result of
fluorine recombination on the surface of quartz. During the etching of silicon in the
absence of oxygen, sulfiiro?^uorides are not detected and SF4 appears as a significant
species. The SF^ is disocccciated into fluorine, but a portion of the fluorine reacts to
form S1F4 in the presence of silicon. The fluorine atom concentration, as measured by
optical emission spectroscopy, decreases as the silicon area increases.

Wagner and Brandt have studied the effect of power density on the relative intensities of
mass spectrometric peaks during the etching of silicon with SFg in a DC glow at 91
mTorr [83].

The various peaks correspond to positive ions generated in the mass

spectrometer.

Changes in the relative signals with power density suggest that the

proportions of parent molecules generated by the plasma change with power density.
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For example, they report a decrease in both the SF,* and SF/ signals and an increase in
the SiFj" as the power density is increased from 0 to 2 W/cm^. SFj*. SF", and SjF2'"
intensities are maximum at I.O, 0.75, and 1.5 W/cm\ respectively, while the SOFj*
intensity is smallest at 0.75 W/cm\ The spectra were corrected to account for additional
fragmentation by the ion source mass spectrometer. The presence of SOFj is due to
etching of a pyrex window in the chamber. The general shift to lower molecular weight
SF^ species with increased power density suggests that fluorine depletion is &vored over
SiF^ production [84], In subsequent investigations of DC plasmas where the chamber
design and the accelerating potentials of the ion source prevented the sampling of
positive ions, Brandt and Wagner conclude that the SF/ signal is due to neutral SFg
which has survived dissociation in the plasma and recombination in the mass
spectrometer [85].

Mutsukura and Turban arrive at somewhat different conclusions regarding the main
products of a SFg rf plasma generated at 100 mTorr and 0.26 W/cm^ in a stainless steel
reactor [86],

Neutral molecules were sampled through an orifice in the grounded

electrode. The partial pressures of the gases were corrected to account for additional
fragmentation by the ion source of the mass spectrometer. In 100% SF^, they observed
SF4, SFj and scarce amounts of SF.

Lergon et al. report the extraction of both positive and negative ions from a DC positive
column discharge of SFg in argon [87], In dilute mixtures of SF^ in 20 Pa argon, the
main positive ions are SF^* and SFj". F" was not observed. SF, SFj", SF/, and SFj" were
the dominant negative ions detected. In the presence of silicon, SiF," (3C=l-4) and SiF/
(x=2-4) were found.

Pressure is another process parameter which influences the product distribution. Eisele
has studied the etching of silicon in a stainless steel reactor at pressures from 45 to 225
mTorr [88]. Etch rate increased with pressure, and SiFj* was the only etch produrt
observed by mass spectrometry. Other species observed were SFj^ SF/.SFj^ SP, and
suliuroxyfluorides. Etch rate also increased with fraction of SF^ in argon.

To this point, the discussion of gas phase speciation in SF^ plasma has been almost
entirely limited to mass spectrometric measurements. Optical emission is also used to
study gas phase chemistry. Recently, absolute fluorine atom concentrations in CF^
plasmas was measured using optical emission spectroscopy in tandem with RGA
actinometric measurements of argon [74]. CF4 is the carbon-based analog to SF^.

In

RIE, the argon concentration remained constant with power and increased linearly over
a pressures ranging from 12 to 87 mTorr. Fluorine atom concentrations increased with
both pressure and power.
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Spatially and time resolved OES of SFg/Nj rf plasmas at pressures from 0.05 to 1 Torr
has been applied to the study of double layer formation [89]. The excitation emissions
are high in the bulk of the plasma, and are due to a high electric field as a result of low
electron density. A double layer forms near the anode. The layer is formed because the
mean energies and mobilities of negative charge carriers are different in the bulk than in
the the double layer. Electrons in the double layer have higher energy than electrons in
the bulk.

The observations that high electric fields and ionization occur in the bulk of SF^ plasmas
are confirmed by experimental measurements and model predictions made by Gogolodes
and coworkers [90]. They predict negative ion concentrations 400 times greater than
electron concentrations. This is in contrast to argon discharges where voltage drops and
ionization occur at the powered electrode. Another consequence of the lower electron
density and higher electric field in SF^ plasmas compared to argon discharges is that
mean electron energy is higher.

This has been verified by tuned Langmuir probe

measurements of SF^ discharges at 100 mTorr [91]. The electron temperature and
density in SF^ are 6.5 eV and lO' cm"' and in argon are 3.8 eV and 10'° cm'^ respectively.

To this point in the description of SF^ plasmas, either pure SF^ discharges or fixed
dilutions of a carrier gas in SF^ have been reported. Variations in the plasma energy,
electron density, and plasma dissociation with argon carrier dilutions are important
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topics for the cuaent study. However, literature reviews on this topic are sparse. With
regard to argon dilutions, CCl^j plasmas are more widely studied. In particular, the
microwave cavity resonance measurements of negative ion and electron densities and
energy resolved mass spectrometric analysis of positive ion flux in dilute CCI2F2 plasmas
by Stoffels and Stoffels is worth noting [22]. They characterized the transition from an
electropostive to an electronegative plasma with dilutions of Cl^Fj up to 30%. With
even trace amounts of CCI^Fj in argon, large concentrations of negative ions (primarily
Cr from dissociative attachment of low energy electrons) are formed. Negative ion
densities are 100 times higher than electron densities. The result of the negative ion
generation is an order of magnitude increase in positive ion density and a corresponding
order or magnitude decrease in the electron density and the Bohm velocity, when
compared to pure argon plasmas. The plasma potential also decreases slightly. For
example, electron density decreases from 5.8 x 10' to 6 xlO* to 5.6x10* cm'^ as the
CCI2F2 dilution increases from 0 to 10 to 15 in argon at 50 W and 30 seem total gas
flow. For dilutions of 20% and greater, the electron density is nearly constant (3 x 10'
cm'^). Electron density was found to increase linearly with rf power (up to ICQ W). The
rate of electron density increase with power was found to be faster in 10% CCl^Fj in
argon than in pure argon discharges.
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2.4.3 Kinetic models for SF^ discharges
This section is a synthesis of material presented thus &r in this chapter. Kinetic models
and their experimental verification are essential to the description of gas phase species.
This topic is important to the present work in that it is the concentrations of the various
gas phase species, in addition to their thermodynamic properties, that will lead to particle
formation and growth.

As discussed in the preceding sections, a number of plasma parameters determine the gas
phase chemistry. The primary parameters are the electron temperature, the electron
density, and the gas density.

The electron temperature defines the collision rate

constant, while the collision rate constant, the electron density, and the gas density will
determine the overall reaction rate. A scaling parameter which is commonly used in
Idnetic modeling is the ratio of the electric field to the molecular gas density, E/n^.
Average E/n^ values in low pressure rf discharges typically range fi-om 10 - 30,000
Townsend (1 Td = 10'" V cm^.

Kline presented a plug flow reactor model which includes electron-molecule collisions,
ion-ion recombination, electron detachment, diffusion losses, and surface chemisorption
[92], The chemical kinetics assume a silicon wafer is not present. At 1000 Td, the
predicted fluxes of F, SFj, SF3, and SF were used to calculate the etch rates which were
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m modest agreement with experimental rates. Calculated negative to electron densities
were one order lower than «q}erimental measurements.

Anderson, Merson, and Light take a slightly different approach in the modeling of
SFg/Oj chemistry at 500 Td [93]. They performed a material balance over the reactor
and included rate expressions for electron impact dissociation, ionization, and
attachment as well as neutral gas phase reactions. The etch rate simulation assumed that
SiF4 was the only volatile etch product, and included F atom contributions from positive
and negative SF^ ions and from chemisorption of radicals. In decreasing order, the
species density (cm'^) were F 3 x 10", SF^ 3 x 10'^ SF^ 7 x 10", SFj 7 x 10", SFj" 4 x
10", r 3 X 10'^ SFj* 2 x 10'^ and SF," 3 x 10".

In a similar fashion, Lii and Jome simulate the etching of silicon by fluorine atoms in an
SFg discharge at pressures from from 0.2 to 1 Torr [94]. Estimates of the electric field
and electron density are made from experimental impedance measurements of a reaaor
with a variable interelectrode gap.

Electron impact dissociation and dissociative

chemisorption on the wafer and aluminum surfaces were included in the mass balance.
The simulated etch rates are in close agreement with experimental rates.

Electron

density increases with interelectrode gap and power density but is constant with
pressure. Electron temperature and the average E/n increases inversely with pressure.
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The investigation of Lii and Jorne is extended in the subsequent studies by Kopalidis and
Jome [95,96], The reactor used ui this work is of the parallel plate type with aluminum
electrodes separated by a fixed gap of 6 cm. Langmuir probe measurements are used to
determine electron energy and plasma density of SF^O, plasmas generated at pressures
ranging fi"om 10 to 100 mTorr. Electron temperature was found to increase linearly
from 5.4 eV at 100 mTorr to 18.2 eV at 10 mTorr. Over this same pressure range, the
plasma density decreases from 11.3 x 10' to 3.8 xlO' cm^ The addition of 0^ cause an
increase in the electron energy and a decrease in the plasma density.

The experimental electron temperature measurements were used to predict electron
dissociation rate constants, fitted

to published kinetic data [80,93].

Only neutral

chemistry was considered. In addition to homogeneous reactions and radial dispersion,
heterogeneous sur&ce reactions, such as recombination and chemisorption, are mcluded.
The simulations assume a one dimensional radial flow model with exit concentrations of
neutral species which were measured by mass spectrometry. The modeling assumes the
absence of a silicon wafer. The simulation predicts product distributions across the
cathode. The predicted fluorine atom flux is used to predict the spontaneous etch rate
and the total modeled etch rate reflects rate enhancement due to ion flux.

The fractional conversion of SFg to lower molecular weight species is highest at the
center of the wafer and generally increases with decreasing pressure. At 100 mlorr
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fluorine represents 20 to 35% of the product distribution. At 10 mTorr, the dissociation
increases and F is 40 to 80% of the product distribution.

The mole fraction of

sulfiiroxyfluorides is 0.001 to 0.1 for oxygen concentrations up to 50%.

Of the

sulfliroxifluorides predicted, SO^Fj is present in the largest concentration.

Due to

chemical reactions, the gas volume increases by a &ctor of 2.6 to 5.9. This increase in
volume results not in a pressure gradient or increase, but in an increase in gas velocity.
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2.5 Introduction to Aerosol Dynamics

The formation, transport, and collection of process-mduced particles are the subjects of
this work. Specifically, the dynamics of aerosols generated in RIE plasmas of SF^ are
investigated experimentally and through simulations.

To this point in the chapter,

relevant plasma theory has been reviewed. The balance of the chapter is devoted to a
review of aerosol dynamics, including nucleation, growth, and collection techniques as
they pertain to particle generation in plasmas.

2.5.1 Particle Growth
The formation of aerosols in a vapor system results from gas-to-particle conversion. In
a supersaturated vapor, nucleation can lead to the formation of new particles. Under
unsaturated conditions, condensation is also possible; for example during adiabatic
expansion or in the presence of a non-volatile solute. The formation of "rain" during the
pump down of vacuum systems which contain water vapor is due to adiabatic expansion.
Gas phase reactions can also lead to the formation of condensable products. In fact,
clusters in a vapor system always exist, and can act as nuclei for condensation of
supersaturated gases.

As described in the previous chapter, researchers studying particle formation in silane
deposition and in electronegative etching plasmas generally propose a three stage
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particle growth mechanism. Particle formation is initiated by homogeneous gas phase
nucleation. Once nucleated, particles which remain in the plasma can continue to accrete
mass by attachment of condensable vapors and charged species. The third stage is
characterized by coagulation. As will be presented in the simulations of Chapter 6, this
work proposes a three stage growth mechanism. The foUowing three sections of this
chapter provide the theoretical framework for these aerosol simulations.

2.5.2 Homogeneous Nucleation Theory
Generally, homogeneous nucleation results in very high concentrations of very small
particles. Central to nucleation the formation of clusters, which grow by the addition of
single molecules (monomers).

The change in the Gibb's Free Energy for the

incorporation of clusters of g molecules into a drop of radius rp is
(Gi -Gv)dg = 47co(rp + dr?)^ - 4jtarp
with

g = ^.

(2-5.1)
(2.5.2)

Vm is the liquid molar volume (MW/p), and G^ and G,are the Gibb's Free energy of the
vapor and liquid. The term 47cr|CT represents the free energy of interface with radius of
curvature Tp and surface tension o. Simplification of 2.5.1 leads to (with (dr^^ = 0):
A
\ SicoTpdrp 2oMVi^
4G = (G,-Gv) =-^ = -;^

(2,5,3)
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Alternatively, the exact differential expression of the Gibb's Free Energy (relating the
Gibb's Free Energy to entropy, S, and the system pressure, P) can be used. For an ideal
gas ( Vy =kT/P,

» V, in general, and dG = VdP-SdT). At constant temperature, the

vapor pressure of the liquid over the sur&ce of the cluster, P"",, and the equilibrium
vapor pressure over a flat sur&ce, Pj, are related by
(Gi-Gv) = -/pf^dP

(2.5.4)

Combining equations 2.5.3 and 2.S.S yields a relation known as the Kelvin effect:
(2.5.5)
The Kelvin effect describes the elevated vapor pressure over a drop compared to the
vapor pressure over a flat surface, since there are fewer molecules in the vicinity of the
small drop relative to the flat surface.

The ratio of the pressures P^fPs is known as the supersaturation ratio (S), and it is an
important parameter in describing the formation of stable nuclei. Stable nuclei can be
formed if the concentration of a condensable vapor exceeds its equilibrium saturation
pressure ( S » 1). Particle nuclei (or clusters) which are smaller in size than the critical
diameter,

wiU evaporate, while clusters whose diameter exceeds this critical size will

tend to grow.

Particle nucleation can arise from cluster formation from a single

component monomer and in multi-component systems when the solution is
supersaturated (even though the pure components may be subsaturated).
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The dependence of the Gibbs' Free Energy for the formation of a single drop on the
cluster size and the supersaturation ratio is described by equation 2.5.6. The first term is
the energy associated with the phase change, while the second is the surface tension
component. Under subsaturated conditions (for S <1), the Gibb's Free Energy increases
monotonically with cluster diameter. Hence nuclei formation is not stable. However,
under supersaturated conditions, there exists a maximum in the CKbb's Free Energy at
cluster sizes greater than a critical diameter. At cluster sizes larger than the critical size,
the sur&ce tension term no longer dominates and the Gibb's Free Energy may be
negative:
AG =

J kbT In S + izdla = gkbT hi S + bg^

(2.5.6)

with
(2.5.7)

The critical cluster diameter (dp®) and the number of molecules at this critical size (g^
are:
_ 4ovb

P

and

kbTlnS

Q
32lB9^Va
® ~ 3(kbTlnS)^

(2.5.8)
(2.5.9)

At equilibrium, the rate particles growing into a size range is equal to the rate particles
growing out of a size range, and the concentrations of clusters containing g molecules,
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N'g, is constant. A Boltzmann distribution of the cluster concentrations is generally
assumed, where N, is the total number of vapor molecules of the condensable species;
N| =Niexp[^] =Niexp[glnS-§] = NiS8exp[^]

(2.5.10)

This expression is valid for g less than or equal to g®. At g = g^ AG is a maximum and
ISTg is a minimum:
N | e = N i e x p r — ( 2 . 5 . 1 1 )
^

L 3(kbT)'(InS)^J

The equilibrium rate of cluster formation (g-mer) through monomer addition to the (g-1)
mer is
Tag-iN^i = r agN|

(2.5.12)

/

where Fand F are the condensation and evaporative fluxes of monomers to and from
the cluster sur&ces of monomers of area a^., and

, respectively. The monomer flux

depends on the monomer partial pressure and is;
Y-=

P'
(2«n,kbT)'^

(2.5.13)

To this point in this description of classical nucleation theory,thermal and phase
equilibria have been assumed. When condensation occurs, however, cluster formation
can no longer be characterized as a system in equilibrium. Rather, pseudo-steady state
assumptions and a non-equilibrium factor are applied to the nucleation rate analysis
The net rate of formation of g clusters from g-1 clusters (1^) is a non-zero constant and is
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related to the non-equilibrium cluster concentrations (N^ and N^.,) by:
£N» __ai
a ~

^

(2.5.14)
/

Jg ~

~ Tag-tNg-i — r agNg

(2.5.15)
(2.5.16)

The pseudo-steady state assumption implies that the nucleation rate (also referred to as
the droplet current) is independent of cluster the cluster size.

Finally, the nucleation

rate expression simplifies to Equation 2.5.17 with the elimination of the evaporative flux
(using Eq. 2.5.12) and the assumption of equivalent cluster areas a, and a^.,:

(2.5.17)

The terms in Eq 2.5.17 represent the monomer flux (first term in brackets), the cluster
area, the non-equilibrium factor, and the equilibrium cluster concentration.

The

dimensionless non-equilibrium factor accounts for the use of equilibrium cluster
concentration in the pseudo-steady state approximation of the nucleation rate. Due to
the exponential dependence of the rate on the In S, small changes in the supersaturation
ratio lead to orders of magnitude changes in the nucleation rate.
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Particle growth is important when the charaaeristic time to achieve the critical cluster
size is less than the time in which the clusters are lost by difRision to chamber surfaces.
That is:
y _J
L'^N,kusp~£g-

(2.5.18)

where the left hand side is the time required to have g collisions with a rate coefiBcient of
kji in a monomer with a density of N, and sticking probability, Sp. Similarly, the right
hand side is the time for a cluster of g molecules to diffuse a length A and stick with a
probability of

to the chamber walls.

In low pressure plasmas, the time scale for difiusion loss is on the order of 10 to lOO's
of nanoseconds. This is shorter than the time to achieve the critical cluster size, typically
10 to 100 microseconds. However, if the clusters collide with electrons and positive
ions, the cluster lifetimes can be extended. Additionally, if a steady state negative charge
is maintained by the cluster, clusters can be trapped at the plasma-sheath interface, and
division losses to chamber surface are significantly reduced. Choi and Kushner propose
that the role of the electrostatic trap in particle growth is to increase the residence time
of small negatively charged clusters [48],

The formation of aerosols by homogeneous nucleation requires a supersaturated
condition.

Once the nuclei are formed (typically namometers in diameter),
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supersaturation is depleted, and further nucleation is suppressed. The formation of 2 nm
diameter crystallites in silane deposition plasmas (reported by Bouchouie and Boufendi
[9] ) is an example of homogeneous particle growth. These crystallites are formed
within the first milliseconds of plasma ignition; the particle distribution is monodisperse
for the first 30 seconds of growth. The monodisperse particle distribution is a signature
of homogeneous growth mechanism since a single nucleation event occurs.

Following homogeneous nucleation, continued particle growth is possible by
heterogeneous mechanisms and by coagulation. These mechanisms are discussed in the
following two sections.

2.5.3 Heterogeneous Primary Particle Growth
Condensation onto existing nuclei is iaiown as heterogeneous condensation. In general,
the rate of heterogeneous particle growth depends on the flux of condensable species to
the nuclei and the sur&ce area of the nuclei. In the continuum regime (where the
particle diameter is much larger than the mean fi-ee path of the gas), the steady state flux
is calculated using difiusion theory. On the other hand, the kinetic theory is used to
determine condensation rate for the molecular regime (particle diameter much smaller
than the mean fi-ee path of the gas). For the entire range fi^om continuum to molecular
regimes the following approximation for the steady state flux to a particle of surface area
Tcdp is commonly invoked:
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r i(moIecules/cm^/sec) =

l-t-Kh
}
(l+1.71KiH-U3Ka^

(2.5.19)

The driving force for condensation is the pressure difference between the bulk pressure,
Poo, and the equilibrium vapor pressure above the curved sur&ce of the particle, Ps"^.
The steady state fluxes also depends on the gas di£&isivity, D^. The dimensionless term in
brackets on the right hand side of the equation is the interpolation correction &ctor for
describing condensation over the entire range from free molecule to continuum.

The

correction depends on the particle Knudsen number, Kn = 2Xydp, where X is the mean
free path of the collisions of the condensable vapor.

Finally, the calculation of the growth rate of the particle diameter, dd/dt, depends on the
lattice constant (the distance between adjacent atoms), 5, and the sum of condensable
vapor and ion fluxes to the particle:

(2.5.20)

In a plasma system, condensable vapors are continuously generated, and if they collide
with a particle, they may condense. In addition, the plasma generates charged gas phase
species by electron attachment and electron attachment dissociation. Charged species in
the vicinity of the particles which may have acquired a steady state charge. Since the
collection area of positive ions to negatively charged particles is electrostatically
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enhanced, the flux of charged species to the particle is modified by the collection area.
The collection area depends on the particle charge and size.

Although homogeneous particle growth mechanisms have been widely studied in silane
deposition plasmas, heterogeneous particle growth has also been speculated. Watanabe
et al attribute the rapid growth stage in silane plasmas (subsequent to homogeneous
nucleation) to heterogeneous growth of positive ions onto negatively charged particles
[15], Likewise, Anderson et al hypothesize that particles in PECVD nitride plasmas
grow by reaction of charged [SiCNiyj^* species, and that the particle composition is
modulated by changes in the feed gas composition [20]. Heterogeneous growth rates
have been estimated at 1 to 140 nm/sec.

2.5.4 Particle-Particle Interactions
To this point, primary particle growth by spontaneous nucleation and then condensation
onto existing nuclei has been described. Under some conditions, aggregates of these
primary particles has been observed in the current and similar experimental studies of
particle formation in plasma environments. In this section, a mathematical description of
particle coagulation is presented.

Particle coagulation describes the collision and coalescence of particles.

Thermal

coagulation involves the Brownian diffusion of particles with one another. In addition.
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internal and external force fields can modify the rate at which particles coagulate.
Attractive and repulsive forces resulting from electrically charged particles, for example,
can either increase or decrease coagulation rates, respectively.

External fields such as

electrical, magnetic, and gravitational fields can lead to directed coagulation.

The driving force of coagulation is a reduction in the overall particle sur&ce area as the
average size of the particle increases. In the absence of sources of additional particles or
nuclei, the total number of particle decreases.

The dynamic particle balance is an inventory of the time evolution of the size distribution
function, n(v,t). The balance accounts for the change in number density (n) and size( v,
for volume) as particles nucleate, grow, and coagulate. The nucleation (J) and growth
(I) rates have been reviewed in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.

The contributions of

nucleation and growth are represented by the last two terms ofEquation 2.5.21.
= J / P(u, V -u)n(u, t)n(v- u, t)du- J p(u, v)n(u, t)n(v, t)du
0

0

-|[I(v)n(v.t)]+J(v,t)

(2.5.21)

This is the continuous form of the dynamic particle population balance. The two leading
terms account for particle coagulation. P is the coagulation frequency of two particles of
volume u and v. The number of collisions per unit time per unit volume,

depends of
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the coagulation frequency fiinction and the number densities of particles of sizes i and j
(t\ and n.):
Nij = p(vi,vj)ninj

(2.5.22)

The net formation rate of particles of size k is equal to the formation rate by collision
less the loss of particles of size k with all other particles. In the discrete form, the net
formation rate is:
^= 2

~" k . f P ( V i .V k ) n i

(2.5.23)

The summation index notation of the leading term indicates that particles of sizes i and j
combine form a particle of size k. This assumes that the volume of the kth particle is the
sum of the volumes (V; +Vj). The &ctor of one half in the leading term of equation
2.5.23 adjusts the rate for the double-counting of collisions of particles i and j in the
leading summation.

The form of the collision frequency function depends on sizes and number densities of
colliding particles and on the type of collision. For particles with diameters much larger
than the mean free path of the gas, the Brownian collision of particles i and j is;
(2.5.24)

Similarly, for particles with diameters much less than the mean free path of the gas, the
kinetic theory applies, and the coagulation frequency is:
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3(v..Vi)= fe)

'"(^§1)

"(vr^vrY

C2.5.25)

In the transition regime between the free molecular (dp«A.) and continuum (dp»X)
regimes, Fuchs provides a general interpolation formula [65]. This form, below, is
adopted for simulations used in this work (refer to Chapter 6). Fuchs' interpolation
equation (Equation 2.5.26) relates the mean particle separation distance ( 5 ), particle
difiusion constants (D^ and D^), particle volumes and size (radius r^ and r^), and the
mean velocity of the particles (Vp) to the coagulation frequency fiinction for polydisperse
aerosols.

P

"-'V-'

^=

(2.5.26)

(Vl+Vj)

D = (Di+D2)/2
5= Jsf+ii
Vp

+vj2

To this point in the review of particle- particle interactions, internal fields have been
ignored. However, attractive forces between particles of unlike charge can increase
coagulation rates, compared to neutrally charged particles. The Coulomb force between
two particles of l^and velementary charges varies inversely with the square of the
distance between the particles:
=

(2.5:7)
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The degree of interaction depends on the Coulomb potential. The potential energy of
the two particles at the contact distance of aj+aj is v|ie^/kT, where y is the characteristic
length of interaction;
y=^
a

(2.5.28)

_
~ 4«okbT

Zvfi = ^ =

(2.5.29)

repulsion

(2.5.30)

Zv^ = ^ = Y:^ attrartion

(2.5.31)

The increase in coagulation due to attractive forces or the decrease due to repellent
forces is characterized by the ratio of the charged to uncharged coagulation rates, Zv^.
= pZvH

(2.5.32)

Attractive forces are characterized by y « 0 and Z»^ » I and repellent forces by y»
0 and Zv^«l. For neutrally charged particles, y = 0, and the neutral coagulation
coeflScient, 3, is recovered from Equation 2.5.32. For example, coagulation is enhanced
by a factor of250 for two oppositely charged 10 nm diameter particles each carrying 30
elementary charges. Figure 2.5.1 illustrates the effect on Zv^ for oppositely charged
particles at three charging levels.

The charging levels are given in the number

elementary charges per particle diameter (charges/ nm).

of
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In plasma systems it is unlikely that particles of diameters greater than 5 nm will carry
both negative and positive charges.

The case of repellent particles is therefore of

particular interest. The presence of like-charged particles suppresses the coagulation
rate. Figure 2.5.2 illustrates this effect. Coagulation of 10 nm diameter particles is
reduced by 70% for the case of 0.05 elementary charges per diameter. This charging
level, however, is considerably less than estimates made for particles in low pressure
sputtering systems (on the order of 3 elementary charges per nm of particle diameter.
The electrostatic repulsion of such highly charged particles provides a significant barrier
to particles approaching each other at thermal velocities. Coagulation may only be
plausible if the particle charge is reduced (as it has been shown to be in electronegative
plasmas by Stoffels [22]) or if the particles' approach velocities are accelerated ( for
example through ion bombardment).

Attractive
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Figure 2.5.1; Enhancement to Coagulation for Attractive Coulombic Forces for three
Charging Levels (3,1, and 0.5 elementary charges per nm particle diameter).
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Figure 2.5.2: Decrease in Coagulation for Repulsive Couiombic Forces for three
Charging Levels ( 0.1,0.5, and 0.01 elementary charges per nm particle diameter).

In principle, change in particle size distribution of charged aerosols can be established if
the distribution of charges is known. The charged coagulation frequency function, (3v^,
replaces the neutral Brownian function, |3, in the dynamic population balance (Eq.
2.5.21). This work makes use of a Fortran based algorithm developed by Sandia
National Laboratories, MAEROS-2, to solve the population balance.

2.6 Particle Collection Techniques
Particle collection can be described by five mechanisms; gravity, electrostatic attraction,
inertial impaction, interception, and difiiision. Removal of particles which randomly
diffuse by Brownian motion from the gas streamline to the media is very effective for
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small particles, and increases with smaller particle size since diffiisional velocities are
increased. Interception occurs when the particle follows a streamline which intersects
with the collection surface. Interception efficiency increases with particle size (since the
sur&ce area for contact of the particle with the collection surface is greater), but it is
independent of velocity.

In this work, gravity, electrostatic forces, and impaction are important. The theoretical
aspects of the forces underlying these removal techniques (gravity, electrostatic force,
and fluid drag) were reviewed in Section 1.5. In this section, the application of these
forces as they pertain to particle removal and collection are discussed.

In gravitational settling, particles can be removed from the flow field due to their size
and low velocity. As a collection technique in low pressure plasma systems, gravity is an
important technique after the plasma is extinguished.

As will be presented in Chapter

4, simulations of the fluid flow and particle trajectory indicate that in realistic vacuum
environments, particles with diameters greater than 0.3 |im can settle due to gravity.

Inertial impaction occurs when particles follow straight lines from inertia even though
the gas follows curving stream lines around the collection media. The impaaion of
particles is characterized by the Stokes number, a ratio of the particle stopping distance
to the characteristic length scale. It is a fiinction of the particle diameter (dp) and density
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(Pp), gas velocity (U) and viscosity (Hg), and the characteristic diameter of pipe (D).

The Cunningham &ctor,

given by Equation 1.4.16, corrects for the non-zero gas

velocity at the particle surface due to the larger mean free path at low pressures. If the
Stokes number is greater than unity, impaction will occur:

For typical velocities in the exhaust the Stokes number exceeds unity for particles larger
than approximately 1 fxm, so that collection by impaction will likely be limited to larger
particles.

Electrostatic attraction depends on electric fields created between charges on the
particles and the collection media. In the presence of an electric field, charged particles
can be collected due to their electric mobility. The electric drift velocity, calculated from
a balance between the drag and electric force, is
®

3* n, dp

(2.6,2)

The electric drift velocity on a 0.5 jim diameter particle is 650 cm/s, assuming 1000 eV
charges on the particle between parallel plates with an electric field of 24 V/cm. This
drift velocity is sufiBciently large to permit a charged particle to be trapped on a charged
grid before it passes through the grid under typical vacuum conditions.
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With these mechanisms in mind, particle extraction devices can be configured to collect
aerosols fi-om plasma environments. These particle collection configurations and the
plasma reactor used to generate these aerosols are described in detail in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTERS
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The reactor used in this work is a modified Tegal MCR-I single wafer etch system. The
first part of this chapter describes the main components of the chamber, including the
vacuum system, the process gases, and etching substrates. Following this section,
techniques used to detect and collect particles are discussed. Detection techniques
include in-situ laser light scattering and ex-situ microscopic analysis. In section 3.4,
in-situ plasma diagnostic equipment is described.

Finally, general experimental

procedures are reviewed in section 3.5.

3.1 Chamber System
As shown in Figure 3.1.1, the etch chamber is 25 cm in diameter and is equipped with a
wafer load lock for transferring 10 cm diameter wafers. The load lock assembly is the
lower chamber which can be pumped separately fi-om the process chamber.

The

aluminum electrodes are spaced 10 cm apart; the lower electrode is 20 cm in diameter
and is driven at a rf fi-equency of 13.56 MHz. It is water cooled (to typically 15 °C). A
ceramic Macor ring insulates the powered electrode fi'om the grounded sidewall and top
electrode. Sidewall multipole magnets are used for plasma confinement.
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The aluminum cylindrical sidewall has two 1.5 inch diameter ports that are used for laser
light scattering (LLS), a port for optical emission spectroscopy (OES), and another port
for Langmuir probe measurements. Sapphire windows on the LLS and OES ports
permit transmission of short wavelength radiation. There is an additional port with 1/8
inch tubing for admitting gas or tracer particles through the sidewall. Gases can be
sampled directly from the chamber for residual gas analysis via a LLS port when the
sapphire window is removed. The configuration of these ports is shown in the top down
view of the chamber in Figure 3.1.2.

For each of up to five electronic grade process gases, flow rates are established by mass
flow controllers (Unit Instruments model UFC 1000). The gases are mixed in a manifold
and are filtered with a 0.01 jim filter. From the manifold, the process gases enter the
chamber through six orifices symmetrically distributed in the Macor ring around the
chamber bottom and then through a 1/16 inch annual gap. The inlet gas flow is directed
radially inward toward the centerline of the chamber. Gases are exhausted through four
oval slots in the perimeter of the grounded, top electrode, and are pumped out through
the off-axis exhaust port. Although the inlet orifices are distributed symmetrically, the
supply manifold into the orifices is diametrically opposite the pump port. These two
asymmetries result in an radially asymmetric gas velocity. As described earlier, gas can
also be admitted as a point source through an orifice that is located on the sidewall.
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For the purpose of intentionally admitting particles into the plasma chamber, a particle
injector assembly could be connected to the sidewall orifice. The injector assembly
consists of a three-way "t", a pneumatic valve (downstream of the "t"), a toggle valve,
and Argon gas supply. Particles are introduced through the top port of the't' with the
pneumatic valve closed. A small volume of Argon gas is charged into the "t" with the
toggle valve. Particle-ladden argon gas is then introduced into the vacuum chamber by
operating the pneumatic valve.

The gases are exhausted with a turbomolecular pump (Leybold Turbovac 1000) which is
backed by a mechanical pump. A motorized gate valve (VAT model F 40425-01) is
located immediately downstream of the turbo to adjust the chamber pressure. The
pumpbg package is capable of evacuating the chamber to base pressures as low as 10"®
Torr and process pressures up to 200 mTorr. Chamber base and process pressures are
monitored with an ion gauge (Varian NRC 840) and a capacitance manometer (MKS
227A).

Two power supplies are used in this work; a continuous wave and an amplitude
modulated supply. An ENI generator (model HF-1) can supply 13.56 MHz continuous
wave RF with a maximum capacity of 1000 W. The modulated power supply consists of
a Tektronics function generator, a HP programmable source, and a ENI (model A 300
REF) power amplifier. A watt meter (Bird Electronic Corporation Model 43) is used to
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measure the forward and reverse current from the amplifier. The output of either power
supply is feed to a matchbox that allows the rf signai to be tuned.
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Figure 3.1.1: Schematic of Tegal MCR-1 Chamber and load lock assembly. Wafers can
be transported from the bell jar (A) through the lower load lock chamber (B) via a
robotic transfer arm (C). During transport the load lock chamber vacuum is maintained
separately from the main process chamber (D). The lower (rQ electrode is water cooled
and can be raised and lowered to &cilitate wafer transport. The process chamber is
pumped with a turbo-molecular pump (E) and chamber pressure is controlled with a gate
valve (F). Chamber base pressure is monitored by an ion gauge (G) and a capacitance
manometer. The port (H) on the exhaust stack is used for particle extraction. The
figure also shows view ports for LLS (J) and the insulating Macor ring (K).
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IXSport

Wafer

Figure 3.1.2: A top view of the chamber showing the LLS, OES, sidewail gas, and
Langmuir probe ports.

3.2 Measurement Techniques

3.2.1 Laser Light Scattering
To observe the behavior of particles which are trapped at the plasma-sheath interface,
the scattered light of a He/Ne light source is monitored. The laser light scattering
system (LLS) consists of a 35 mW He-Ne laser (Spectra Physics), a 60 Hz scanner, and
a number of mirrors that are capable of illuminating a plane over the wafer. The
scattered light is captured by a color sensitive CCD camera (Sony DXC-750) with a
telescopic lens (Canon sx 12) and recorded by a VCR (Panasonic PV-S4864). Typically,
the CCD camera is positioned so that it receives forward scattered light at an angle of 2
to 5° with respect to the laser beam axis. The laser beam is illuminated in a plane parallel
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to the chamber electrode. Substrates are placed on a 3.5 cm high raised electrode
during LLS experiments so that the particle trap forms at elevations within the viewing
field allowed by the ports. The LLS technique employed here is based on the pioneering
work of Selwyn [37] and is illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.
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Figure 3.2.1: Laser Light scattering apparatus

In addition to recording and viewing images on video tape, the fi^e-by-frame

image

can be digitized using commercially available software. To visualize the scattered light
firom the particle cloud more quantitatively, a small spot of the laser beam is slowly
moved in a serpentine path over the entire cross section of the cloud. In this way the
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cloud boundary and contours of constant scattered power density within the cloud can
be determined. This process is similar to tomography x-ray technique used in medical
CAT scans. Software to digitize and display the contours of light intensity include
Framegrabber (Raster Ops., Corp), Photoshop (Adobe Corp.) and Graph Tool (3-D
\^sions Inc.).

The spot scanning and digitization technique involves first the recording and then
digitization of this image. Framegrabber is used to digitize selected fi^es from

the

video tape. Digitization results in the assignment of intensity values ( 0 to 25S) for each
of the primary colors (red, green, and blue) at each pixel. Photoshop is used to analyze
the digitized fi^es.

Pixel locations with respect to a reference location are inferred by

the pixel dimension. The pixel coordinate and the maximum red intensity for those
frames that contain a red spot are recorded. In order to obtain the cloud boundaries,
that is the interface between where there is no scattered light and the scattered light from
the spot trace, sequential frames are 'grabbed' to determine the frames in which the spot
is last visible as is passes through the cloud. The pixel coordinates and the red intensity
values, including the estimated zero red intensities representing the cloud boundaries, are
input to Graph Tool. This application constructs contours of constant red intensity.
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3.2.2 In-Line Particle Counter
For particle monitoring in the vacuum line downstream of the chamber, a High Yield
Technology Flux Monitor (model PM-150) was employed. Its location corresponds to
"G" of Figure 3.1.1. The monitor creates a rectangular laser net by reflecting a 780 nm
infrared light between two mirrors. As particles are transported through the laser net,
light is scattered out of the plane of the net. A portion of the scattered light is colleaed
and converted to a photodiode signal which is amplified and processed by the controller.

The controller is capable of performing cumulative particle counting in five channels ( >
0.5 to >10.0 jam) in adjustable sampling times. The laser net has an intensity variation
across the 1.3 cm by 2.5 cm detection area, with the intensity strongest at the center.
The intensity distribution arises fi^om the criss-crossing of the reflected beam between the
mirrors.

As a result, the detection efl5ciency for 0.35 |im diameter particles is

approximately 10%. In this work, the counter is used to qualitatively measure the
expulsion of particles firom the chamber during various process steps.

3.2.3 Ancillary Measurements
For a limited number of conditions, Surfscan and etch rate measurements were
performed. Background particle contamination and particles deposited during various
experiments were monitored with a Tencor Surfscan 5000. The system consists of w afer
handling assemblies, an optical system, and a computer. A raster scan of the wafer
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surface is created by the combination of the scanning mirror oscillation and the wafer
translation perpendicular to the beam line of a HeNe laser (A, = 0.6328nm). From the
light scattered by particles, the scattering cross section (fim^ and the defect size are
inferred. The lower limit of resolution is 0.19 nm.

Etch rate was determined from step height measurements of silicon masked with five,
small pieces of aluminum tape. FoUowing etching, the tape is removed and step height
measurements were made by a Alpha Step 200 (Tencor Instruments).

3.2.4 Electrical Measurements
To more fiiUy characterize the plasma, electrical measurements of the plasma discharge
were made. These were measurements of the peak-to-peak voltage and current (Vp^ and
Ip^ and the DC self bias voltage

using a 100:1 probe and the ion saturation current

(I,p) using a Langmuir probe. This work makes use of the 100:1 (Phillips PM9100) and
the Langmuir probes assembled and described by Roth [97] and Geha [98].

The installation of the probes is shown schematically in Figure 3.2.2. The 100:1 probe
was inserted in between the chamber and the matchbox using an aluminum shielded box
with UHV connectors. The current and voltage wave forms were read from

an

oscilloscope (HP 54601A) connected to the aluminum box and ground with BCN and
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alligator type connectors. In particular,

was used to make estimates of the energy

of ions arriving at the rf electrode.
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Figure 3.2.2: Schematic of Electrical Measurement Equipment. Female UHV
connectors (A) are used to insert aluminum shield box (B) in between the match box
(with 50 load) and the rf generator (C) and the reactor QD). The Langmuir probe (E)
attaches to the sidewall of the chamber. HP 54601A (F) and HP 4145A (G)
oscilloscopes are used to read voltage and current outputs.

The Langmiur probe was operated in the ion saturation regime, with -50V voltage
sweeps. In this regime, a large negative bias applied to the probe causes positive ions of
energy k^T, to accelerate and enter the sheath of the probe. Under constant discharge
conditions, the current collected by the probe is independent of the applied probe
voltage. The ion saturation current is related to the electron temperature (TJ, electron
density (nj, the ion molecular mass (m^), and the collection area of the probe (Ap) [99]:
(3.2.1)
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Therefore, Langmuir probe measurements in the ion saturation regime can provide an
estimate of the plasma density if the electron temperature is known.

3.3 Exhaust Extraction
Particles are extracted from the exhaust inunediately downstream of the grounded
electrode using a MDC sample manipulator (Model GV 1500M). The manipulator is
attached to a conflat vacuum flange on the exhaust port, corresponding to position "H"
in Figure 3.1.1. The manipulator is driven with a 12 inch linear magnetic shaft, which
allows samples to be transferred from a sample load lock through a 1.5 inch diameter
manual gate valve and into the chamber exhaust.

In this way, collection surfaces

attached to the end of the shaft can be exchanged in the sample load lock without
interrupting the plasma process. The sample load lock chamber includes a vent line, a
port for mechanical/ turbomolecular pumping, a thermocouple gauge for pressure
measurement, an electrical feed-through to supply a DC bias to the collection grids, and
associated valves, pipes, and fittings (see Figure 3.3.1).

A number of collection techniques have been explored, including inertial impaction and
electrical mobility. A more detailed discussion of the evaluation of these various
configurations is deferred to Chapter 5. The details of the ultimate extraction designs
are discussed below.
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Particle collection by electrical mobility is illustrated in the top left comer of Figure
3.3.1. With this technique, a DC bias is applied across a pair of plates which are fixed
parallel to the exhaust flow.

Enhanced collection is observed for DC biased parallel

plates (as opposed to no bias at all), although coUection was observed on both terminals.
In an attempt to increase coUection further, a cone of stainless steel mesh with a center
rod was designed and placed below the parallel plates. An electric field was created
across the cone and the rod. Enhanced collection was observed when either no bias or a
negative voltage was applied to the cone. For subsequent experiments the configuration
of a negatively biased cone and DC biased parallel plates was adopted. This was not an
optimal design, but collected particles, nonetheless.

Typically the plates are 2 cm x 1 cm x .005 inch copper sheets which are soldered to a
wire strip (as detailed in Figure 3.3.2). A quick connect is crimped onto the opposite
end of the wire strip. The DC biased parallel plates are attached to the transporter arm
through the sample port of the load lock chamber by quick coimects which are
hard-wired to the shaft of the probe.
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Figure 3.3.1; Techniques used in extracting particles from the exhaust with the sample
manipulator shown on right. A linear arm transports samples from the exhaust of the
plasma chamber (shaded area) through a gate valve (B) to the sample exchange chamber.
Samples can be exchanged through the chamber door (C) and observed through the view
and exhaust throat (G). The sample chamber is
ports of the sample chamber
equipped with pumping, venting (F) and pressure monitoring (F). The two extraction
techniques used in this work are electrical mobility (top left) and inertial impaction
(bottom left). The electrical mobility technique uses DC biased plates (J) which require
an electrical feed through (H). The inertial technique requires an orifice impactor (L)
and a collection sur&ce (K).

For collection by impaction, the exhaust flow is restricted through a 2.54 cm diameter
orifice.

Particles with inertia sufiScient to deviate from the curvilinear streamlines

created by the orifice are collected on rectangular foils. The foils, typically 0.005 inch
thick strips (2.5 x 1cm) of copper or nickel, are attached to the end of the transporter
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ann so that they are immediately above the opening of the orifice and perpendicular to
the flow.

TVansport Ann
Insulator Block

Wire Leads
Quick Connect
Figure 3.3.2: Scheme for attaching collection plates to the transport rod.

3.4 Ex-situ Microscopic Analysis
Particles which are collected on foils or on the wafer are analyzed by Scanning Electron
Nficroscopy (SENQ, Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX or EDS), and Auger
Electron Microscopy (AES). These techniques make use of the emission of energy
which results from the interaction of an electron beam with the material surface.

3.4.1 SEM
SEM provides a highly magnified image of the surface of a material.

A source of

electrons is focused into a small beam and rastered over the surface to be imaged. In this
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work, the electrons are produced by strong electric fields created at the very sharp, cold
tip of the field emission electron gun. This type of electron source requires a high
vacuum for operation but offers superior resolution at low voltages when compared to
conventional thermionic tungsten sources.

The SEM technique is this work makes use of secondary electrons emitted firom the
surface when it is bombarded with high energy primary electrons.

The secondary

electrons are collected by a detector according to their energies by an accelerating
voltage. The image is created from an amplified electrical signal as the primary electron
beam is rastered over the sur&ce. Primary electron voltages range from 1 to 15 keV and
magnifications as high as 400,000 X are possible with the FE-SEM (Hitachi).

3.4.2 EDX
EDX is a technique used to identify the elemental composition of a specimen.

In

addition to secondary electrons, X-Rays are emitted from the surface exposed to the
primary electron beam. The X-Rays are produced when an electron from a higher
- energy outer shell fills the vacant iimer shell upon the atom's return to ground state.
The iimer shell ionization results from multiple melastic collisions within the surface.
The energy that is released is equal to the potential difference between the inner and
outer shells, and it is unique to each element and shell ionization. The emitted X-Rays
are collected by an energy dispersive detector that is attached to the FE-SEM.
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The generated X-Ray volume, also known as the penetration depth, depends on the
primary electron energy and the specimen material. Typical penetration depth for a 5
keV beam in carbon is approximately 0.5 jim [100]. The detection limit is about 0.1%
wt[101].

3.4.3 AES
Auger photons are also released during the ionization process. As in X-Ray emission,
the Auger transition is characteristic of the atom and the energy levels involved. The
Auger photon is released from very shallow depths of the sur&ce (a few monolayer), and
as such is a useful technique for identifying elemental composition and chemical bonding
of the atoms in the sur&ce of the sample. The detection limit is less than one atomic
percent.

In this work, Auger analysis is used to determine the sur&ce composition of particles
generated during etching. In addition, depth profiling of samples by argon ion sputtering
is performed.

3.5 In-situ Plasma Diagnostics
Two techniques are used to characterize gas phase species that gives rise to particle
formation during plasma etching: Residual Gas Analysis (RGA), and Optical Emission
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Spectroscopy (OES). The basic principles have been reviewed in the previous chapter.
In this section, the experimental equipment is described.

3.5.1 RGA
The RGA is a MKS differentially pumped, closed ion source quadnipole mass
spectrometer. It can scan up to 200 atomic mass units (amu). Ion current can be
detected with a faraday cup, or for more sensitive measurements, with a secondary
electron multiplier. Differential pumping through a 0.09 inch pressure reducing orifice
to a base pressure of 10"* torr is achieved by a 500 !/s turbomolecular pump (Balzers
TPU 51OS). Both the ion source and the turbomolecular pump are bakeable to remove
residual moisture. The plasma gases can be sampled through the exhaust stack (location
"H" of Figure 3.1.1) or preferably though a custom adapter to a LLS port on the
chamber sidewall. The components of the RGA system are illustrated in Figure 3.5.1.

Mass spectra are collected from the electronic control unit (ECU) and are ported to a
personal computer via a RS 232 cable.

The spectra are collected, analyzed and

displayed with PPT software (version 4.42).

A number of data display modes are

available, including time varying mass to charge (m/e) currents and bar mode.
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Figure 3.S.1: Residual Gas Analysis apparatus. Gases are sampled from the plasma
chamber (A) through a custom adapter (B) and the pressure reducing orifice (D) into the
ion source (F). The source can be isolated from the chamber by closing the manual gate
valve (C). Ion source pressure can be monitored with a cold cathode gauge (E). The
tubromolecular pump (G) is backed by a mechanical pump (not shown) through the
roughing line (H). Ion source energy and secondary electron multiplier are controlled by
the Electronic Control Unit (J).

3.5.2 OES
The optical emission system is an EG&G optical multi-channel analyzer (Model 1470)
with a triple grating spectrograph (see Figure 3.4.2). The gratings are 147.5, 600, and
1200 gratings per mm, and are blazed at 300, 500, and 240 nm, respectively. The
optical path length is 0.125 m, and the highest resolution is approximately 0.5 nm.
Emission is collected from either a LLS or the OES port through a fiber optic cable
Computer software (Process Vision version 3.1) is used to acquire, display, and analyze
the spectra.
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Figure 3.5.2; Optical Emission Spectroscopy apparatus. Emission is collected from the
chamber (A) by a fiber optic cable (B). The spectra is resolved by the spectrograph (C)
and data is displayed and analyzed by a personal computer (D).

3.6 General Experimental Procedures
Silicon substrates are placed on the lower electrode and etched in plasmas created from
mixtures of argon and SFg.

The wafers are 100 mm diameter unpattemed <100>

crystalline silicon, and unless otherwise specified, are 2 - 30 nm thick boron doped
epitaxy with a resistivity of 0.1 to 70

• cm. When the plasma is extinguished particles

can be extracted from the exhaust and be collected on the wafer.

To reduce the fraction of particles subject to gravitational settling, the gas flow and
pressure are increased and the rf power is decreased before the power is extinguished.
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As will be discussed in Chapter 5, the eflfectiveness of this ramping cycle to manipulate
the particles from the chamber has been verified with the in-line particle detector.
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATIONS OF FLUID AND PARTICXE TRAJECTORIES

In this work, plasma generated particles are extracted from the exhaust of the plasma
chamber. The transport phenomena affecting the movement of particles from the plasma
to the exhaust must be thoroughly understood. As described in Section 1.4, five forces
act on a particle in a plasma: electrostatic, ion drag, neutral drag, thermophoresis, and
gravity. This chapter reviews numerical simulations of fluid and particle transport after
the plasma has been extinguished. Particle behavior in the post-plasma processes is
important to study since particles, originally held in electrostatic traps when the plasma is
on, escape the trap when the plasma is extinguished and may be deposited on the wafer
or chamber sur&ces. Chamber surface and wafer deposits may result in product yield
loss. This has important implications for the design and operation of process equipment.

4.1 General Fluid Flow Theory
This work makes use of the continuum approximation to determine the flow field and a
Lagrangian technique to determine particle trajectories. Continuity and Navier Stokes
equations are
V*(pU) = 0
P[? + U • VU] = -VP +

(4.1)
v^u
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Strictly speaking, the Navier Stokes equations are valid m the viscous flow regime,
which is characterized by small Knudsen numbers ( Kn « 0.01 with Kn X= /d). The
mean free path for argon is X(m)=6.6x 10"^/P(Pa). For large Knudsen numbers, the flow
is molecular and gas-wall collisions dominate. For conditions simulated in this work,
Knudsen numbers range from 0.005 to 0.03. Some simulations were performed for
transition flow conditions but these conditions have been generously approximated with
the continuum model.

The particle trajectories are calculated from a force balance acting on the particle. The
simulations account for gravity and fluid drag, although thermophoretic forces could be
included. The neutral and gravitation forces can be calculated using Eqs 1.4.IS and
1.4.18. The particle acceleration is
^ = g + T(U- V p )

(4.3)

where
^=

dp Pp Cc

vt
=T

(4.4)

The particle attains the terminal settling velocity, v, in t seconds, x is the characteristic
relaxation time, and it is microseconds to milliseconds for conditions simulated.

4.2 Simulation Geometry
To reduce computational requirements, the actual chamber configuration has been
simplified to a two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric geometry.

The simulation
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geometries approximate the actual gas flow and asymmetric chamber configuration
described in Section 3.1 The actual flow is not symmetric since the locations of the gas
manifold inlet and exhaust port create an asymmetric flow pattern. The simulation
geometry approximates the oval slots as one continuous annular gap and assumes the
flow is axi-symmetric through the plenum. The actual and simulation chambers are
compared in Figure 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.2.1: Comparison of actual asymmetric chamber (a) and half section of
simulation chamber (b).

Simulations of the exhaust impactor were also performed. As described in Section 3.3,
the exhaust flow is restricted through a 2.54 cm diameter orifice.

A rectangular
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impactor plate is positioned above the orifice, The simulations assume that the flow
entering the exhaust plenum is plug-flow.

4.3 Numerical Technique
The simulations of the fluid and particle transport were performed using FIDAP version
7.0 (Fluid Dynamics, Inc., 1993). The chamber geometries are represented as meshes
containing 3000 to 6000 nodes, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.1, and the FIDAP code is
invoked to solve the Navier Stokes equations by finite element techniques.

Fluid

properties for argon gas are prescribed and the boundary conditions are determined fi'om
the volumetric flow rates, pressure, and inlet geometries. The results presented assume
that the flow is steady, isothermal, and incompressible. The simulations assume that
electrostatic forces are not important as th^ rapidly decay when the plasma is
extinguished. The particle concentrations are assumed to be sufficiently dilute so that
particle-particle interactions can be ignored.
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4.4 Fluid Simulations in the Chamber
Contours of the stream function and are shown in Figure 4.4 1. Fluid enters through the
inlet at the left and exits through the perimeter annulus of the exhaust plenum. The
magnitude of the velocity over the wafer and at the line of symmetry is one to two
orders smaller than near the outer wall.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.2 by the

dimensionless radial and axial velocity profiles from the center to the edge of the
chamber. The scaling parameter, Uq, is given for four conditions, and the velocity
profiles are at a height of 1 cm above the wafer. Note that the orientation of the r-axis is
inverted. The units of

are cm/s. Over the wafer, a maximum in the radial velocity

occurs at r = 2.6 cm and is directed radially outward. The axial velocity is of the same
magnitude and is directed downward for radial distances 3.7 cm and less from the
chamber centerline.

The insert in Figure 4.4.1 is an exploded view of the velocity vectors over the wafer
which illustrates a clockwise recirculation pattern. As indicated by the values in Fig
4.4.2, however, they are weak. These recirculation zones are areas where the fluid is
trapped. Recirculation zones are observed for all conditions simulated.
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Figure 4.4.1: Contours of the Stream Function. An exploded view of the velocity
vectors over the wafer is shown in the insert on the right hand side.
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Figure 4.4.2 Dimensionless radial (solid line) and axial (dashed line) velocity profiles vs
radial position at 1 cm above the wafer. Center and edge of the wafer are at r = 0 and
r = 4.4 cm, respectively. Orientation of the radial axis is inverted, as compared to Figures
4.4.1 and 4.5.1.

4.5 Particle Trajectories in the Chamber
The major objective of the simulations was to determine particle transport from the
chamber to the exhaust. Toward this end, particles of zero initial momentum are released
from various locations in the fluid flow. Ones which strike chamber surfaces are assumed
to strike with unit sticking probabilities. The initial locations were chosen to represent
heights above the wafer (z') where particles are observed to levitate over the wafer under
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conditions of high (z- 1 cm) and low (z'= 2 cm) rf power, and at the grounded electrode
(z' = 9 cm).

Sample trajectories, as shown in Figure 4.5.1, are for 0.01, 0.1 and 1 |im particles in a
fluid of 40 seem argon at 2 Pa. A portion of the particles fall to the wafer or lower
electrode, particularly at lower release heights, some are trapped in recirculation eddies
(typically 0.01 ^m diameter), and the remaining particles escape the chamber. The fate
of a particle depends on its position, diameter, and the local gas velocity and direction.
For example, consider the trajectories of particles at conditions of 2 Pa and 40 seem and
heights 1 cm above the wafer. At the outer edge of the wafer, particles with diameters
less than 0.03 ^m will be swept into the recirculation zone. At radial distances of 2 cm
and less, a 0.03 ^m diameter particle will deposit on the wafer as a result of downward
vertical component of the velocity and gravity. Deposition of particles on the wafer is
greatest at the center of the chamber, where due to the axi-symmetry of the simulation,
the radial velocity is zero.

In reactor design, it is not desirable for particles to be collected on the wafer or to be
trapped in fluid recirculation zones. Collection efBciencies were determined for particles
released at different heights at several gas pressures and flow rates, assuming particles
are uniformly distributed in a circular plane above the wafer. The eflBcieney is the
fraction of particles which strike the wafer or chamber floor, and does not include
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particles which are trapped in recirculation zones. As shown in Figure 4.5.2, collection
eflBciencies for particles 0.1 nm or greater in diameter which are released from a height
of 1 cm are near unity for all conditions simulated. The collection eflBciency of particles
with diameters less than 0.1 lom increases with pressure and decreases with initial
release height. So the effect of gradually ramping down the rf power (to increase the
sheath height and weaken the electrostatic trap) in this chamber configuration will
reduce deposition of particles with diameters less than 0.1 fim.

Another result that can be extracted from the trajectory simulations is the time required
for a particle to either settle or escape to the exhaust. When gravity dominates, the time
is simply the distance traveled divided by the terminal settling velocity. At 2 Pa, the time
for a 0.1 |im particle to reach the wafer from an initial position of 1 cm is on the order
of one second. Longer settling times are required for smaller particles (20 seconds for
O.Olfim diameter). Particles which escape to the exhaust travel along the streamlines at
the gas velocity. Transit times in seconds appear in parentheses in Figure 4.5.1.
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Figure 4.5.1; Trajectories of 0.01 ^im (solid lines), 0.1 m (short dashed lines), and 1.0
Jim (long dashed lines) diameter particle released at heights 1,2 and 9 cm above wafer
for 2 Pa and 40 seem. Initial positions indicated by "o" and direction by arrow. In
parentheses are times (sec) for particles to settle or escape to the exhaust.
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Figure 4.5.2: Tegal Wafer Collection EflBciency vs Particle Diameter. Particles are
released from initial release heights of 1 cm (dashed lines) and 2 cm (solid lines).
Conditions simulated are shown for 2 Pa and 20 seem (squares) and 13.3 and 20 seem
(circles).

4.6 Fluid Simulations and Particle Trajectories in the Exhaust
Simulations of the particle transport from the chamber to the exhaust indicate that
particles can escape the chamber. The transport out of the chamber is favored if the
technique of rf and gas ramping is employed and if particles are initially located near the
edge of the wafer at the rf sheath or at the ground sheath.

Fluid and particle simulations of the exhaust were also performed to determine if exhaust
extraction by impactor would be possible. Contours of the stream fiinrtion are shown in
Figure 4.6.1. Particle trajectories were performed for 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and
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1 pun diameter, sample trajectories at conditions of 2 Pa and 20 seem are shown in
Figure 4.6.2. Particles are released from 8 radial positions in the exhaust, and can be
collected on the impactor if the particle has sufficient inertia to deviate from the gas
streamlines as the fluid is constricted through the orifice. Particles are preferentially
deposited on the perimeter of the impactor.

The impactor collection efficiencies,

assuming the particles are uniformity distributed, are shown in Figure 4.6.3. These
simulations indicate that it is possible to extract particles of diameters greater than 0.01
|im.
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Figure 4.6.1: Contours of the stream function in the exhaust port with orifice and
impactor surface.
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2 Pa 20 seem 0.01 urn particle

2 Pa 20 seem 0.1 diameter

Figure 4.6.2; Trajectories of O.Oljim (a) and 0.1 |im (b) diameter particles in tiie
exhaust port impactor device.
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Figure 4.6.3: Impactor Collection EflSciency vs Particle Diameter.

4.7 Implications for Oean Chamber Design
Since the intent of the simulations was to characterize fluid flow and particle trajectories,
particularly of particle transport following plasma extinction, a few comments are
warranted on the validity of the simulation assumptions and on implications for clean
chamber design.

In addition to the premise that the fluid can be modelled as a continuum, the simulations
presented here make four assumptions: that the flow is I), steady and 2). isothermal, and
that 3). interactions between charged particles and electric field gradients may be
ignored.

The fourth assumption is the approximation of the chamber as a 2D
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axi-symmetric configuration.

The first assumption is valid since gas velocity and

pressure remain constant is time, except during gas ramping sequences.

Thermal gradients as large as 10 K/cm may be present, and will enhance submicron
particle deposition if the wafer surface is colder than the surrounding gas or suppress
deposition if the wafer sur&ce is hotter. In processing environments, ion bombardment
of wafer and chamber surfaces is expeaed to create thermal gradients which would
suppress thermophoretic particle deposition. However, water cooled electrodes are
commonly used in industrial plasma reactors to prevent wafer heating.

Electric field gradients may exist in post-plasma environments, however, the electron
density decays in microseconds after the plasma is extinguished. This time constant is
short compared to particle transit times. Thus, to first order, plasma effects can be
ignored in post-plasma simulations.

The fourth assumption of axi-symmetry results in flow fields

which deviate from the

actual flow fields by a small degree. The asymmetries of the gas inlet and the exhaust
port outlet result in a radially asymmetric gas velocity. As will be presented in Section
5.1, gas flows above a critical value can cause particles trapped in clouds to be blown to
the exhaust port side of the reactor. Therefore, it can be expected that the chamber
asymmetry will produce local velocities near the manifold inlet and exhaust port which
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are larger than speeds predicted by these simulations. The strength of the recirculation
zones and the particle collection efiSciencies will likely be modified.

In general, fluid flow fields, the presence of thermal gradients, and the trap location are
important factors when considering clean chamber design- These factors will determine
whether particles are deposited on wafer or chamber surfaces and how long particle
transit times are after the plasma is extinguished.

For example, consider the minimum velocity to prevent particle deposition at 2 Pa, as
illustrated by Figure 1.4.2. In the absence of any thermal gradients, the critical velocity
to counteract gravity is approximately 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 cm/s for 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10
Hm diameter particles, respectively. As demonstrated by the simulations in this chapter,
this critical velocity is only marginally achieved for 0.01 fim diameter particles 1 cm
above the edge of the wafer. At higher elevations above the wafer, the fluid velocity is
larger, and particle deposition is decreased. An increase in flow rate by a factor of 2 at 2
Pa decreases particle deposition (approximately 10% for 0.03 )im diameter particles).
On the other hand, an increase in pressure results in increased particle deposition.

Alternatively, modifications to the gas inlet may realize less particle deposition. The
reactor here has the gas inlet at an elevation higher than the wafer surface ( and higher
than the location of the trap that would form over the lower elearode). To reduce
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deposition, a larger, upward directed velocity is desired. This can be accomplished, in
principle, by locating the wafer at a plane that is equal to or higher than the projection of
the inlet gas. Designed in this manner, the axial velocities near the wafer edge will
propel particles up and away from the wafer when the plasma is extinguished.

For particles 1 ^m and smaller in diameter, the thermophoretic force is important. To
prevent particle deposition on wafer surfaces which are cooler than the surrounding
fluid, larger critical velocities are required. At 2 Pa, this critical value for a 0.1|am
diameter particle exposed to a 1 fC/cm thermal gradient is one order of magnitude larger
than for isothermal conditions.

These simulations suggest that it is possible to transport particles from the chamber and
extract them on collection sur&ces positioned in the exhaust. To improve the extraction
collection of submicron diameter particles, the technique of gradually ramping down
the rf power and ramping the gas flow in this chamber configuration will be eflfective.
Once the plasma is extinguished, particles will either deposit or escape to the exhaust
within seconds. The experimental findings of this work, including laser light scattering
experiments and exhaust particle monitoring to demonstrate that particles could be
manipulated from the chamber to the exhaust, are presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERS
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The objective of this work is to characterize particle formation during the SF/argon
etching of silicon. In the previous chapter, fluid and particle simulations to describe the
transport of particles from

the plasma were presented.

In the current chapter,

experimental results to characterize particle transport and growth dynamics are detailed.
The results include laser light scattering experiments to confirm the existence of particles
in the discharge and the feasibility of extracting particles from the exhaust (sections 5.1
and S.2). In section 5.3, the matrix of extraction configurations which were attempted
to collect particles from the exhaust are discussed. Then in sections 5.4 and 5.5,
morphologic and chemical data of particles collected in continuous and pulsed
discharges are presented. Particle growth and composition are dependent on plasma
conditions, including power, gas feed concentration, pressure, and etch time. In order to
better understand the mechanisms which give rise

to these particles, ancillary

measurements and in-situ diagnostics were performed. These techniques include etch
rate and electrical measurements, residual gas analysis, and optical emission
spectroscopy, and are discussed in the second half of this chapter.
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5.1 Laser Light Scattering
The purpose of the laser light scattering experiments was to demonstrate and
characterize particle generation and trapping in the Tegal MCR-1 chamber.

As

described in section 3.2.1, two techniques were employed; conventional raster and spot
scanning. On the raised driven electrode, a 100 mm disc of graphite was placed to insure
a source of particles. Plasma perturbers, which were machined from aluminum in cube,
cone, and disc shapes, were placed on the graphite in the center of the chamber. The
cone had a base diameter of 12.5 mm and a height of 12.5 mm. The diameter and height
of the disk were 23.8 mm and 1.6 mm, respectively. The cube length was 12.5 mm. The
cone, cube, and disc are referred to as plasma perturbers because the plasma-sheath
interface in the vicinity of these objects conforms to the objects' topographies.

The particle clouds associated with these perturbers were observed using forward
scattered HeNe light under plasma conditions of 150 to 350 W rf power and argon flows
of 3.3 to 65 seem. The cloud is established over the perturber Avithin one to two minutes
of plasma ignition. The lower boundary of the trap forms at the plasma-sheath interface.
With time, the trap volume increases.

In the laser light scattering experiments which are described'm this section, the gate
valve position was held fixed and the gas flow varied. Changes in gas flow correspond
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to linear changes in chamber pressure at a fixed pumping speed of 18.9 s '. The linear
increase in chamber pressure with argon gas flow is shown in Figure 5.1.1.
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Figure 5.1.1: Linear relationship of chamber pressure to gas flow for a fixed throttle
position.

As an example of the spot scanning technique, the cloud created over a cube placed in
the center of the chamber is shown in Figure 5.1.2. The cube is not shown. In these
laser light experiments, the multi-pole magnets have been removed. The contours are of
constant red pixel intensity light compiled fi-om a sequence of digitized images of the
scattered light. The contour lines are 20 intensity units apart with a minimum intensity of
40. Typically scattering intensities are highest near the central region of the trap. The
red intensity values are proportional to the power density of the scattered light detected
by the CCD camera. Therefore, the spot scanning and digitization technique can be
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useful in describing changes of the trap density in space, although caution must be
exercised in making quantitative estimates because the recorded pixel intensity is a
composite of scattering events from the front to the back of the trap, which may not be
radially symmetric.
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Figure 5.1.2: Contours of constant intensity of scattered light for a particle cloud above
a cube with multi-pole magnets removed. The cube is not shown. The top left and right
comers of the cube are at x- and y- coordinates of (1.694, 1.736) and (2.806, 1.764 cm),
respectively. These comer coordinates are not shown.
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Figure 5.1.3 illustrates the effect of gas flow on the position and intensity of the traps
formed over a cube placed in the center of the chamber. The multi-pole magnets have
been removed.

These are digitized spot scanning images of traps formed under

conditions of 3.3, 31, and 55 seem argon flow at 350 W rf power. The horizontal lines
represent the top side of the cube normal to the laser beam axis. At 3.3 seem argon, the
trap has approximately the same width as the cube, but is slightly displaced to the left.
The slight asymmetry is a result of the asymmetric drag force in the radial direction,
which was described in section 3.1. As gas flow is increased to 55 seem, the asymmetry
is more pronounced. Finally, the cloud disappears for argon flows greater than 55 seem
argon. Since the maximum red pixel intensity, 1^, does not change significantly over
this flow range, it appears that the drag force becomes large enough so that particles can
escape the trap.

In the next sequence of experiments, the cone and disc were placed on the center of the
graphite with side wall multi-pole magnets in place. The purpose of the side wall
magnets is to better confine the plasma. Conventional laser light scattering technique
was employed to observe particle traps associated with these perturbers in argon
discharges. A small 'dot' particle cloud was formed over the tip of the cone, as shown in
the left hand drawing in Figure 5.1.5. As power increased, the distance of the spot with
respect to the tip of the cone decreased.

However, the position of the trap was

independent of gas flow over the range of values explored.

Crushed silicon was
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artificially introduced to the chamber and resulted in levitation of larger particles lower in
the trap which could be observed as discrete particles.

A ring shaped trap was observed over the disc, as shown in the middle drawing of Figure
5.1.4. The distribution of particles in this ring trap was sensitive to the gas flow.

A

complete ring is formed for flows less than 17 seem. As gas flow increased, the particles
in the cloud appear to be blown to the left side of the ring. The asymmetry in the trap
density is illustrated by the steep contours to the left of the disc in Figure 5.1.5. These
contours were generated by the spot scaiming and digitization technique. The horizontal
line is the diameter of the upper surface of the disc.

Finally, a cone placed on a disc creates dot and ring clouds associated with the two
objects individually, as shown in the drawing to the right in Figure 5.1.4. It appears that
the particle clouds are superimposed.
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Figure 5.1.3; Clouds above the cube with multi-pole magnets removed. The horizontal
line is the top side of the face of the cube normal to the laser beam axis: 350 W. (a) 3.3
seem; (b) 31.0 seem; and (e) 55 seem.
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Figure 5.1.4; Superposition of particle traps. Left: dot cloud above peak of cone on
graphite; middle: ring cloud above disc on graphite; right: dot and ring trap above cone
on disc on graphite.
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Figure 5.1.5: Partial ring above the disc with multi-pole magnets in place. The axis of
the laser beam is tipped slightly out of the plane of the ring so that both front and back
side can be seen: 20 seem, 200 W. The horizontal line is the diameter of the upper
surface of the disc.
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5.2 Exhaust Particle Monitoring
A prerequisite to extracting particles from the exhaust is to demonstrate that particles
could be manipulated from the chamber to the exhaust. While the plasma remains
ignited, particles occupy the traps, as illustrated in the previous section.

Upon rf

extinction, the particles are subject only to the forces of drag, thermophoresis, and
gravity. Since the thermal gradients are expected to be small, drag and gravity are the
dominant forces.

The relative balance of gravity and drag determines if exhaust

extraction is feasible.

The feasibility of particle extraction from the exhaust has been demonstrated by fluid
simulations and experimental techniques. Experimental evidence that particles can be
manipulated to the chamber exhaust and collected are presented in this and the following
section. Fluid and particle trajectory simulations were used to estimate the critical
particle size below which the particles will follow gas streamlmes and be swept into the
exhaust. These simulations were presented in Chapter 4. For particles which were
initially located at the plasma/sheath interface, the critical particle diameter is less than
0.1iim for conditions of 2.0 Pa and 20 seem argon.

To reduce the fraction of particles subject to gravitational settling, the gas flow is
increased and the rf power decreased before the rf power is extinguished.

The

effectiveness of gas and power ramping to manipulate the particles from the chamber
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was verified by monitoring particles in the exhaust. As described in Section 3.2.2, a
HYT PM 150 particle counter was installed in the exhaust line, downstream of the
plasma chamber. The sample volume is 9.5% of the exhaust flow.

TiOj particles, 0.5

fim in diameter, were intentionally introduced into the chamber with the particle injector
and methods described in Chapter 3.

Figure 5.2.1 illustrates HYT counts greater than 0.5 nm in diameter observed in 30
second intervals over various process steps. The sequence begins with the chamber
pumped down to 6.6x10"* Pa, throttle fiilly open, and all flow control valves closed. As
shown by the two data points at the left of Figure 5.2.1, no particles are observed by the
detector. Next, argon gas is admitted into a chamber. The turbulence created by
opening the gas mass flow controller causes a particle excursion, presumably &om
particles retained within the chamber from prior use. The argon gas flow, chamber
pressure, and rf power are adjusted to 6.5 seem, 0.9 Pa, and 300 W. These activities do
not result in any detectable particle excursions. However, upon opening of the toggle to
introduce a higher pressure flow of particle-laden gas, a burst of counts is recorded.
During this introduction period, chamber pressure increases rapidly, but returns to steady
state condition within one minute. Once this steady state condition is reached, particles
remain trapped in the discharge. This was confirmed by simultaneous laser light
scattering experiments. Particles remain trapped in the discharge until the gas flow and
rf power are ramped, as indicated by the HYT counts recorded during these activities. A
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minor particle burst occurs as the rf power is turned ofi^ releasing any remaining
particles that may have been sustained within the low power discharge.

100

(§) 40

Sequence
Figure 5.2.1: HYT counts observed during 30 second intervals over various process
steps during TiO, particle injection.

5.3 Exhaust Extraction Matrix
With confidence that the particles can be manipulated from the chamber into the exhaust,
the next task was to demonstrate that particles could be collected. Two mechanisms
were considered; first

impaction, and second electrical mobility.

The theoretical

background of these collection techniques and experimental details were reviewed in
Chapters 2 and 3, respectively.

Briefly summarized, the impaction of particles is

characterized by the Stokes number.

As confirmed by the simulations of particle
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impaction in Section 4.6, collection by impaction is favored for larger particles. On the
other hand, collection by electrical mobility is favored for smaller diameter particles.
This is due to an increase in the particle mobility with decreasing particle diameter.

With these mechanisms in mind, a number of probe configurations were tested by
injecting TiO^ particles into a 200 W argon plasma ( 2 Pa and 20 seem).

These

configurations are illustrated in Figure 5.3.1. First, the collection of particles on a single
plate ( 2.5 x 2.0 cm) perpendicular to the flow was attempted (Figure 5.3.1a), but was
unsuccessfiil. The collection area was 14% of the cross sectional area of the exhaust.
Next, two parallel plates separated by 1 cm were configured parallel to the flow (Figure
5.3.1b). Each plate was approximately 2 cm wide by 1 cm high. A DC bias of 36 volts
was applied across the parallel plates. Collection of TiOj particles was observed on both
terminals.

In an attempt to increase collection by electrical mobility, a cone of stainless steel mesh
with a center rod was installed immediately downstream of the DC biased parallel plates,
as shown in Figure 5.3.1c. Across the cone and the rod, a 100 volt bias was applied
The purpose of the bias across the cone was to focus charged particles through the cone
opening.

Three cone bias configurations were tested; cone biased negatively with

respect to the rod, cone biased positively with respect to the rod, and no bias
Enhanced collection was observed when either no bias or a negative voltage was applied
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to the cone.

Particle density was highest near the inside perimeter of the plates.

Collection on the downstream and upstream sides of the parallel plates were comparable.

Next, the configuration of a 100 volt negatively biased cone and 36 volt DC biased
parallel plates was used to collect particles during silicon etching in a SF^/Ar plasma.
The gas mixture was 5 seem SF^ and 20 seem argon at 2 Pa. The plasma power was 200
W and etch time was 10 minutes. As in the experiments where 0.5 |im diameter TiO^
particles were intentionally introduced into the chamber, etching plasma-generated
particles were coUected on both of the DC biased terminals, predominately on the
perimeter.

Finally, collection of plasma generated particles by inertial impaction was attempted. As
shown in Figure 5.3. Id and detailed in Section 3.3, the impaction technique consists of a
reducing orifice and a collection plate parallel to the exhaust flow. Particles were
collected by impaction under SF^argon plasma conditions identical to the electrical
mobility configuration described above. The two techniques collect particles of almost
identical chemical composition, size, and morphology. They are compared in Table
5.3.1 for 200 W rf power, 1.9 Pa, 25 seem total gas flow and 20% (by volume) SF^ in
argon.
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c

d

Figure 5.3.1:
Exhaust probe configurations; a). Inertia! impaction on plate
perpendicular to the exhaust flow, b). DC biased parallel plates, c). DC biased plates
placed above a focusing cone with V, and
applied to the center rod and cone,
respectively, d). Inertial impaction through an orifice.

Two control experiments were also conducted using the impactor technique to insure
that the particles collected were indeed generated in the plasma. In the first control
experiment, a copper foil was fastened to the MDC sample manipulator per normal
procedure. It was then transported into and out of the exhaust of the chamber under
vacuum only; no process gases were used and the plasma was not ignited. In the second
control experiment, a copper foil was transported in and out the exhaust of the chamber
with a mixture of 5 seem SF^ and 20 seem argon flowing at 2 Pa but no plasma. In both
control experiments, particles were not collected on the copper foils.
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Electrical
Mean

Impaction
Standard
Deviation

Atomic
Percent

(one sigma)

Standard
Deviation

Mean
Atomic
Percent

(one sigma)

Sulfiir

19.9

5.6

21.7

8.52

Silicon

1.46

1.52

1.92

Fluorine

1.99
75.78

7.98

71.43

10.6

Aluminum

3.34

0.93

5.75

4.8

Diameter (um)

Maximum

Maximum

6.5

4.6

Table 5.3.1: Comparison of particle collection techniques. Plasma conditions: 200 W rf
power, 1.9 Pa, 25 seem total gas flow and 20% (by volume) SF^ in argon.

5.4 Continuous Wave Mode Extraction Experiments
With confidence that particles are generated during the etching of silicon, that they can
be manipulated out of the chamber, and collected in the exhaust, the effects of various
plasma parameters on particle dynamics were studied. The plasma parameters of interest
are inlet gas composition, gas pressure, and rf power. The results of these continuous
wave mode plasma experiments are discussed in the next three sections.

Particle

dynamics were also investigated for rf amplitude modulated discharges, and the results
of these experiments are presented in Section 5.5.
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5.4.1. EfTects of Gas Composition
Experiments were conducted for a range of inlet concentrations of SF^ in argon at a
fixed total flow of 25 seem, pressure of 1.9 Pa, 200 W rf power, and 10 minutes. A
clean, unpatteraed silicon wafer was placed on the rf electrode. Prior to extinguishing
the plasma at the end of the nm, argon gas flow is increased to 100 seem at constant
chamber pressure and rf power is ramped to 50 W. Generally, particles collected in the
exhaust are nearly spherical agglomerates or chain agglomerates of submicron to lO's
^m in diameter. More particles are observed under dilute concentrations of SF^ in
argon.

Figure 5.4.1 is a S£M micrograph of a spherical agglomerate collected fi'om the exhaust
at conditions of 20% SF^ in argon.

It is approximately 6 iim in diameter and is

composed of primary particles which are approximately 100 nm in diameter.

The

surface of the agglomerated particle has an "orange peel texture." As indicated by the
accompanying EDX spectra of this particle (shown in Figure 5.4.2) it is composed of
oxygen, fluorine, aluminum, sulfur, and silicon. The copper signal is a result of the xray
penetration into the bulk of the copper plate and the oxygen is likely due to sample
handling. On occasions, carbon was also detected in EDX spectra. Qualitative analysis
of carbon, oxygen, and copper are not possible due to background and sampling
interferences, and are therefore not reported in the summaries of the particle chemical
analysis.
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At higher SF^ concentrations chain agglomerates are observed. The chain agglomerates
shown in Figures 5.4.3 a and b were collected in the exhaust and on the wafer following
the etching of the silicon wafer at conditions of 2 Pa, 25 seem SF^, and 200 W. Under
these conditions, primary particle diameter ranges from 50 to 70 nm in the exhaust and
75 to 125 nm on the wafer.

In addition to changes in particle shape, inlet gas composition afifects the chemical
composition of the particles collected in the exhaust. Under dilute SFg conditions at 2.0
Pa and 200 W, the particles are rich in sulfiir and fluorine. The sulfiar and fluorine
concentrations decrease inversely with SFg composition, while aluminum and silicon
increase with SF^ concentration.

In atomic percent, the mean composition of the

particles varies from 1.5 to 10.1% silicon, 21.7 to 11.1 % sulfiir, 5.75 to 40.3%
aluminum, and 71.4 to 38.5 % fluorine.

These values are arithmetic averages of a

minimum of 6 particles collected under each condition. Standard deviations (one sigma)
vary from 8 to 12.5, 5.6 to 13.6, less than 2.5, and from 0.93 to 9.9 atomic weight
percent for fluorine, sulfiir, silicon, and aluminum, respectively. These represent large
variations compared to the mean (typically greater than 10%, one sigma), and as such
only limited statistical significance can be ascribed to the particle composition at various
inlet conditions. The mean trends in particle composition with inlet gas concentrations
are shown in Figure 5.4.4.
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Figure 5.4.1:

SEM micrograph of a particle collected in the exhaust during silicon

etching for 10 minutes at 1.9 Pa with 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon at 200 W.
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Figure 5.4.2: EDX Spectra of particle shown in Figure 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.4.3a: FE-SEM micrograph of a particle collected in the exhaust during silicon
etching for 10 minutes at 1.9 Pa with 25 seem SFg at 200 W.
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Figure 5.4.3b: FE-SEM micrograph of a particle collected on a silicon substrate etched
for 10 minutes under conditions of 1.9 Pa, 25 seem SFg, and 200 W.
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Figure 5.4.4: Comparison of composition of particles collected from the exhaust at four
SFg inlet gas concentrations at a total gas flow of 25 seem. Pressure 1.9 Pa, 10 minutes,
rf power 200 W.

5.4.2 Effects of Pressure
Experiments were conducted at 3.9 Pa and 7.3 Pa, with gas flow of 5 seem SFJ 45 seem
Argon at 200 W rf power. The mean residence times for the former and for the
conditions of 1.9 Pa and 25 seem are equivalent; 50 milliseconds. The mean residence
time for 50 seem at 7.3 Pa is 92 milliseconds. At 3.9 and 7.3 Pa, spherical agglomerates
of smaller primary particles are collected from the exhaust. Primary particle diameters
are approximately 60 nm for 3.9 Pa and 97 nm for 7.3 Pa. Compared to particles at 1.9
Pa, particles formed at 7.3 Pa contain less fluorine ( 47%) and more aluminum (17%)
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and sulfur (37%). These trends in particle composition with gas pressure are shown in
Figure 5.4.5.

20% , 1.9 Pa

10% , 3.9 Pa

10% , 13 Pa

Gas Composition (% SF6 in Argon, Pressure)
•S i H S § l A l H F
Figure 5.4.5; Comparison of composition of particles collected from the exhaust at three
pressure conditions. Total gas flow was 25 seem (20% SF^) and 50 seem (10% SFg),
etch time was 10 minutes, and rf power was 200 W.

5.4.3. Effects of Power
Radio frequency (rf) power was varied from 50 to 400 W at 1.9 Pa, 25 seem total gas
flow, and 20% SF^. At low powers (50 W to 150 W), particles extracted from the
exhaust are 20 to 50 nm in diameter. Larger agglomerates are not observed until the
power exceeds approximately 200 W. At powers of 400 W only primary particles are
observed. The progression from primary particles to spherical agglomerates to a mixture
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of chain aggregates and primary particles as the rf power is increased from 50 to 400 W
is shown in Figures 5.4.6 a-f

Particles were also collected on the wafer. As the rf power increases, the number
density of particles collected on the wafer decreases. A more complete review of these
results is deferred to Section 5.8.
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Figure 5.4.6a: FE-SEM Micrograph of particles collected from
conditions of 2 Pa, 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon, 10 mins and 50 W.
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Figure 5.4.6b: FE-SEM Micrograph of particles coUerted from
conditions of 2 Pa, 5 seem SF6/20 seem argon, 10 mins, and 100 W.
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Figure 5.4.6c: FE-SEM Micrograph of particles collected from
conditions of 2 Pa, 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon, 10 mins, and 150 W.
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Figure 5.4.6d; FE-SEM Micrograph of particles collected from the exhaust under
conditions of 2 Pa, 5 seem SF5/20 seem argon, 10 mins, and 250 W.
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Figure 5.4.6e; FE-SEM Micrograph of particles collected from
conditions of 2 Pa, 5 seem SF5/2O seem argon, 10 mins, and 400 W.
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Figure 5.4.6f: FE-SEM Micrograph of particles collected from
conditions of 2 Pa, 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon, 10 mins, and 400 W.
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5.5. Amplitude Modulated Discharges
Particle formation has also been characterized in amplitude modulated discharges of
SFg/Ar. The purpose of these experiments was to investigate the effect of short plasma
ignition times on particle formation. The continuous wave 13.56 MHz signal was
modulated with a square wave at 0.01 Hz and duty cycles of 5, 50, and 95%. This
modulation produced a pulsed plasma with plasma on/plasma off times of /). 5 / 9 5
seconds, ii) 50 / 50 seconds, and Hi). 95/5 seconds. The duration of the plasma ofiF
cycle was designed to be sufQciently long to allow lOOnm diameter particles to escape
the chamber. The continuous wave equivalent power was 200 W for all cases and total
time of 24 minutes. The experiments were performed at 1.9 Pa and 25 seem total gas
flow and 20% SFg.

At low duty cycles (5 and 50%), only particles of lO's of nanometers in diameter are
collected. At 95% duty cycle, corresponding to 14 cycles of 95 second plasma ignition,
both nanometer primary particles and micron sized aggregates are observed. These
results are illustrated in Figures 5.5.1a-d.

The chemical composition of the

agglomerated particles collected at 95% duty cycle is 41.4 % sulfur, 0.2 % silicon, 57 2
% fluorine, and 1.2 % aluminum (in atomic percent).

Compared to the continuous wave base case at identical gas composition and pressure,

particles collected under conditions of

95% duty cycle contain almost twice as much
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sulfur and less fluorine, aluminum, and silicon. The difference in particle composition
under amplitude modulation may be different than under continuous wave conditions
because of assorted plasma species lifetimes upon plasma extinction. Short lifetime
radical concentrations rapidly decay as the plasma is extinguished.

Amplitude

modulation may also modify the electron energy and electron densitiy, so that the
time-averaged plasma chemistry may be different between amplitude modulated and
continuous wave plasmas. Particles in continuous wave discharges are affected by only
one afterglow environment, whereas the composition of particles in pulsed discharges
may relflect a composite of post discharge species attachment.

Particles in pulsed

discharges also experience more cycles of plasma unstability until steady state is reached.
The 95% duty cycle particles were also exposed to the plasma for 22.8 minutes (versus
the continuous wave case of 10 minutes), so total deposition time may also been an
important variable in determining particle composition.
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Figure 5.5.1c: FE-SEM Micrograph of particles collected from

the exhaust

for

conditions of 2 Pa, 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon, 24 mins, 200 W eontinuous wave power,
and 95% duty cycle.
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Figure 5.5.Id; FE-SEM Micrograph of particles collected from

the exhaust

for

conditions of 2 Pa, 5 seem SFg /20 seem argon, 24 mins, 200 W continuous wave power,
and 95% duty cycle.
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5.6 Particle-Plasma Parameter Summary
At this point, a summary of experimental results is warranted. Particles generated during
low pressiare etching of silicon in SF/argon discharges are composed of sulfur, fluorine,
silicon, and aluminum.

The composition,

morphology, and size of these

process-generated particles depend on power, etch time, gas composition, and pressure.
For a fixed plasma condition, however, the primary particle diameter is on the order of
lO's of nm and the size distribution is monodisperse. This suggests that there is a single
nucleation event.

Primary particles, spherical aggregates, and chain aggregates are

observed.

Particle-particle interactions are characterized by three regimes.

Agglomeration of

primary particles lO's of nm in diameter to form nearly spherical micron sized particles
occurs under dilute concentrations of SF^ in argon at moderated powers and etch times
longer than 50 seconds. At higher powers and dilute SFg mixtures or moderate powers
and pure SF^ plasmas, chain agglomerates are formed. At low powers and times longer
than 50 seconds or moderate powers and times less than 50 seconds, non-agglomerated
primary particles are observed.
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SF,
(seem)

Ar
(seem)

Pressure
(Pa)

5

20

1.9

Power (W)
& Mode
200 W, CW

10

15

1.9

200 W, CW

15

10

1.9

200 W, CW

25

0

1.9

200 W, CW

5

20

1.9

50 W, CW

5

20

1.9

100 W, CW

5

20

1.9

150 W, CW

5

20

1.9

250 W, CW

5

20

300 W, CW

5

20

1.9
1.9

400 W, CW

5

45

3.9

200 W, CW

5

45

7.3

200 W, CW

5

20

1.9

200, 5% cd, 0.01 Hz

5

20

1.9

200, 5% cd, 0.01 Hz

5

20

1.9

200, 5% cd, 0.01 Hz

Table 5.6.1; Table of Exhaust Extraction Conditions

Although there is strong evidence that agglomeration of 100 nm diameter particles
occurs, the mechanisms which lead to the coagulation of highly charged primary
particles is unclear. Agglomeration of highly charged particles requires that the particles
overcome electrostatic repulsion. As presented in Section 2.5.4, repulsive Coulombic
forces greatly reduce the coagulation rate, particularly for larger primary particle sizes.
Significant coagulation rates required that the particles are not highly charged (0.05 vs 3
elementary charges per nm of particle diameter) or that the particles move at velocities
greatly exceeding their thermal velocities.

In the following chapter, simulations of
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neutral particle coagulation are presented and indicate that the formation of micron
sized particles is plausible under plasma conditions which generate dilute, initial number
densities of primary particles.

Differences in agglomeration may be attributed to the charge distribution of the primary
particles held electrostatically under various plasma environments. For example, at high
powers, the electron energy distribution of the plasma will be shifted to higher energies
resulting in more negatively charged particles and enhanced mutual repulsion. Chain
aggregates may be caused by dipole interactions or the presence of double layers. High
electric fields in the bulk of the plasma and double layers have been observed in SF^ and
other electronegative plasmas.

The reduction in charge on primary particles in

electronegative discharges may accelerate coagulation.

Arti&cts in extraction of particles fi-om the exhaust may also contribute to differences in
agglomeration. For example, at high powers, the plasma-sheath interface approaches
the powered electrode. When the plasma is extinguished, particles which had been
suspended near this inter&ce may not be e£5ciently collected fi'om the exhaust since
deposition on the lower electrode is favored. As shown in Chapter 4, the increase in
deposition efGciency is more pronounced for larger particles.
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It may also be possible that aggregation occurs only during the particle extraction
sampling. Had the particles not coagulated in the plasma, but rather as a result of the
extraction technique, the aggregate signature should have been identical over the range
of experimental conditions. Since the morphology of the particles varied with plasma
conditions and large particles were observed with LLS to be levitated in the plasma, it is
unlikely that the particle coagulation occurred primarily during extraction.

In addition to morphology, inlet gas concentration efifects particle number density and
particle composition.

More spherical aggregates are observed under conditions which

are dilute in SF^. This may be due to a growth rate m primary particle size that exceeds
the critical rate at which smaller particles may be swept from the chamber. Differences
in trapping locations and strengths at more dilute concentrations of SF,; may also be
responsible for the observation of a higher density of particle agglomerates under dilute
concentrations.

Low concentrations of inlet SF^ result in particles which are rich in

fluorine and sulfur, while less fluorine is detected in particles collected from the exhaust
of plasmas ignited at higher pressures. Particles collected from amplitude modulated
plasmas contain more sulfur than particles generated in continuous wave mode. These
results are summarized in Figure S.6.1.
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Figure 5.6.1: Particle-Plasma Parameter Space.

That chemical composition of spherical aggregates varies with gas concentration and
pressure suggests that deposition and condensation onto the aerosols may contribute to
growth.

The particle dynamics simulations presented in the following chapter

demonstrate that the particle composition is modulated by the plasma conditions. The
observed trends in the composition of particles collected in the exhaust may be attributed
to differences in electron energy, radical and ion formation rates, ion energies, and gas
residence times.

As the SFg composition of the feed gas is increased, the increased fluorine radical flux to

the surface results in higher etch rates and SiF^ concentrations. This may account for the
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high silicon and low fluorine signals observed at higher SF^ concentrations. At lower
SFg concentrations, more argon ions are available for physical sputtering and to induce
desorption of films fi'om the chamber walls and sur&ces. This may help to explain the
higher concentrations of exhaust particles observed under dilute gas conditions in this
work and in the results reported by others [37, 41], but then a decrease in aluminum
would be expected at more concentrated conditions.

An increase in the SF^ concentration in the feed gas, an increase in power, or a decrease
in pressure result in a shift of the electron energy distribution to higher energies,
resulting in a more efGcient dissociation of SF^ to lower molecular weight SF, species.
Although the plasma chemistry model presented in the following chapter does not
strictly account for the generation of negative ions, their role may be significant in
particle formation since their residence times are extended at the plasma-sheath interface.
The concentrations of negative ions formed by electron attachment to SF^ and SiF,
radicals are three orders of magnitude less than the concentrations of their radical
analogues [93]. However, concentrations of negative ions may be significant enough to
promote supersaturated conditions. Homogeneous nucleation may ensue. Aluminum
fluorides may also result fi'om interactions of sputtered aluminum with fluorine. AlF, is
non-volatile at room temperature. Once particles are nucleated, they may continue to
grow in size by attachment of condensable vapors or ions.
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The purpose of etch rate measurements was to establish any relation to particle
formation. Etch rate was determined from step height measurements of silicon wafers
masked with 1 cm x 1 cm aluminum tape. The rate is simply the etch depth divided by
plasma ignition time. Over the range of conditions studied, etch rate increases with
pressure, power, and inlet gas concentration in continuous wave discharges. Etch rate
also increases with duty cycle in amplitude modulated plasmas. This increase in etch rate
in modulated plasmas operation has been observed also by Boswell [76,77] and has been
attributed to etching by residual fluorine radicals remaining in the afterglow. Measured
etch rates are shown in Figures 5.6.2 a and b. At 200 W and 1.9 Pa, etch rate increases
linearly with volume percent SF^ in SF/argon gas mixture at a total flow of 25 seem.
The linear regression coefBcient is 0.946 for 0 to 100% SFg in argon. Also shown on
Figure 5.6.1 are etch rates for 3.9 and 7.3 Pa discharges of 10% SFg in argon at 200 W.

Etch rate also increases linearly with continuous wave power at 1.9 Pa and 20% SFg in
argon.

The linear regression coefiScient for the four continuous wave data points is

0.85. Also shown on Figure 5.6.2 are etch rates for amplitude modulated discharges
with 5, 50 and 95% duty cycles at an equivalent continuous wave rf power of200 W.
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Figure 5.6.2: Etch rate variation with inlet gas concentration ( volume percent SF^ in
argon) at 1.9 Pa ( solid line and solid squares), 3.9 Pa (solid diamond), and 7.3 Pa ( open
square). Power 200 W, total gas flow 25 seem. The regression coeflBcient is for data
represented by the solid squares.

For dilute SF^ mixtures at powers less than 200 and greater than 300 W primaiy particles
are collected. At intermediate powers and dilute concentration of SF^ in argon spherical
agglomerates are observed. These conditions correspond to etch rates greater than 1000
but less than 2000 A/minute. Chain agglomerates occur at high powers at dilute SF^
concentrations or moderate powers and high concentrations of SF^. High etch rates are
achieved under these conditions. There does not appear to be any direct correlation to
particle morphology. For example, the etch rates for continuous and 50% duty cycle
amplitude modulated discharges (200 W, 2 Pa , 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon) are
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comparable, although spherical aggregates are observed only for the continuous wave
condition.
2,000
r'-o.ss
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Figure 5.6.3: Etch rate variation with rf power at 1.9 Pa and 5 seem SF^ and 20 seem
argon at 200 W continuous wave power (solid line solid squares), 5% duty cycle (solid
diamond), 50% duty cycle (open square), and 95% duty cycle ( solid circle). The
regression coefficient is for data represented by the solid squares.

There are, however, trends in composition of these aggregates with etch rate. Figure
5.6.4 summarizes the particle chemical composition and etch rate data for sbc plasma
conditions which produce agglomerates. The conditions are indicated by the five vertical
lines. Mean composition data are indicated with symbols and the lines reflect a linear fit
to these data. The linear regression coefficients for fluorine, aluminum, and silicon are
high. The linear fit for sulfur is poor. Fluorine decreases linearly and aluminum and
silicon increase linearly with etch rate.
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Figure 5.6.4: Particle composition (atomic percent) variation with etch rate for six
plasma conditions; a) 20% SFg/argon at 1.9 Pa, 25 seem, and 200 W, b). 20% SFg/Argon
at 1.9 Pa, 25 seem, and 250 W, c). 10% SFg/Argon at 3.9 Pa, 50 seem, and 200 W, d).
20% SFg/argon at 1.9 Pa, 25 seem, and 200 W with 95% duty cycle and 0.01 Hz
modulation, e). 10% SF^/argon at 7.3 Pa, 50 seem, and 200 W, and f). 100% SF^ at 1.9
Pa, 25 seem, and 200 W.

5.7 Tencor Surfscan Measurements

Tencor Surfscan measurements were made on a limited number of pre- and post-etched
wafers. The density of particles with 0.5 ^m^ scattering cross section increases with rf
power, but the presence of haze and detector saturation from high particle counts made
it impractical to draw any fiurther conclusions.
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5.8 Micromasking

The observation of haze on many etched wafers led to further investigation of the silicon
surface.

Sur&ce haze is commonly associated with extreme contamination and/or

surface roughness. The source of the contamination may be incoming foreign materials
on the wafer sur&ce or may be formed as involatile by-products of the etch cycle.
Micromasking has been attributed to residual water vapor [102], back sputtering of
chamber sur&ces [103], and etch by-produas (from co-etching of oxides [104], from
involatile S-Si species [105]). Stoffels and co-workers suggest that 1 ^m high, hollow
sea-polyp shaped structures which were observed to form on the silicon surface during
CCl2F2/Ar etching may be ejected into the plasma if they break from the silicon surface
[39].

Figures S.S.la and b illustrate the evolution of these surface features in amplitude
modulated discharges.

Note that the feature size is significantly smaller than the

detection sensitivity of the Tencor Surfscan. These FE-SEM micrographs were made
with the silicon sur&ce nearly parallel to the electron beam. Semi-spherical features are
formed on the silicon surface within only 5 seconds of etching. As time progresses, the
semi-spherical defects evolve into swab-shaped needles.

Density and feature sizes for amplitude modulated discharges are summarized in Tables
S.S.la and b. Surface roughness progresses with etch time; feature size increases while
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density decreases with duty cycle. Similarly, in continuous mode, the feature density
decreased with increasing rf power. Multiple cycles of plasma on/oflT leads to discrete,
multiple feature sizes.

For example, one cycle (5 or 70 seconds on) results in

monodisperse hemispherical surface features, while both hemispherical and lob-shaped
and polydisperse features are observed for S and 20 cycles of plasma modulation.

In general, the feature height, however, is two to five times less than the silicon etch
depth. Roughness is not observed on wafers exposed to an argon only plasma. In
particular, this observation coupled with others, led to the tentative conclusion that the
surface roughness is related more to deposition of contamination during the etching
cycle than incoming foreign material on the wafer surface.

EDX cannot spatially distinguish the background silicon from these surface particles, but
a low energy spectra indicate the presence of fluorine, aluminum, silicon and only a trace
of sulfur. Auger analysis (which can spatially resolve the surface of the features from the
flat areas) reveal flat areas composed of silicon, carbon and oxygen. Fluorine and
aluminum are only observed on the surface features. After an argon sputter of the
features, fluorine and aluminum are no longer observed.

In an attempt to understand the origin of the micromasldng, the aluminum side wall was
replaced with a stainless steel side wall and the lower electrode was covered with a thin
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sheet of Teflon.

Micromasking is not observed on wafers etched in a SF/argon

discharge in this chamber configuration.
attributed to the deposition of

It appears that surface roughness can be

particles on the wafer during etching.

The

deposited material acts as a micromask so that the underlying substrate is not etched.
The shape of the features is due to isotropic etching. The sputter component of the etch
erodes the mask at a slower rate than the RIE of the silicon, allowing previously masked
areas to also be removed by etching.
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Figure 5.8.1a; Surface features on silicon wafer etched for 1 cycle of 5 seconds on and
95 seconds off at 200 W, 1.9 Pa, 5 seem SFg and 20 seem argon. The surface is held
nearly parallel to the e-beam of the FE-SEM.
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Figure 5.8. lb: Surface features on silicon wafer etched for 20 cycle of 5 seconds on and
95 seconds oflf at 200 W, 1.9 Pa, 5 scorn SPg and 20 seem argon. The surface is held
nearly parallel to the e-beam of the FE-SEM.
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Condition

Ignition
Time
(sees)

Feature
Dimension

Feature
Shape

1 cycle 5 sec
on

5

30 nm

hemisphere

62

11

5 cycles 5 sec
on, 95 sec off

25

50 nm
30 nm

hemisphere
hemisphere

9
35

57

20 cycles 5 sec
on/
95 sec off

100

130 X 60 nm
60 X 30 nm
30 nm

2
8
40

227

1 cycle 70 sec
on

70

30 nm

lob
lob
hemisphere
hemisphere

71

159

1 cycle 5 sec
on,
95 sec ofl^ 65
sec on

70

30 nm

hemisphere

44

159

Feature Etch Depth
Density (nm) per
(#/um^
Totk
Ignition
Time (sec)

Table S.S.la; Evolution of surface roughness with plasma modulation.
conditions 200 W, 2 Pa, 5 seem SFg/20 seem.

Plasma
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Condition

Ignition
Feature
Time Dimension (Max)
Height X Width
(sec)

14 cycles 5 sec
on, 95 sec oflf
(5% do)

70

30x30nm

14 cycles 50
sec on, 50 sec
off (50% dc)

700

14 cycles 95
sec on, 5 sec
oflf (95% dc)

1,330

Feature
Shape

Feature Etch Depth
Density
(nm)
(#/um^ per Total
Ignition
Time

hemipolygon

225

159

500 X 150 nm

thin (30 nm)
lob

11

1,590

700 X 250

thin (30 nm)
lob

1

3021

nm

Table 5.8.1b: Evolution of surface roughness with plasma modulation.
conditions 200 W, 2 Pa, 5 seem SFg/20 seem.

Plasma

5.9 Electrical Measurements

The purpose of the electrical measurements was to characterize the electrical parameters
of the plasma. Measurements include the peak-to-peak voltage

and current (Ip^,

the dc-self bias (V^), and for a limited number of conditions, Langmuir probe ion
saturation current (I,p). Vp^

and

were made using an lOOx probe attached to the

match box. Saturated ion current measurements were made with a Langmuir probe
(biased at -50 V) inserted into the center of the plasma chamber. Both techniques are
described in Chapter 3. In particular, knowledge of

is useful in making estimates of

the energy of ions arriving at the rf electrode. The Langmuir probe operated in the
saturated ion current regime can provide an estimate of plasma density if the electron
temperature is known, or vice versa; the saturated ion current is proportional to
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He /rl/mT, where

is the plasma density,

the electron temperature, and m^ is the

molecular mass of the positive ions collected by the probe.

Voltage and current measurements of 200 W plasma at 1.9 Pa and total gas flow of 25
seem vs inlet gas concentration are shown in Figure 5.9.1. Measurements were recorded
after the plasma had stabilized.
concentration, while

Vp^ and

is nearly constant.

decrease linearly with increasing SF^
Multiple data points reflect replicate

measurements. The saturated ion current has a minimum at 10% SF/argon. Similar
measurements were made for changes m voltages and current with rf power, as
illustrated in Figure 5.9.2.

Ipp, and

increase linearly with power. These

measurements suggest that the energy of ions arriving at the silicon surface increases
with power and decreases with SF^ inlet concentration. Presumably, the minimum in the
ion saturation current at dilute SFg concentrations occurs because of decreases in the
electron density with small additions of the electronegative component that are not
compensated by an increase in the electron temperature ( or less likely, a significant
reduction in the positive ion molecular weight).
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Figure 5.9.1: Electrical measurements of plasma at 200 W vs percentage of SF^ in
argon; a).Vp^ (solid square), b)-Vje( solid diamond), c) Ip^(open circle), and -I,p (open
square). Lines through
and
data represent fit to linear regression.
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Figure 5.9.2; Electrical measurements of 20% SF/argon plasma at 1.9 Pa vs rf power.
a).Vp^ (solid square), b)-Vjj( solid diamond), c) Ip^(open circle), and -I,p (open square).
Lines through Vp^,
and Ip^ data represent fit to linear regression.
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5.10 In-Situ Plasma Diagnostics

Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and residual gas analysis (RGA) were used to
characterize gas phase species. The purpose of these measurements was to both monitor
the gas phase species that might lead to particle formation and to verify, if possible,
kinetic simulations of the plasma chemistry. In Chapter 2.3, theoretical aspects of both
techniques were reviewed.
collected through a fiber

Optical emission spectra of excited plasma species are
optic cable and resolved with an EG&G Model 1470

spectrograph. Residual gases are monitored by a MKS quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Gases are sampled through a port in the chamber side wall into a reducing orifice. A
screen mesh in the sample port prevents the formation of a secondary plasma. The
equipment setup is described in more detail in Section 3.4. Unless otherwise noted, the
spectra were collected with a silicon wafer on the rf electrode during etching.

Optical emission provides a fingerprint of molecular or atomic excitation which is unique
to a particular species. Sample spectra are illustrated in Appendbc A

Among the

species observed are Ar, Ar^, Oj, Oj*, Nj, F, SF^, SiF, and SiF2. The assignment of the
peaks is based on carefiil inspection and comparison to reference spectra.

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, gas phase concentrations cannot necessarily be inferred
from the relative area of the peaks. However, for a limited number of applications,
actinometry can be used to make estimates of gas phase concentrations relative to an
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inert tracer gas. In Figure 5.10.1, the relative area of the fluorine 703.7 nm to the argon
750.4 nm peaks is compared. This is an example where actinometry can be used since
the excitation thresholds and collision cross sections for ground state F and Ar atom
emissions are nearly equivalent. The relative area is shown for a 20 seem SF^5 seem Ar
plasma at 1.9 Pa as the rf power is increased from 50W to 300 W in increments of 50 W
and down to 50 W. The F atom concentration can be approximated as
Nf = 0.56NA,af/lAr)
where

is the argon atom concentration and If and 1^, are the area mtensities

associated with the 703.7 and 750.4 nm emissions [74]. Using this approximation the
fluorine atom concentration can be calculated and as shown in Figure 5.10.2, it increases
linearly with rf power. Nearly a two-fold increase in F atom concentration is observed
from 50 to 300 Watts at 1.9 Pa. Fluorine atom concentrations for discharges in 10%
SFg/Ar ( 50 seem total gas flow) at pressures of 3.9 and 7.3 Pa were determined using
this actinometrie technique and are also shown in Figure 5.10.2 (solid symbols).
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Figure 5.10.1: Relative area of fluorine (703.7 nm) to argon (750.4 nm) optical emission
as rf power is increased in increments of 50 W from 50 W to 300 W and back to 50 W.
Plasma conditions: 1.9 Pa, 25 seem total gas flow, 80% SFj, balance argon.
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Figure 5.10.2: Calculated F atom concentration as a function of rf power. Plasma
conditions: open diamonds same as for Figure 5.11.1, 5 seem SF5/4O seem argon at 3.9
Pa (solid square) and 7.3 Pa (solid circle). The fit to a linear regression coeflBcient is for
data represented by the open triangles; the line drawn is the regression line.
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Residual gas analysis provides qualitative gas phase information. Identification of ions is
simple, although quantitative analysis requires knowledge of the cracking patterns for
each species entering the spectrometer. The spectra of SFj gas resolved by the mass
spectrometer is shown in bar-mode in Figure 5.10.3 and is compared to published
cracking pattern for SF^ in conventional mass spectra in Table 5.10.1. The background
gases collected fi-om the RGA chamber, including Oj, Nj, and water vapor, have been
subtracted fi*om the spectra. The ion currents are relative to 100 for the major peak
which occurs at a mass to charge ratio of 127 (SF,*).

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100110120130
15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105115125
e/m

Figure 5.10.3: Mass Spectra of SF^ gas.

The spectra contain currents associated with isotopic mass differences and multiple
ionization of SFg, Oj, and N2. Sulfur has two major isotopes and the relative abundance
of ^^S to

is 95.06:4.18. The major peak, which occurs at 127 e/m, is attributed to
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SFj*. The corresponding peak for "SFj" occurs at 129. The occurrence of double
ionized species is more frequent

than in the spectra of conventional RGA's and the

fluorine ion (19 e/m) signal is distinguishable. The contribution of water to the 19 e/m
ciirrent intensity is small since the dominant peak of water at 18 e/m is not significant.
Nitrogen and oxygen are impurities in the SFg gas.

Mass spectra of SFg plasma during the etching of silicon is shown in Figure 5.10.4.
Compared to the cracking pattern of the gas-only case, the spectra of the etching plasma
is significantly more complicated. Parent SF^ molecules, radicals and ions generated by
the plasma, etch products, and impurities contribute to the spectra of the etching plasma.
Mass spectra assignments of etching products and by-products of O, and N, additives to
SFg plasmas are given in Table 5.10.2.

A portion of the currents collected at e/m of 108, 89, 70, 54, 51, 35, their isotopic mass
diJQferences, and 19 are due to the cracking pattern of undissociated SF^.
Plasma-generated plasma ions and radicals also contribute to these intensities.

For

example, the ion current at 70 m/e increases two orders of magnitude when a plasma is
ignited in 100% SF^ gas.
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Table 5.10.1: Mass Spectrometric Assignments of SF^.
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Figure 5.10.4: Mass spectra of 100% SF5 discharge during reactive ion etching of
silicon at 1.3 Pa and 200 W.

The etch products are assigned to 47, 66, 85, and 104 e/m for SiF*, SiF2^ SiF,*, and
SiF/, respectively. SO^^y species can result from the reaction of plasma generated
oxygen (from dissociation of molecular oxygen) with SF, species. The fragmentation
patterns of SO^y species include 48, 64, 67, 83, 86 and 102. Of these mass to charge
ratios, in this work only 102 is observed in significant intensity during the etching of
silicon. It is not observed in the mass spectra of SF^ gas. Fragmentation of S^F^ can also
contribute to the signal at 102. The absence of significant ion current at mass to charge
ratios of 83 and 64, which are common to the spectra of SOJFy and S2F2, leave the
assignment of 102 to a parent molecule ambiguous.
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4
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66 SiF/,N^2*
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3
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5

Table 5.10.2; Mass Spectrometric Assignments of SF^, SFj, Suifuroxyfluorides,
Nitrogen Fluorides, and silicon etch products.

Nitrogen fluorides can also be formed in the presence of nitrogen. As with oxygen,
nitrogen appears as an impurity in the SF^ or from the Tegal chamber background.
Fragmentation currents at 33, 47, 52, 71, and 104 can be assigned to the cracking of
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stable NFj and NjF^. Currents at 52 and 71 are not observed, therefore, the currents
observed at 47 and 104 must be due to SiF^.

Spectra were collected under conditions of varying power, percent SF^ in argon, and
chamber pressure.

Here, the "pvt - mode" (for pressure, or ion current, versus time)

was used to monitor simultaneously 16 mass to charge channels with time. As an
example, the spectra of a 5 seem

seem argon plasma at 1.9 Pa vs rf power is

shown in Figures 5.10.5 a-c. The ion current intensities are normalized with respect to
the ion current coUected at 40 amu (singly ionized Argon). The background spectra
resulting from

the RGA chamber, most notably water at 18 e/m, have not been

subtracted from the ion currents shown in Figures 5.10.5 a-c. The actual signal heights
at 127, 85, and 32 are illustrated with a 1/10 scale factor.

As rf power is increased, the signal intensities at 127 and 108 decrease while intensities
at 19, 51, and 70 increase. The ion current intensity at 89 has a maximum at 150 Watts.
The current at 127 is due almost entirely to fragmentation of SFg ( the contribution of
SFj and SF/ is assumed to be negligible), and as such, can be used as a measure of the
dissociation of the SFg by the plasma. The consumption of SF^ by plasma dissociation
increases from 27% at 50 Watts to 40% at 400 W. On the other hand, the 19, 51, 70,
89, and 108 intensities result from

ion-source fragmentation

of plasma generated

species (SFj.^) and neutral SFg. The rate of increase in intensities of 19, 51, 70, and 89
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with power are greater than the decrease in 127 intensity. These trends, which are
illustrated in Figure 5.10.5 a, suggests that the dissociation of SF^ to lower molecular
weight species is favored at higher rf powers.

0.08
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® 0.04

108
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400

Figure 5.10.5a: Mass spectra signal height normalized to 40 e/m vs rf power for
discharge at 1.9 Pa, 20% SF^, 25 seem total gas flow. Mass spectra ion species include
r (19), Sr (51), SFj* (70), SFj" (89), SF/ (108), and SF^* (127). See Tables 5.10.1
and 5.10.2 for a more complete list.
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Figure 5.10.5b: Mass spectra signal height normalized to 40 e/m vs rf power for
discharge at 1.9 Pa, 20% SF^ 25 seem total gas flow. Mass spectra ion species include
Sir (47), SiFj* (66), SiF,* (85), and SiF/ (104). See Tables 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 for a
more complete list.
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Figure 5.10.5c; Mass spectra signal height normalized to 40 e/m vs rf power for
discharge at 1.9 Pa, 20% SF^, 25 seem total gas flow. Mass spectra ion species include
(18), 0/ and S (32), N/ (28), and SO^F^* (102). See Tables 5.10.1 and 5.10.2
for a more complete list.
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A more precise estimate of plasma generated contributions to the observed signals
heights (short of a more formal deconvolution of the spectra via an inverse matrix
operation of the cracking patterns of all species fragmented in the ion source) proceeds
by accounting for the spectra of the unreacted SF^. The amount of unconverted SFg
(SFg not dissociated in the plasma) is proportional to the intensity of 127 signal (1,27) and
is identical to the spectra collected at 0 watts power. Therefore, the net increase in the
signal intensities resulting from plasma generated species

at mass to charge ratio, m,

is the di£ference between the total signal (i„^ and the signal from the unreacted SF/i^^).
In other words,

i P = i*ni
T _ j•m
N
*in

where
iS = aiiiii27,
a„ is the cracking pattern of SF^ gas ( at 0 watts) and i,27 is the ion current at mass to
charge ( m) of 127. The ion currents

>01^, and i„^ are fimctions of power.

The correction of the spectra for the SFg cracking pattern is shown in Figure 5.10.6.
The intensity of the 108 signal is small and is due to the ionization of SF, by the RGA
The lack of calibrated collection efiBciencies and fragmentation patterns (specific to this
RGA) for SFj, SF^, SFj, SF,, SF, and F for plasma-generated species prevent further
quantitative deconvolution of the mass spectra. However, the corrected spectra can be
used to set an upper bound on the increased production of plasma generated species with
power. The maximum possible increase in F, SF, SFj, SFj, and SF4 production from 50
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to 400 W is 2, 4, 3, 1.4, and 3 times, respectively. The maximum two-fold increase in
the F atom production correlates well with fluorine atom concentrations determined by
optical emission actinometry.
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Figure 5.10.6: Mass spectra signal height corrected for SFg fragmentation. Conditions
same as for Figure 5.10.5a. Mass spectra ion species include F^ (19), SF*" (51), SF/
(70), SFj"" (89), and SF* (108). See Tables 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 for a more complete list.

Etch product intensities double with rf power from 50 to 400 W (Figure 5.10.5 b). Over
this same power range, etch rate also doubles (see Figure 5.6.3). SiFj"^ (85 e/m) is the
most abundant ion observed in the mass spectra of etch products. Relative to ion
current at 85, the ion current at 47 increases 8.5%, while currents at 66 and 104
decrease 9.1 and 14.9%, respectively, as the power increases from 50 to 400 W. These
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trends suggest that the etch product distribution is modified by rf power. The formation
of higher molecular weight etch products is fevored at lower powers.

Gas impurities can mclude oxygen, nitrogen, sui&roxyfiuorides, and nitrogen fluorides.
Mass spectra of these species are shown in Figure 5.10.5c. The intensities of 18 and 28
do not vaiy significantly with power and are due to background level of water vapor and
nitrogen impurities in RGA and/or plasma chamber. That the intensity of 28 does not
decrease with rf power suggests that formation of nitrogen fluorides is not important.
From 50 to 400 W intensities of 32 and 102 increase linearly.

Next, inlet gas concentration was varied firom 100% argon to 100% SF^ at constant
power of 200 W, pressure of 1.9 Pa, and total gas flow of 25 seem. Variations in mass
spectra of the (SF5.J products and etch products (SiF^J are shown in Figures 5.10.7a
and b.

The ion current mtensities, for which fragmentation in the ion source have not

been accounted, increase with SFg concentration. Variations in the uncorrected ion
currents are nearly linear with percent volumetric SF^ flow.

As expected, the ion

current intensity associated with argon (40) decreases linearly with inlet SFg
concentration.

In a fashion similar to the analysis presented of the plasma generated contribution to the
mass spectra for power variation, the mass spectra of Figure 5.10.7a are corrected for
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the cracking pattern of the unreacted SFg. The corrected spectra are shown in Figure
5.10.8 and are normalized to the inlet SF^ concentration. The normalized ion currents at
mass to charge ratios of 51 and 70 decrease with inlet SF^ concentration. This suggests
that discharges which are more dilute in SF^ are more efficient in dissociating SF^. The
19 ion intensity, which may originate from plasma generated fluorine as well as from the
RGA fragmentation

of SFj,^ decreases slightly with SFg concentration.

Plasma

dissociation of SFg, shown on the right axis of Figure 5.11.7b, decreases from 41.7 % to
32% over range of inlet SF^ concentration from 20 to 100%. Over this range of inlet SF^
concentrations, the increases in 19, 51, 70, and 89 intensities are 170, 65, 90, and 175%,
respectively.

0.8
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Percent SF6, Balance argon
Figure 5.10.7a: Mass spectra signal height vs percent SFg inlet concentration for
discharge at 1.9 Pa, 200 W, 25 seem total gas flow. The signal height intensities are
relative to the sum of 16 ion currents. Mass spectra ion species include F" (19), SF (51),
SFj" (70), SFj* (89), SF/ (108), SF; (127), and Ar" (40). See Tables 5.10.1 and 5.10.2
for a more complete list.
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Figure 5.10.7b; Mass spectra signal height vs percent SFg inlet concentration for
discharge at 1.9 Pa, 200 W, 25 seem total gas flow. The signal height intensities are
relative to sum of 16 ion currents. Mass spectra ion species include SiF^ (47), SiFj* (66),
SiFj* (85), and SiF/ (104). See Tables 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 for a more complete list.

Variations in mass spectra of the etch products (SiF^J with SFg inlet concentrations are
shown in Figure 5.10.8. Over inlet concentrations ranging from 20 to 100% SF^, etch
rate product ion intensities increase 80%. Over this same concentration range, etch rate
increases 145%. Relative to the major peak at 85 amu, the etch product distribution
shifts only slightly to more lower molecular weight species as SF^ inlet concentration is
increased.
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Figure 5.10.8: Normalized mass spectra signal height corrected for SFj fragmentation
(left axis) and plasma dissociation (right axis) vs percent SF^ inlet concentration for
discharge at 1.9 Pa, 200 W, 25 seem total gas flow. The signal height intensities are
normalized with respect to SF^ inlet concentration. Mass spectra ion species include F*
(19), Sr (51), SF{ (70), SFj* (89), and SF/ (108). See Tables 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 for a
more complete list.

Finally, spectra of 5 seem SFg/45 seem argon plasmas at 3.9 and 7.3 Pa are compared
with spectra of 5 seem SFj/20 seem Ar at 1.9 Pa in Figures 5.10.9 a and b. The spectra
were collected during the etching of silicon at 200 W. In Figure 5.10.9 a the ion
intensities of 19, 51, 70, 89, and 108 have been corrected for the SF^ fragmentation and
are normalized by the SF^ inlet concentration. Although inlet gas composition and
pressure vary in the three cases compared in Figures 5.10.9 a and b, some general
remarks can be made regarding pressure dependence. First, plasmas ignited under dilute
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concentrations of SF^ in argon are more efiBcient in dissociating SFg at lower pressures.
The relative mix of the plasma generated species varies with pressure.

Mass

spectrometric signals at 70 and 51 increase at the expense of signals at 89 and 127 as
pressure is increased.

E
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Figure 5.10.9a: Normalized mass speara signal height corrected for SFgfragmentation vs
pressure for 200 W discharge and 25 seem total gas flow. The signal height intensities
are normalized with respect to SF^ inlet concentration. Mass spectra ion species include
r (19), Sr (51), SF/ (70), SFj* (89), SF/ (108), and SF," (127). See Tables 5.10.1
and 5.10.2 for a more complete list.

Finally, etch product ion intensities decrease with pressure. This trend is opposite to
expectations based on etch rate measurements, and may be attributed to plasma chamber
pressure differences (1.9 vs 3.9 vs 7.3 Pa) that may effect the relative ion current
sensitivities in the mass spectrometer.
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Figure 5.10.9b; Mass spectra signal height normalized to 40 e/m vs rf power for
discharge at 1.9 Pa ( 20% SFg, 25 seem total gas flow) , 3.9 Pa (10% SFg, 50 seem total
gas flow), and 7.3 Pa (SFg^ 50 seem total gas flow). Mass spectra ion species include SiK
(47), SiF/ (66), SiFj* (85), and SiF/ (104). See Tables 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 for a more
complete list.

The purpose of these in-situ diagnostics was to characterize the plasma conditions which
give rise to particle growth. Residual gas analysis and optical emission actinometiy were
used to monitor the plasma chemistry over the range of experimental conditions. As
presented in Sections 5.3 through 5.6, the composition, size, and shape of particles
depends on plasma power, pressure, and inlet gas concentration.

Specifically, the diagnostics were used to monitor the degree of SFg dissociation, the
formation of SF, species, and the generation of etch products. These trends and
observations are summarized in Table 5.10.3

Actinometry provides limited, but
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quantitative fluorine concentrations. RGA data can be used to interpret relative trends of
a larger subset of the plasma species, although caution must be exercised in its
interpretation for a number of reasons. First, only neutral and positive ions escape jfrom
the bulk of the plasma into the RGA. Any spatial inhomogeneities in the plasma or
species recombination within the plasma are not captured. Second, the plasma gases are
monitored after a short residence time through a sample port. Recombination of species
during transit may occur. Third, the only cracking pattern known for the RGA used in
this work is for SFg.

Other SF^ and SiF, species may escape the plasma, survive

recombination during sample transit, and enter the RGA The RGA current intensities
reported for mass-to-charge ratios of 108, 89, 70, 51, and 19 (and 104, 85, 66, and 47)
are composite spectra from SF^ ( and SiFJ species entering the mass spectrometer.

With these cautions in mind, a summary of OES and RGA observations is warranted,
nonetheless. Five major themes can be drawn from the data presented in this section.
The first observation is that, similar to the findings of other researchers, the dominant
species of silicon etching with SFg are SFg (corresponding to SF,* at 127 e/m) and SiF^
(corresponding to SiFj"^ at 85 e/m).

Second, F and SiF^ production and SF^

consumption increase with an increase in power.

The two-fold increase in the

actinometric F concentration, the RGA fluorine signal (19 e/m), and etch product RGA
spectra correspond with a comparable increase in etch rate over a range of power from
50 to 400W for 20% SFg mixtures at 1.9 Pa. The third observation is that at lower
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powers, larger concentrations of higher molecular weight etch produas and SF^ species
are observed by mass spectrometry.

Condition

Variable

Power
1.9 Pa
5 seem SF6
20 seem At
Si wafer on electrode

Observation
Linear actinometric fluorine concentration increase
- 2x increase fi^om 50 to 300W
i J, (RGA currents at m amu) from 50 to 400W;
- i,27 decrease 40%
- ig9,i7o,isi.ii9 increase greater than 1.4x
- i,s increase by 2x
"
'sAs decrease by 14.9%, 9.1%
increase by 8.5%

1.9 Pa
%SFg in At RGA (normalized by SF^ flow) from 20 -100%
- plasma dissociation decrease 41.7 to 32%
200 W
25 seem total flow
- i,5,ij5 increase 170,175%
increase 65, 90%
Si wafer on electrode
Etch Products (not normalized by SFg flow)
- igj increase 80%
Pressure
200 W
RGA (normalized by total RGA current)
-ij, increase with pressure (1.9,3.9, 7.3 Pa)
5 seem SFg
- i,5, i,27 decrease with pressure (1.9,3.9, 7.3 Pa)
45 seem Ar
Si wafer on electrode
Table 5.10.3; Summary of Actinometry and RGA analysis.

The fourth observation is that plasmas of dilute SF^ mixtures are more eflBcient in
dissociating SFg than pure SF^ plasmas are.

Finally, although there are not any strong

pressure dependencies as one would expect, there is a modest correlation between
increased etch, rate with increased mass spectrometric intensities of the SiF, and F
species as inlet SFg concentration increases.
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As described in earlier sections of this chapter, agglomeration of primary particles
require critical powers and ignition times. For dilute SF^ conditions, only primary
particles are observed for powers less than 200 W. Spherical and chain agglomerates are
observed at moderate and high powers, respectively. There are no obvious trends in the
RGA data collected for discharges over the range of powers, pressures and inlet
conditions explored that might distinguish the three regimes of particle-particle
interactions.

There are, however, trends in gas diagnostic and ancOlaiy measurement data that
correlated with the composition of aggregated particles. Increases in etch rate and
with power may be responsible for increased silicon and aluminum composition in
particle agglomerates (collected from

both continuous wave and 95% duty cycle

amplitude modulated discharges). The increase in etch product RGA intensities with
power (see Figure 5.10.5b) and SFg inlet concentration (see Figure 5.10.7b) correspond
to higher concentrations of silicon in particles. SiF,^ is the major species from the RGA
spectra (and is attributed to SiFJ.

There is a negative correlation between coagulated particle fluorine composition and gas
phase fluorine

concentrations. Actinometric fluorine

concentrations and mass

spectrometric intensities at 19 e/m increase with power. However, fluorine composition
in particles decreases with increasing power and increasing SFg inlet concentration. The
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RGA data confirm that plasmas ignited at higher powers

are more efficient in

dissociation of SF^ to form lower molecular weight SF, products, but the connection of
this dissociation, particularly at high powers, to particle composition is not immediately
clear.

Discharges which are more dilute in SF^ and lower pressure plasmas also are more
e£5cient in dissociating SFg to lower molecular weight SF^ species. In general, more
particles were collected under plasmas conditions dilute in SF^ and ignited at moderate
powers. Particle composition varies with inlet gas concentration and with etch rate;
fluorine composition decreased and silicon and aluminum content increased with increase
SFg inlet concentration and etch rate.

Inspection of the RGA data suggests that if particle composition were to depend on
neutral plasma chemistry alone and if lower molecular weight species were to contribute
to gas-to-particle conversion, then fluorine and silicon particle composition should
increase with SF^ inlet concentration and with power. As will be shown in the following
chapter, however, it is the dependence of the SF." and SiF," difiiisivities on molecular
weight that may give rise to the observed dependence of particle growth and
composition on plasma conditions.

Til

A second motivation for performing the gas diagnostics was to verify Idnetic simulations.
These simulations, which are presented in the next chapter, predict neutral gas phase
chemistry, particle precursor formation, and particle growth and composition as a
function of plasma parameters.
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CHAPTER 6
PLASMA KINETIC AND PARTICLE DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

This chapter presents simulations of plasma chemistry and particle growth.

The

foundation for these simulations is three core modules; i). plasma kinetics, ii). particle
nucleation and growth, and iii). particle-particle interactions.

An overview of the

organization of the simulation modules and submodules is illustrated in Table 6.1.1. A
detailed description of each module's function, including sample database formats,
algorithm code, and sample results, is deferred to Appendices C, D, E, F,G, H, and I.

This chapter describes the formulation, assumptions, and simulation results of each
module.

Section 6.1 contains a description of the gas phase kinetics simulations

(KININ, HSC, and CHEMKIN). The simulation results are presented as a function of
power density, pressure, and inlet gas composition are compared to resuhs reported by
others. The algorithm and results of etch product distribution (EPD) module is reviewed
in Section 6.2.

In the subsequent section, particle dynamic simulations, including

nucleation, heterogeneous particle growth, and coagulation, (SATVP, EVAPANM,
HPG, and MAEROS-2) are discussed. These modules use thermodynamic data and
concentrations of SF^ and SiF^ predicted from the CHEMBCIN and EPD modules to
identify particle precursors and to estimate particle growth rates and particle
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composition. Finally, in Section 6.4, the simulated results are compared to experimental
values for a selected set of parameters to test the validity of these models.
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Module

Description

Inputs

Outputs

KININ

Kinetic
Parameters

Pressure
Power Density
Flowrates
Chamber Volume
Equilibrium Constants

Electron Energies
Electron Densities
Gas Density
Kinetic Rates

HSC

Thermodynamic Thermodynamic data
for elements and
Calculations
compounds
Reaction Temperature

CHEMKIN

Chemical
Kinetic
Simulations

Mechanism Data
(elements, reactions
mechanisms, Arrhenius
Rate values)
Thermodynamic Data
(entropy, enthaply,
heat capacity)
Reactor Configuration

Concentrations
SF^ SFj, SF^ SF3, SF,,
SF, F, e
SOF, SOFj, S02Fj,
SOF^
0, O2, Ar, Ar\H, H,0,
OH,HF

EPD

Etch Product
Distribution

Substrate Temperature

Concentrations
Si, SiFj, SiF^

Equilibrium Constant

experimental etch rate
reduced BCirchoff temperature
critical temperature
method
critical pressure

Equilibrium Vapor
Pressure (PJ

EVAPANM Particle
Nucleation

Supersaturation Ratio
Nucleation Current

HPG

temperature, pressure,
monomer density
equilibrium vapor
pressure
Heterogeneous difiusivities, pressure
Particle Growth equilibrium vapor
pressure
sticking coefficients
collection area

steady states fluxes
particle growth rate
particle composition

SATVP

MAEROS-2 Particle-Particle
Interactions

initial population
coagulation frequency
time,pressure,chamber
volume

Table 6.1.1: Overview of Simulation Modules

population balance, n(v,t)
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6.1 Simulations of Gas Phase Kinetics
The general approach to modeling the gas phase chemistry is first

to define a set of

reaction mechanisms and then to treat the plasma discharge as a well - stirred tank
reactor. This section describes estimates of the electron temperature ( T^ ) and the
electron density (nj, the kinetic and equilibrium reactions considered, calculation of
their rates, and the CHEMKIN simulation code and results. Etch by-products are
estimated in a separate algorithm which is discussed in section 6.2.

Kinetic modeling of SFg discharges has been performed by many researchers, including
Kline, Anderson, Lii, and Kopalidis. These have been reviewed in section 2.4.3. The
simulations used in the present work depart fi'om these preceding models in two
respects. Kopalidis [95], Kline [92], and Anderson [93] include transport effects (such
as difiusion or convection) and the adsorption, recombination and desorption on
chamber surfaces. Presently, these transport and surface mechanisms are not accounted
for. Second, one goal of the previous modeling was to correlate predicted to measured
etch rate as a function of plasma conditions. In this work, it is desired to estimate the
etch product distribution, and this is done through electrical and etch rate measurements
and gas phase simulation results.
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6.1.1 Estimates of T,, reaction rates, and n,.
As discussed in section 2.4, the primary parameters which determine gas phase chemistry
are the electron temperature (TJ, the electron density (nj, and the neutral gas density
(n^. These parameters determine the rates of reactions of charged, neutral, and radical
species. In general, the equations of momentum and energy are strongly coupled so that
determination of the electron and ion temperatures and species densities require complex
iterative solutions. Such analytic or Monte Carlo simulations are beyond the scope of
this work. Rather in this work, zero-dimension estimates of the electron temperature
and density are made by simple scaling assumptions.

A scaling parameter which is commonly used in kinetic modeling is the ratio of the
electric field to the molecular gas density (E/ng). Values of E/n^ averaged over the
plasma range fi'om 10 to 30,000 Td (1 Townsend (Td) = 10'" V cm^, while values six
times higher tlian the average E/iig (E^n^ can exist near the sheath at the powered
electrode [92].

Table 6.1.2 summarizes electron temperature and density values

determined experimentally by Langmuir probe measurements or by Monte Carlo
simulations. In general, for pure SFg discharges, electron temperature decreases and
electron density increases with increasing pressure.

In particular, the kinetic simulations presented here estimate the electron temperature
(TJ and density (nJ based on the literature values reported by Kopalidis (for pure SF^,
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Geha (for pure argon), and Paranjpe [95,96,107] since the values of

and n, were

measured in discharges with conditions similar to those used in this work. In this work,
the kinetic model attempts to simulate plasma discharges of SF/argon mixtures at
pressures from 1.9 to 7.3 Pa, power densities from 0.1 to 0.82 W/cm\ and at a fixed
electrode gap of 10.2 cm. In this work, the E^n^ values range from 900 to 7700 Td,
and are within the ranges of the literature reported values in Table 6.1.2.

Gas Pressure Power
Density
(Pa)
(W/cm^

(Td)

Electron
Plasma
Gap
(cm) Temperature Density
(#/cm^)
(eV)
7.2x10®
18.2
6

Technique,
(Reference)

SF,

1.33

0.49

26,250*

SF,

7.33

0.49

2300*

6

12

7.4x10®

Probe, (95)

SF,

13.33

0.49

250'

6

5.4

Probe, (95)

SF,

13.33

0.02

2.5

6.5

11.3x10'
1.0x10®

Probe, (107)

26
SF,
Argon 13.33

0.16

6

13

1.9x10®

Simulation, (92)

0.02

2.5

3.8

1.0x10'°

Probe, (107)

Argon

1.9

0.51

10,125* 7.2

6.2

1.0x10®

Probe, (98)

0.

1.33

0.25

6

5"

1.0x10'°

Simulation,
(108)

0.

6.67

0.02

4.5

2"

2.4x10®

Simulation,
(108)

1,000

Probe, (95)

Table 6.1.2: Comparison of measured and simulated values of electron temperature and
electron density. Notes: a. estimated from dc-self bias or applied rf voltages and
interelectrode space, b. mean value of a two- temperature Maxwellian distribution. All
other Tj assume a Maxwellian energy distribution function.

Since the discharge of interest here is a weakly ionized gas with ionization of the order
of 10'^, electron collisions with neutrals dominate the discharge chemistry. Neither
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positive nor negative ion generation is simulated, although the concentrations of ions are
estimated to be 0.01% of the their neutral counterparts. The gas phase simulations
include 18 reactions and 20 species. The electron impact and equilibrium reactions and
kinetic rate expressions are listed in Tables 6.1.2. The rates of the electron impact
reactions are taken as net forward rates and depend strongly on the electron
temperature. The remaining reactions (reactions 9-18)

depend on the neutral gas

temperature (assumed 300 K). The kinetic rates for reactions 1-6 have been fitted in
terms of pressure (P in Pa) and percent oxygen (g) by Kopalidis from kinetic data [95],
The forward kinetic rates for reactions 1 through 5 are calculated assuming a pure SF^
component plasma even for mixtures of SF^ *m argon. d'Agostino et al have calculated
that the electron distribution function of SFg

is only slightly modified with 10%

admission of argon to discharges with a E^n of 200 Td [109]. The rates are valid for
moderate power densities (0.5 W/cm^ and in this work are referred to as the reference
rates. At these moderate power densities, the electron temperature varies inversely with
power density in pure SF^ discharges. Since the simulations attempt to predict plasma
chemistry of discharges ignited over a range of power densities, a scaling factor (0) is
used to determine the rates of the electron impact reartions (1-7) at power densities
other than 0.5 W/cm^. In other words
kf(Te) = 0(Te)kr^(Tf)

(6.1 1)

where
(6 1 : )
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and

and

are rate and the electron temperature of the single component plasma

(argon or SF^) at the reference condition (0.5 W/cm^.

This particular power scaling is based on the reaction rate dependence on the electron
temperature. The rate depends on both the collision cross section and the electron
velocity. The electron velocity varies with the square root of T^ while the collision
cross section increases linearly with T^ for cross sections below the maximum cross
section. Therefor, the reaction rate depends on T^ as T^'^.

The complete formulation of the reaction mechanisms requires both forward (r^) and
reverse (r,) reaction rates. They are related by the equilibrium constant K^( =VK). For
reactions 9-18, the equilibrium constants are determined from thermodynamic data using
a commercially available software package (by HSC version 3.0, Outokumpu Research
Center ). Reverse rates for reactions 9-18 are calculated from kf and K^. The basis of
the equilibrium constant calculation is summarized in Appendix B.

The reaction rates of the electron impact reactions require an estimate of the electron
density. For mixtures of SFg/argon at moderate powers, this is made from a steady state
energy balance within the volume of the plasma. In electronegative discharges when the
negative ion density is larger than the electron density, the power absorbed by the plasma
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(P,te)

dominated by volume (V), rather than surface losses [68].

is related to the

electron density and the rate at which electrons loose energy upon collision, r^;
= WTI = nengScV S rjCj
j

(^- 1-^)

The estimate of n ^ only includes loss of electron energy by reactions 1 and 7 and the
initial concentrations (Cj ) of SF^ and argon. Experimental values of n, and applied rf
power (W) for pure SF^ and argon are used to determine the fraction (t]) of input power
(W) which is absorbed by the plasma, P^, and the loss of electron energy per collision
(Ec) with SF5 or argon.

For power densities other than moderate ones, the electron density is estimated as a
linear function of

[68],

Measurements of

, described in Section 5.9,

demonstrate that Vp^ varies linearly with input power density (at a fixed mixture of 5
seem SF5/2O seem argon).

The KININ submodule calculates kinetic parameters required as input to the main
kinetics simulation module, CHEMKIN

KINTN is an interactive program. Plasma

conditions (pressure, power density, SF^ and argon flow rates, neutral gas temperature,
and chamber volume) are input to KININ

KININ provides kp k^, and reaction

mechanisms as a formatted output file which is compatible with the CHEMKIN routine.
Initial neutral gas and electron mole fi'actions are also generated. Calculated electron
densities are shown in Figures 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. It should be noted that higher electron

densities are calculated for pure argon than for pure SFj, and that the use of the Geha
and Kopalidis probe measurements here are not consistent with the microwave cavity
measurements reported by Stoffels in CCyF/arogon discharges [22],

Reaction
1 SFG + e => SFJ + F + e

Kinetic Rate Constant (cmVmole/sec)

Ref

6.02 X lO^exp (-16.7 + 0.165 P + 0.0067 g 0.0388 P^ - 0.000059 g^

95

6.02 X lO^exp (-15.3 + 0.18 P - 0.0394P^ )

95

6.02 X lO^exp (-16.2 + 0.1575 P + 0.0055 g
- 0.03825 P^- 0.000050 g^

95

4 SFJ + e => SFJ + F + e

6.02 X lO^exp (-16.7 + 0.15 P + 0.0055 g 0.03825 p2 - 0.000050 g^

95

5 SFJ + e => SF + F + e

6.02 X lO^exp (-16.7 + 0.15 P + 0.0055 g 0.03825 P^- 0.000050 g^

95

6 O2 + e => 20 + e

6.02 X lO^exp (-17.2 + 0.15 P + 0.0055 g 0.03825 P^- 0.000050 g^

95

7 AR+e=>2e +AR*
8 HjO + e=>H + OH+e

3.01 X 10'®exp(-15.68/Te)

68

1.0x10"

*

9 SF^ + 0 <=> SOF2 + 2F

4.0 X 10*'^

95

10 SOF2 + 0 <=> SOJFJ
11 SFJ + 0 <=> SOF + F

4.1x10-'^

95

1.1 X 10'

95

12 SFj + 0 <=> SOF4 + F
13 SF3 + 0 <==> SOFJ + F

2.0 X 10-"
1.0 X 10-'°

95

14 SF^ + HJO <=> SOFJ + 2HF
15 H20 + F<=>0H + HF

6.0 X 10'^

85

6.0 X 10'^

85

16 SF5 + 0H<=>S0F4 + HF
17 SF^ + F <=> SF5

6.0 X 10"

85

5.4 X 10'^

110

18 SF5 + F <=> SFG

1.0 X 10"

110

2 SFJ + e => SF^ + F + e
3 SF^ + e => SFJ + F + e

95

Table 6.1.3: Gas Phase Reaction Mechanisms and Forward Rate Constants in SF/Ar
Discharges. Notes: * Rate constant was estimated.
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Figure 6.1.1; Electron Density Estimates for 5 seem SF5/2O seem argon plasmas at 2.0
Pa.
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Figure 6.1.2: Electron Density Estimates for 0.41 W/cm^ plasmas at 2, 3.9, and 7.3 Pa.
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6.1.2 CHEMKIN
CHEMKIN (CHEMKIN- II, version 3.9) is a Fortran-based software package used in
the calculation of chemical reaction kinetics. In this work, the application of CHEMKIN
is coupled with REKINET (version 4.2) as a two pass procedure. In the first pass, an
interpreter code is run with reaction mechanisms and thermodynamic data.

The

elements, reaction mechanisms, and Arrhenius reaction rate constants are prescribed in
MECHNISM.DAT, a data file

composed in a standardized CHEMKIN format.

Thermodynamic data is contained in THERMO.DAT, arranged in the standard NASA
format. The thermodynamic data includes the species name, elemental composition,
phase, a temperature interval, and temperature coefBcients. Standard-state specific
heat, enthalpy, and entropy for the species are described as five term polynomials over
the specified temperature interval. The temperature coefl5cients are the fitting constants
for the polynomials of the dimensionless specific heat, enthalpy, and entropy. Samples
of the reaction mechanism and thermodynamic databases appear in Appendbc D.

Execution of the first pass creates a linking file, CKIN.LNK.

In the second pass,

REKINET is compiled, linked to CHEMKIN (CKLIBD.FOR) and a differential equation
solver (DLSODE.FOR), and executed with REKINET.DAT and CKIN.LNK.
REKINET solves homogeneous gas phase kinetics for the mechanisms and reactor
configuration prescribed in MECHNISM.DAT and REKINET.DAT, respectively. The
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input file

REKINET.DAT specifies the reactor type (CSTR, plug flow,

and

combinations), reactor volume, inlet conditions, and integration parameters.

In this work, a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) is used as the reactor type.
Output species concentrations are calculated on a reactor volume basis of cmVmole/sec.
Accordingly, the residence time in the reactor,

XCSTR,

is

Pout(iPo'« out/cm^),

(6.1-4)

oCmolesout)
(moles in)

and is on the order of tenths of a second for conditions which have been simulated.

6.1^ CHEMfQN Simulation Results
In this section, results of the CHEMKIN simulations are presented as a fiinction of
power, inlet gas composition, and pressure.

The goal of these simulations is to

characterize the plasma chemistry for conditions corresponding to experimental
conditions of Section 5.4 where particle formation was found to depend on plasma
power, gas composition, and pressure.

As a test of the validity of assuming a homogeneous, zero-dimensional CSTR reactor
model, CHEMBdN is executed for pure SF^ discharges corresponding to conditions
modeled by Kopalidis. The model presented by Kopalidis is a one-dimensional, steady
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state radial mass balance over the plasma volume which includes both homogeneous and
heterogeneous processes. Mass spectrometric measurements at the exit of the reactor
are used as boundary conditions to predict axially averaged radial concentrations.

At 1.33 Pa, the conversion of SF5 predicted by Kopalidis varies from 96 to 60% over
the cathode radius (from center to edge). At the center of the reactor, the conversion
increases to 98% at 7.33 Pa and decreases to 68% at 13.33 Pa.

The analogous

conversions predicted by the CHEMKIN code for pure SFg discharges at 1.33, 7.33, and
13.33 Pa are 90, 55, and 5%, respectively. These conversions are compared in Figure
6.1.3.

Qualitatively, the zero-dimensional CHEMKIN model predicts conversion in

reasonable agreement with the Kopalidis model, although predicted trends with pressure
are not consistent. The simulations predict high concentrations of F and SF relative to
SFg which decrease with increasing pressure and are in qualitative agreement with the
kinetic models of Kopalidis [95] and Kline [95] for 100% SFg discharges.

CHEMKIN simulations were performed for discharge conditions of 5 seem SF5/2O seem
argon at 2.0 Pa and power densities from 0.10 to 0.82 W/cm^. The production rates of
SFjj species are shown in Figure 6.1.4. SF^, F, and SF are the most abundant species.
The produaion rates of SF and F increase while that of SFg decreases with rf power
density. The simulations predict a 2.7 and a 3.5 increase in the F and SF atom
densities from power density of 0.10 to 0.61 W/cm^. Over this same power density
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range, the SF^ dissociation increases from 41 to 99.6%. Compared the concentrations of
F and SF, the concentrations of other dissociation products are considerably less and
decrease with rf power density.

The simulations also account for a constant vacuum leak of 1 x 10'^ Pa L/sec.

The

introduction of oxygen and water as impurities in the plasma due to this leak result in
ppm levels of SOF^ OH and HF. The production of OH increases at the expense of
SOF4 and HF for which generation decrease as power density increases from

O.IO

to

0.82 W/cm\

100

• Kop Center
• BCopEdge
• CHEMKIN

0

1.3

7.3

13.33

Pressure (Pa)
Figure 6.1.3;
simulations.

Comparison of conversions predicted by Kopalidis and CHEMKIN
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Figure 6.1.4; CHEMKIN simulation results of SF^^ dissociation products and SF^ of 5
seem SFg / 20 seem argon plasma at 2.0 Pa vs rf power density.

Simulated dissociation products of a 0.41 W/cm^ plasma at 2.0 Pa for a range of inlet
SFg concentrations from 0 to 100% are illustrated in Figure 6.1.5. For a particular inlet
concentration, in order of decreasing abundance, the species are F, SF, SF2, SF3, SF4,
and SFj. As expected, ail product dissociation concentrations increase with inlet SF^
composition.

However, the production of F and SF normalized to the inlet SFg

concentration decrease with inlet SF^ concentration. The normalized concentrations,
shown in Figure 6.1.6, demonstrate that dissociation of SF5 is more eflBcient at dilute SFg
conditions. Dissociation of SFg (shown on the right hand axis of Figure 6.1.6) decreases
from 96 to 85% over the range of SFg inlet concentrations from 20 to 100% SF^.
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Figure 6.1.5; CHEMBCIN simulation results of SF^ dissociation production and SF^ for
plasma conditions of 2.0 Pa, 0.41 W/cm^ plasma vs inlet gas composition.

Finally, since the effect of pressure on particle formation was found to modify the
chemical composition of particles collected from the exhaust, simulations of the plasma
chemistry at 3.9 and 7.3 Pa were performed. These simulations are compared to the
simulation of 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon at 2 Pa and 0.41 W/cm^ in Figure 6.1.7. F and
SF concentrations increase with pressure while concentrations of SFj, SF3, SF^, SFj, and
SF5 are lowest at 3.9 Pa (10% SF^ in argon).

The simulations presented in this sections provide only a first order solution of the
plasma chemistry for the various ranges of pressures, powers, and inlet conditions. The
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reaction mechanisms are limited to homogeneous electron impact dissociation to form
radicals and neutral recombination. Since di£[usion losses to the chamber surfaces are
neglected, the lower molecular

species are overestimated.

In particular, upon

transport of these lower molecular weight species to the silicon surface, they may
participate in etching. In the following section, the etching of silicon is discussed.

100
o
o
*

0.1

3?
90

0.01

0.001
SF6 SF5 SF4 SF3 SF2 SF

F

20

80

0.0001
40

60

100

Percent SF6, Balance Argon

Figure 6.1.6: Normalized concentrations (left a.\is) and dissociation of SF^ (in percent)
vs inlet gas concentration. Simulation conditions same as for Figure 6.1.5.
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Figure 6.1.7: CHEMKIN simulation results of SF^ dissociation production and SF^ for
plasma conditions of 0.41 W/cm^ at 2.0 Pa (5 seem SFg/20 seem argon), 3.9 Pa (5 seem
SFg/40 seem argon), and 7.33 Pa (5 SF^ seem /40 seem argon).

6.2 Etch by-products
Estimates of etch products are made based on etch rate and electrical measurements of
the discharge (refer to sections 5.6 and 5.9). The method to determine the etch product
distribution follows the phenomenological modeling of surface kinetics in fluorine-argon
ion beam experiments presented by Gray et al [73],

The theoretical basis of this

approach was presented in Section 2.2.2. Etch rate determines the total production rate
of Si, SiF^, and SiF4, while the production of unsaturated SiF^ relative to S1F4 depends on
plasma conditions. For pure argon and for pure SFg discharges. Si and SiF^ are the onK
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etch products, respectively. The branching ratio (b) determines the product distribution
for plasmas with intermediate mixtures of SFg and argon. The branching ratio is a
function of ion energy and the ratio of neutral fluorine to argon ion fluxes. Ion energy is
estimated from peak-to-peak; voltage measurements:
SAr^(V) = ^

(6.2.1)

The molar flux of neutral fluorine at the silicon sur&ce (Tp) depends on the neutral
fluorine concentration in the bulk of the plasma (Cp) and mean velocity ( v );

r F(moles/cm^/ sec)

(6.2.2)

= jCF(moles/cm^)v(cm/ sec)

where
v(cill/sec) =100^2^^^

(6.2.3)

is the mean velocity of a Maxwellian distribution, k^ is Boltzmann's constant, T is
temperature in Kelvin, MWp is the molecular weight of fluorine (gr/mole), and

is

Avogadro's number.

The flux of argon ions approaching the silicon sur&ce (TAI^) depends on the Bohm
velocity (Ug ):

R Ar*(moles/cm^/ sec) = CAf(moles/cm^)UB(cm/ sec)

(6-2.4)

with
UB(cm/sec) = 100

.

(6.2.5)
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Electron temperature and CHEMBCIN-simulated concentrations (c^ and Cp) are used to
calculate the ratio of the neutral fluorine to argon ion fluxes (Tp/TAI*) • In the EPD
module, the electron temperature for plasmas of

mixtures of SFj/argon are

volume-weighted averages of the temperatures of pure component plasmas.

The

interactive submodule EPD (for etch product distribution) is designed to estimate
production rates of Si, SiFj, and SiF^ based on the application of etch rate and Vp^
measurements (see Appendix E for documentation).

Evolution rates of Si, SiFj and SiF4 are shown in Figures 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 for a range of
powers and inlet conditions. SiF4 is the dominate etch product, whose concentration
slightly less, but is of the same order of magnitude of fluorine predicted by CHEMKIN.

The ion beam experiments and modeling of the etching mechanisms, which form the
basis for predicting etch product distributions in this work, depart from experimental
phenomena in two major respects. First, the model attributes silicon etching to energetic
ions (presumably argon) and fluorine. The only fluorine-bearing species considered in
this mechanism is fluorine.

SF^ species may also contribute to reactive ion etching of

silicon, although these species are not included in the present model. Secondly, the
model describes the etch products in the ballistic mixing region of the silicon substrate,
and does not currently integrate the gas phase reactions with the surface reactions.
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Since EPD represents the generation of species immediately from the silicon substrate,
within the volume of ballistic mixing, the concentrations of Si and SiF^ are
overestimated. Recombination of etch products with gas phase species ( in particular,
fluorine), has not been accounted for. In the absence of electron collisions, neutral
three-body recombination involving fluorine may be a significant gas phase mechanism.
For example, for plasma conditions of 0.41 W/cm^ 5 seem SF5/2O seem argon, and 2
Pa, the mole fractions of Si, SiFj, and F are 0.011, 0.0005, and 0.447, respectively. If
recombination of fluorine with Si and SiFj is allowed to take place within the volume of
the sheath above the silicon surface, the mole fractions of Si, SiFj, and F are reduced to
1.0

X

lO"*, 5

X

10"*, and 0.28. The result of including recombination of fluorine is to

increase the mole fraction

of SiF4 from

0.07 to 0.149.

Subsequently, these

recombination products may also be involved in other electron collisions, resulting in the
formation of SiFj* from electron attachment, for example..

To this point, the simulations concern the prediction of gas phase concentrations for
plasma conditions which give rise to particle formation. Predictions of SF^ and SiF,
concentrations, combined with thermodynamic properties, are used to identify possible
particle precursors and estimates of particle growth rates.
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Figure 6.2.1: EPD simulation results of etch product generation for conditions of 5
seem SFj/20 seem argon plasma at 2.0 Pa vs. rf power density.
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6.3 Particle Dynamics Simulations

In this section, the scenario for particle nucleation and growth is presented. A three stage
particle growth mechanism is assumed to be initiated by homogeneous gas phase
nucleation.

Once nucleated, particles continue to accrete mass by attachment of

condensable vapors and charged species. The third stage is characterized by coagulation.
These mechanisms which give rise to primary particles are described in sections 6.3.1
and 6.3.2.

The growth of particles due to coagulation is discussed section 6.3.3.

Researchers studying SiH^ deposition plasmas, electronegative etching chemistries, and
sputtering systems have presented hypotheses similar to the three stage one presented
here to describe particle growth. These hypotheses have been reviewed in detail in
Chapter One, and are only briefly described below.

6.3.1 Literature Review

The three stages in particle growth are nucleation, condensation, and coagulation,
although the identity of the
dependent.

nucleating species and growth rates may be reactor

Bouchoule and Boufendi

attribute the formation of 2 nm diameter

crystallites as the first of a three stage growth mechanism in silane deposition plasmas.
Under similar process conditions. Howling showed that it is possible to form stable, high
mass, negative ions and that there is a negative correlation between the presence of these
negative ions and particle formation. On the other hand, Watanabe et al identify short
lifetime radicals as the source of the source of nucleation.
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In etching discharges, negative ions are thought to contribute to initial particle formation
since the trapping of negative ions in the sheath serves to enhance their residence time.
Silicon-rich clusters are observed to form over the rf electrode during the etching of
silicon in CCljF/Argon. In sputtering discharges, supersaturated concentrations of Si„'
and C a*, which have large electron afSnities, can lead to 1 nm diameter clusters.

In SiH4 discharges, the second stage of particle growth can be rapid. According to the
scenario presented by Bouchoule and Boufendi, a critical concentration of 10'° cm'^ is
reached after 100 ms. During this stage, the particle growth rate is linear with time ( 10
nm/sec). Watanabe et al attribute 140 nm/sec growth from enhanced deposition of
positive ions on negatively charged particles. Similarly, Ganguly et al determined that a
density of 3 x 10' cm'^ of C is necessary and available in carbon sputtering systems to
accoimt for the observed growth rate of particles.

In the third stage, particle growth saturates. In silane discharges, growth saturation has
been attributed to reduced enhancement of the collection area of positive ions, mutual
electrostatic repulsion of charged particles, and loss of particles due to gas flow. In
electronegative and carbon sputtering discharges, cauliflower-like particles have been
observed and suggest that the relative velocity between coagulating particles overcomes
the Coulomb barrier present between charged particles. Watanabe et al estimate that
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monodispersed coagulation can occur only for particles which are not highly charged and
have diameters greater than 100 nm.

6.3.2 Nucleation Model

Stable nuclei can be formed if the concentration of a condensable vapor exceeds its
equilibrium saturation pressure. Particle nuclei (or clusters) which are smaller in size
than the critical diameter, dp°, will evaporate. Clusters whose diameter exceeds this
critical size will tend to grow. In the present analysis, particle nucleation is assumed to
arise from cluster formation from a single component monomer.

The calculation of the particle nucleation rate begins with an estimate of the
supersaturation ratio (S), which is a ratio of the monomer pressure to its equilibrium
saturation vapor pressure. Estimates of monomer densities, taken from CHEMKIN and
EPD simulations, are used m the EVAPANM module. Equilibrium vapor pressures,
when available, are taken from the literature [111]. Equilibrium vapor pressures of
unsaturated silicon fluorides and sulfur fluorides were estimated by the reduced Kirchoff
method [112]. This method predicts vapor pressures within 10% of actual data. Vapor
pressures are calculated in the SATVP module. Complete descriptions of the SATVP
module and of the EVAPANM module (which is used to calculate the nucleation rate)
are documented in Appendices F and G.
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Classical nucleation theory is used to predict particle nucleation rates. The nucleation
current (J) and the critical particle diameter (dp®) are:

(6.3.1)

- ic^TlnS

(6.3.2)

Here, n, and p, are the monomer density and pressure, Vm is the molar volume (0.028
m^/kgmol), and a is the surface tension (0.01 N/m).

CHEMKIN and EPD modules predict monomer partial pressures of 6 x 10"', 0.174, 0.9,
0.022, and 9 X 10"' Pa for SFg, SF, F, Si, and SiFj, respectively for plasma conditions of
0.41 W/cm^ power density, 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon, and 2 Pa. The equilibrium vapor
pressures (Pa) at 300 K for these species are 6 x 10® (SFJ, 0.1 (SF), 9 x 10® (F), 2 x
10"'^ (Si), and 1.6 x 10""(SiF2). Under these conditions, the supersaturation ratios for
SFg and F are less than one. In general, the supersaturation ratios for higher molecular
weight SF^ and SiF^ species are much smaller than unity and therefore are not likely
particle precursors.

However, supersaturation ratios for Si, SiFj, and SF can be greater than unity, resulting
in nucleation currents greater than 10'° m"' sec ' for plasmas at low pressures and
moderate powers. The critical nucleation diameters predicted by classical nucleation
theory for Si and SiFj are less than 1 nm and 5 nm for SF.

In argon sputtering of
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silicon only the silicon atom contributes to particle nucleation, while in pure SF^
discharges, SF is the sole precursor species. For intermediate gas mixtures. Si, SiF^, and
SF are important. The predicted nucleation currents are shown in Figures 6.3.1 and
6.3.2. Plasma conditions of high power densities, high pressures, and concentrated SF^
inlet conditions lead to higher particle nucleation rates.

The nucleation current is sensitive to the supersaturation ratio. As discussed in section
6.2, the EPD module overestimates the concentrations of Si and SiFj generated during
etching. The supersaturation ratios and nucleation currents are therefor also
overestimated. The inclusion of three body recombination of fluorine with Si and SiF^
reduces these species monomer concentrations and their nucleation currents.

The

reduction in the Si and SiFj nucleation currents for plasma conditions of 0.41 W/cm^ 5
seem SFg/20 seem argon, and 2 Pa are shown in Figure 6.3.1. The reduced nucleation
currents shown for 0.41 W/cm^ represent the lower limit of expected currents, since the
inclusion of the fluorine recombination in the present analysis does not account for
additional contributions by subsequent electron impact collisions.

The preceding analysis assumes that the time required to form the cluster of the critical
size is shorter than the characteristic time required for subcritical clusters to diffuse to
chamber walls. In low pressure plasmas, the time scale for diffusion loss is generally
shorter than the time to achieve the critical cluster size. However, if the clusters collide
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with electrons and positive ions, the cluster lifetimes can be extended. Additionally, if a
steady state negative charge is maintained by the cluster, clusters can be trapped at the
plasma-sheath interface, and difiiision losses to chamber surface are significantly
reduced. In this respect, it is likely that Si, SiFj, and SF neutral radicals are not the
primary nucleating species, but rather their negatively charged analogues.

In general, negative ions are formed by electron attachment and electron attachment
dissociation. Anderson et al. have included electron impact events and neutral gas
reactions in SF/Ojin a kinetic model of the etching of silicon. They predia SF,, SFj and
F positive and negative ion densities which are three to five orders of magnitude less
than their radical analogues [93],

The densities depend on the electron energy

distribution of the plasma. SFj", SFj", and F2' are formed at high electron energies,
whereas SF," and SF/ and

species will be present in plasmas with low electron

energies [80,81], In general SFj" and SF2' are less volatile than SFj" and SF/ so particle
growth by the former species is more likely, although other species may be formed,
including aluminum fluorides, which may contribute to particle growth.
can also be formed fi"om etch products.

Negative ions

Over the range of pressures and powers

explored, etch rate, and therefore SiF^ concentrations, are higher at higher pressures and
powers. Electron attachment to this volatile species to form SiFj* and F" is favored at the
lower pressures [80]. The formation of Si^' is also possible.
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Figure 6.3.1: Nucleation currents predicted by classical nucleation theory for plasma
conditions of 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon at 2 Pa vs power density. Reduced nucleation
currents predicted when neutral three-body recombination is included in the gas phase
simulations are shown with solid symbols.

As an example, consider the monomer concentrations of Si", SiFj", and SF' which are
required

for homogeneous nucleation under moderate supersaturation conditions

(S=10). These are listed in Table 6.3 and are compared to predicted negative ion
concentrations. The negative ion concentrations are estimated from

neutral radical

concentrations predicted by the CHEMKIN and EPD simulations assuming an ionization
of 10'^. The negative ion densities also assume that fluorine can recombine with Si and
SiF,, as discussed previously. Estimated negative ion densities are significantly greater
that those required for supersaturation. Si" is the most likely particle precursor over a
range of plasma conditions,

and SiFj" is a possible precursor for conditions which
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produce larger concentrations of SiF2, for example, higher pressure and higher SF^ inlet
conditions.
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Figure 6.3.2: Nucleation currents predicted by classical nucleation theory for plasma
conditions of 0.41 W/cm^ vs inlet conditions; 2 Pa and 25 seem (symbols with lines), 3.9
Pa and 50 seem (open symbols), and 7.3 Pa and 50 seem (solid symbols).

Species

Required Monomer
Concentration for S=10
(moles/cm^)

Predicted Neutral Estimated Negative
Concentration
Ion Density
(moles/cm^)
(moles/cm^)

Si

7.3 X 10-"

8 8x 1 0 ' '

8.8 X lO"''

SiFj
SF

6.2 x 10"
4 X 10'°

36X

10 '^

3.6 X 10""

7 X 10""

7 X 10-'^

Table 6.3.1: Comparison of Monomer Concentrations Required for Supersaturation
(ratio S=10) to Estimated Radical and Neutral Concentrations. Negative ion densities
assume a 10'^ ionization rate and reduced Si' and SiFj' concentrations due to fluorine
recombination. Plasma conditions of 20% SF/Ar, 2 Pa, and 0.41 W/cm'.
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6.3.3 Heterogeneous Primary Particle Growth

Particles which nucleate from

condensable vapors are 1 to 5 nm in diameter.

Condensation onto these existing nuclei is known as heterogeneous condensation. The
submodule HPG (for heterogeneous particle growth) is used to determine particle
growth rates and chemical compositions.

Condensable vapors are continuously

generated in the plasma, and if they collide with a particle, they may condense. In
addition, the plasma generates charged gas phase species by electron attachment and
electron attachment dissociation.

Although concentrations of these species are not

presently simulated in the CHEMKIN or EPD modules, their concentrations may be
estimated by assuming that a fraction of the radicals become ionized (10'^). Within the
plasma, particles with a diameter of S nm attain a steady state negative charge within
hundreds of milliseconds. Positively charged species can difruse to the vicinity of the
negatively charged particles and contribute to particle growth.

The steady state fluxes of condensable vapors and positive ions to a particle of surface
areaTcdp are:

rcvCmolecuIes/cm^/sec) =

(6.3.3)

riooCmolecules/cmVsec) = CA kio-

(6.3.4)
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The term on the right is introduced as a correction for describing condensation over the
entire range from free molecule to continuum regime. The correction depends on the
particle Knudsen number, Kn = 2X/dp, where X is the mean free path of the collisions of
the condensable vapor. Neutral division coefScients,
The determination of

are taken from the literature.

ion difrusion coefScients are based published kinetic data.

Difilision coe£5cients for neutral and ion species appear in Appendbc H.

The driving force for condensation is the pressure difference between the bulk pressure.
Poo, and

the equilibrium vapor pressure above the curved surface of the particle,

:

(6.3.5)
Here, P, is the equilibrium vapor pressure (over a flat surface), p is liquid density, and
MW is molecular weight.

The calculation of the fluxes assume sticking coefficients, k^ = 0.01 and

=0.001 for

condensable vapors and ions, respectively. These represent net fluxes of condensable
vapors and ions to the particle but exclude chemical reactions at the surface. Since the
collection area of positive ions to negatively charged particles is electrostatically
enhanced, the flux of charged species to the particle is modified by the collection area.
The collection area enhancement, CA, depends on the particle charge and size. For
100%, the collection area for a 5 nm diameter particle is 300, based on probe
measurements of dusty silane deposition plasmas by Shiratani and Watanabe [IS].
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Particle charge decreases with increasing electronegativity. CA is modified accordingly;
at 2 Pa and 0.41 W/cra^ it decreases to 10, and for 5 seem SF/ 20 seem argon it varies
from 392 at 0.10 W/cm^ to 92 at 0.82 W/cm^. Collection area enhancements assumed in
the HPG module appear in Appendix R

Finally, the calculation of the growth rate of the particle diameter, ddp/dt, depends on the
lattice constant, 5, and the sum of condensable vapor and ion fluxes to the particle. The
lattice constant is the distance between adjacent atoms.
d^nm/ sec) = (Tioa + rcv)7c(5)^6

(6.3.6)

The lattice constants for Si, Al, and S are 0.12, 0.14, and 0.11 nm, respectively. Since
EDX analysis of particles collected from the exhaust indicate that the particles are
composed of silicon, aluminum, sulfur, and fluorine, the lattice constant for the particles
is taken as 0.1 nm.

Particle growth rates due to condensation of Si, SiFj, and SF and attachment of SF,"^,
SF/, SFj^ SF/, SF^, F^, SiF/, and SiFj* on particles of initial diameters of 5 nm are
shown in Figures 6.3.3 and 6.3.4. The source of aluminum is assumed to be from
sputtering of the powered electrode and is constant for all SFj - containing discharges.
The growth rates in the particle diameter, as shown on the right axes, have maximums
at 0.31 W/em^ ( 5 seem SF/ 20 seem argon and 2 Pa) and 40% SFg inlet concentration
(0.41 W/cm^ 2 Pa, and 25 seem total gas flow).

At maximum growth rate, a primary
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particle of 100 nm diameter can growth from heterogeneous sources within 10 seconds.
According to the work of Stoflfels and Stoflfels, the time for particles to reach steady
state charge is T(ns) = 1200/dp(^un) [22]), so that particles maintain a negative charge as
they grow in size due to heterogeneous growth.

The chemical composition of the flux to the particle is shown on the left axes of Figures
6.3.3 and 6.3.4. These simulations predict that the flux to the particle is composed
primarily of fluorine, and the fluorine concentration decreases with increasing power
density and increasing SFg inlet concentration. As discussed in the previous sections,
higher power densities and higher SF^ inlet concentrations promote the production of
SF, F, Si, SiFj and SiF4 at the expense of higher molecular weight SF^ species. Had
heterogeneous particle growth only been attributed to condensation of Si, SiF,, and SF
and neutral dif&ision, particle growth rates would have been approximately one tenth as
fast. The particle composition would be dominated by silicon (not fluorine), and silicon
composition would decrease and sulfur and fluorine composition increase with increasing
power density and inlet SF^ composition.

The predicted composition of the flux to the particle does not correlate directly to
neutral gas phase concentrations, but rather is attributed to reduced ion diffiisivities at
higher molecular weights. For example, for 5 SF^ sccm/20 seem Ar plasmas at 2 Pa, the
maximum contributions of SFj*, SF^", SF,*, and SF,* occur at 0.10 W/cm^ while the
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maximum contributions of SF, F", and Si* occur at 0.41, 0.31, and 0.61 W/cm^,
respectively.

For 0.41 W/cm^ plasmas at 2 Pa, the maximum contributions of SFj*,

SF/, SF3*, and SF2* occur between 60 and 80% SF^ while the maximum contributions of
SF*, F", and Si"^ occur at 40% SF^.

In general, the particle dynamics simulations predict nucleation species and critical sizes
that are in agreement with results of other researchers, most notably Bouchoule,
Watanabe, and Stofifels. The results of the nucleation model predict that Si" is the most
likely particle precursor over a range of plasma conditions. The critical cluster diameter
is 1 to S nm.

The heterogeneous growth model assumes the use of three adjustable

parameters; the sticking coefiBcient of condensable vapors, the sticking coeflBcient of
ionic species, and the collection area enhancement. This model predicts particle growth
rates on the order of the silicon substrate etching rate and are comparable to growth
rates measured experimentally in silane discharges by Bouchoule et al and Watanabe et
al.

The particle dynamics model attempts to estimate particle composition and a

comparison of predicted to experimental results is made section 6.5.
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Figure 6.3.3: Chemical Composition of fluxes to a S nm diameter particle (left axis) and
particle diameter growth rate vs rf power density for plasma conditions of 5 seem SF5/2O
seem argon at 2 Pa.
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Figure 6.3.4: Chemical Composition of fluxes to a 5 nm diameter particle (left axis) and
particle diameter growth rate vs inlet SFg composition for plasma conditions of 0.41
W/cm^ and 2 Pa (25 seem total gas flow).
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6.3.4 Particle-Particle Interactions

To this point, primary particle growth has been described. Under some conditions,
aggregates of these primary particles has been observed. This third stage of particle
growth is discussed in this section. A population balance is solved using a Fortran based
algorithm developed by Sandia National Laboratories, MAEROS-2 (see Appendix I).
The general, time-dependent (t) particle population balance is described by equation
6.4.1, where the first term represents the production rate of particles of mass v, while the
second term describes the rate of loss. The general formulation can account for source
terms (S (v,t)) and growth (I(v)) due to condensation. P is the coagulation frequency of
two particles of mass u and v.

= J J P(u, V - u)n(u, t)n(v - u, t)du -1P(u, v)n(ii, t)n(v, t)du

-^II(v)n(v, t)] + S(v, t)

(6.3.7)

The numerical technique employed by Maeros-2 is to partition the particle size domain
into a maximum of 20 sections. Mass is conserved for each chemical component. The
initial coagulation simulations include only Brownian diffusion of neutral particles at
chamber pressures of 2 Pa.

The initial aerosol source is represented by a log-normal distribution with a mean of 25
nm and a standard deviation of 1.1. The population balance is treated as an initial source
problem since inspection of micrographs indicate the primary particle size distribution is
monodisperse. In Figure 6.4.1 the increase in aggregate diameter with time and initial
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particle concentration for coagulation within the entire chamber volume are shown. The
distributions are normalized by the initial particle mass concentrations, and the initial
distribution is indicated by the curve labeled a. For initial particle diameters of 25 nm,
three mass concentrations are considered; 10"' (curves b and c), lO"*, (curve d) and
5x10"* (curve e) kg/m'. It should be noted that these initial mass concentrations are
considerably lower than the number densities inferred from

predicted nucleation

currents. For example, at 0.41 W/cm^ under plasma conditions of 20% SFg at 2 Pa,
silicon atom nucleation current of 1.6 x 10" m'^sec"' is predicted from EVAPANM. This
is equivalent to a density of 3 x 10" cm"' generated

within 2 seconds after 5 nm

diameter nuclei are formed. This intentional underestimation is designed to account for
inflated nucleation currents (three body recombination is not included) and an anticipated
reduction in particle coagulation resulting from electrostatic repulsion.

The initial mass concentrations of 10*', 10"*, and 5x10"* kg/m^ correspond to number
densities of 6 x 10^ 6 x 10^, and 3 x 10® cm'^, respectively. Curves labeled b and c
represent distributions for initial particle concentrations of 10 ® kg/m^ after 100 and 600
seconds of coagulation, respectively.

Under these conditions, coagulation leads to

particles which are hundreds of nanometers in diameter. With slightly elevated panicle
concentrations ( lO"* and 5 x 10"* kg/m^) coagulation times as short as 100 seconds can
result in 1 (im diameter and larger aggregates. Larger aggregates, up to microns in
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diameter are possible at slightly elevated, but realistic, initial particle concentrations,
even for coagulation times as short as one hundred seconds.
1.0
« 0.8
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g 0J2
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lE-8 3E-8 lE-7 3E-7 lE-6 3E-6 lErS 3E-5 lE-4
Particle Diameter (m)

Figure 6.4.1; Normalized particle size distributions resulting from coagulation of
particles at 2 Pa for conditions of 10 ' kg/to? at 100 (curve b) and 600 (c) seconds, and
100 seconds at initial particle concentrations of lO"* (d) and 5 x 10^ (e) kg/m^. The
initial distribution is shown by curve a.

Since laser light scattering observations reported here and by other researchers indicate
that particles accumulate in localized regions near the plasma-sheath interface,
simulations of particle coagulation limited to the trap region ( approximated as 100 mm
inner diameter, 110 mm outer diameter, and 10 mm high) were also conducted. Figure
6.4.2 illustrates the initial particle distribution (mean 100 nm ) and the distribution of 10"*
and 10 ® kg/m^ after 600 seconds. Aggregates submicron to micron in diameter result
from neutral particle-neutral particle interactions.
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Figure 6.4.2: Normalized particle distributions resulting from coagulation of particles at
2 Pa at the plasma-sheath interface for initial particle concentrations of 10"' and lO"*
kg/m^ at 600 seconds.

It is unlikely that uncharged particles will remain in the reactor for these extended
periods of time. The neutral gas residence time is on the order of 100 milliseconds, and
neutral particles of diameters less than 0.1 ^ will follow fluid streamlines out of the
chamber. On the other hand, particles in plasmas can attain a steady state negative
charge within milliseconds. A 100 nm diameter particle in an argon plasma can attain
300 elementary charges within 600 ns. Once charged, a particle can become trapped in
localized regions in the plasma where the particles may reside in the plasma until it is
extinguished.
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The presence of charged particles is generally expected to reduce particle-particle
interactions.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the dimensionless parameter, W (= 1/Zvn),

characterizes the modification to particle coagulation due to charged particle - charged
particle interactions. 100 nm diameter particles which are negatively charged with 300
elementary charges will not coagulate due to Brownian motion. The thermal velocities
of the approaching particles are not sufficient to overcome the electrostatic repulsion of
these highly charged particles. However, if the particle charge is reduced, as it has been
shown to be in electronegative plasmas by Stofifels and Stoffels [22], coagulation is
reduced, but not restricted. They calculate that the introduction of 10% CCIjFj into
argon plasma reduces the charge on a 1000 nm diameter particle fi'om SOOO to 350
elementary charges. The effect of charge reduction on coagulation is illustrated in
Figure 6.4.3, where the modification to coagulation of monodisperse populations has
been calculated for particles with 0.5, 0.2, 0.05, and 0.01 elementary charges per nm of
diameter (reduced fi'om typical 3 charges per nm of diameter).
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Figure 6.4.3; Effect of reduced particle charge on coagulation vs particle diameter.

For example, consider an aerosol population of 25 nm diameter particles charged with
0.2 elementary charges per nm of diameter. The charged particle coagulation frequency
function is 10'° time less than a neutral aerosol population. Although strictly speaking
charged particle coagulation was not accounted for in the MAEROS-2 coagulation
module, the intent of the underestimated initial number densities was to account for the
reduced coagulation. The number densities inferred from the EVAPANM module are
10** to 10^ times more than the initial number densities used in the coagulation module.
This translates to equivalent charged particle coagulation frequencies for particles with a
few tenths of elementary charges per nm of diameter.
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6.S Comparison of Simulation to Experimental Results

In this section, experimental and modeling results are compared. The discussion
includes first a comparison of in-situ gas phase diagnostics to simulation results &om
the CHEMKIN and EPD modules. The in-situ gas phase diagnostics include limited
actinometric fluorine estimates and RGA analysis of the plasma chamber effluent. These
experimental results have been presented in Section 5.11. The CHEMKIN and EPD
simulations predict gas phase concentrations of 23 neutral species over the range of
experimental conditions probed. Combined with thermodynamic properties and particle
growth models, these simulated concentrations have been used to predict particle growth
rates and particle chemical composition.

The results of these particle dynamics

simulations have been presented in Section 6.3, and are compared to experimental SEM
and EDX spectra of particles collected from the exhaust.

6.5.1 Gas Phase Chemistry

Using actinometric approximations, the fluorine concentration has been estimated for a
limited number of plasma conditions. RGA has been used to provide more qualitative
information of the gas chemistry over a broad range of experimental conditions. In this
section, trends in and values of
concentrations.

OES and RGA data are compared to simulated
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Optical emission actinometric and RGA measurements are shown in Figures 6.5.1 and
6.5.2 for plasma conditions of 0.10 to 0.82 W/cm^ (at 5 seem SFg/20 seem argon and 2
Pa) and 0 to 100% SFg in argon (at 0.41 W/cm^, 2 Pa, and 25 seem total gas flow). The
absolute magnitude of the RGA 19 amu values are shown in arbitrary units on the left
axes. These values reflect the cumulative contribution of plasma-generated species and
neutral SF^ to the fluorine ion intensity in the mass spectrometer. The plasma-generated
species include F, SF, SFj, SFj, SF^, SFj, and SiF^. Actinometric fluorine measurements
and simulated CHEMKIN fluorine concentrations are compared to these values on the
right axes.

Over the range of power densities from 0.10 to 0.61 W/cm^ CHEMKIN simulated
fluorine concentrations increase 170%. The predicted values are two orders of
magnitude higher than those measured by actinometry.

The increase in fluorine

measured by actinometry is 75%, while the RGA 19 amu signal increases by 58%. Over
the range of inlet concentrations from 20 to 100% the CHEMKIN simulated fluorine
concentrations increase 44%; the RGA 19 amu intensity increases by 161%.

In general, the CHEMKIN simulations predict fluorine concentrations two orders of
magnitude higher than values estimated by actinometry. This can be attributed to a
number of assumptions made m formulating the simulations. First, electron density and
elertron temperature estimates (which were taken from the literature) may not accurately
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describe the experimental conditions of this work, especially regarding the estimates of
the electron temperature for mixtures of SFg in argon. Second, the simulations limit
reaction mechanisms to homogeneous electron impact dissociation reactions and do not
account for difiusion losses to the chamber sur&ces. The CHEMKIN simulations do not
directly account for the consumption of fluorine during the etching of silicon to fonn
SiF^ (or the generation of fluorine from impact dissociation of SiFJ. In these respects,
the CHEMKIN simulations over-estimate fluorine concentrations.
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Figure 6.5.1: Comparison of Gas Diagnostics to CHEMKIN Simulation Results:
CHEMKIN Sunulations and Actinometric Estimates of the Fluorine Concentration (right
axis) and RGA 19 amu Intensity (left axis) vs rf Power Density. Plasma conditions: 5
seem SFg/20 seem Argon at 2.0 Pa.

The weakest assumption of the CHEMKIN simulations is in the formulation of the
electron temperature of plasmas with mixtures of SFg in argon based on pure component
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pressures. This initial mixing rule was adapted based on calculated electron distribution
functions for pure and SF5+10% argon discharges at E^n of 200 Td [108]. Argon
admission only slightly modified the electron distribution. However, this mixing rule
used in calculating forward rate constants artificially overestimates the electron impact
dissociation reactions of SF^.

For example, when calculating the rate expression for a 20% SFg mixture in argon at a
total pressure of 2 Pa , the rate coeflBcients for reactions 1 through 5 (see Table 6.1.3)
assumed a SF^ pressure of 2 Pa. The rate coefficient for argon ionization (reaction 7)
was similarly determined. The equivalent electron temperatures in a pure SFg discharge
and a pure argon discharge are 17.6 and 6.2 eV, respectively. The electron temperature
required for the CHEMKIN fluorine estimates (neglecting reductions anticipated by the
generation of etch products) to match actinometric concentrations is approximately 5.8
eV. Had the flow volume-weighted average electron temperature of this mixture (8.5
eV) been used to determine the reaction rates, the CHEMKIN simulations would have
predicted more realistic concentrations. However, the difficulty in formulating a more
elaborate mixing rule is due to the close coupling of the electron density estimate to the
rate at which electrons loose energy upon collisions. The estimate of n^ includes loss of
electron energy by reactions 1 and 7, and is highly dependent on power losses reported
for pure component plasmas. A more accurate approach to estimating the reaction rates
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and the electron density requires electron energy measurements for the range of gas
mixtures, powers, and pressures explored.

Discrepancies between the RGA amu 19, the actinometric fluorine concentrations, and
the CHEMKIN fluorine simulations may also be due to the application of the gas
diagnostics. The actinometric fluorine concentrations represent net fluorine production,
including generation by dissociation of SF^ and SiF^ and losses by recombination and
difilision to chamber surfaces. Actinometiy is most accurate in dilute argon chemistries.
Extrapolation of the actinometric approximation to dilute SF^ mixtures in argon is less
than ideal. On the other hand, the RGA values illustrated in Figures 6.5.1 and 6.5.2
represent the upper bounds of fluorine concentrations in the plasma. That is, not all of
the RGA 19 amu signal can be directly attributed to fluorine neutrals or positive ions in
the plasma. A portion of the 19 amu signal is due to cracking of

and SiF^ in the

mass spectrometer.

Similar comparisons for the RGA 127 amu intensities and CHEMKIN simulated SFg
concentrations are illustrated in Figures 6.5.3 and 6.5.4.
decrease in the RGA 127 signal

The relative increase or

more accurately describes the trends in SFg

concentration than variations in the 19 signal reflect changes in the fluorine
concentration in the plasma.

However, 127 amu signals may slightly misrepresent the

SFg plasma concentrations since the RGA measurements have not been corrected to
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account for recombination to form SFg in the sampling line Over the power density
range from 0.10 to 0.82 W/cm^ the RGA 127 signal decreases by 40%. CHEMBCIN
predicts a 99% decrease. Over SFg inlet concentrations from 10 to 100% in argon, the
RGA 127 amu signal increases 256% while the simulations predict a 451 % increase.
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Figure 6.5.2: Comparison of Gas Diagnostics to CHEMKIN Simulation Results:
CHEMKIN Simulations of the Fluorine Concentration (right axis) and RGA 19 amu
Intensity (left axis) vs inlet SF^ composition. Plasma conditions: 25 seem total gas flow,
2.0 Pa, and 0.41 W/cm^. Actinometric estimates shown by symbols without lines: 10%
SFg and 50 seem total gas at 3.9 (solid triangle) and 7.3 Pa (open triangle) and 80% SF^
and 25 seem (solid triangle).
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A final comparison of simulated to experimental results is made in Figures 6.5.5 and
6.5.6, where CHEMKIN results for SF4, SFj, SF2, and SF are compared to RGA. signal
heights of 108, 89, 70, and 51 amu. The RGA values have been corrected to account for
SF6 fragmentation. As rf power density is increased, the RGA intensities at 89, 70, and
51 amu increase, while the CHEMKIN values decrease with power density.

This

difference may be due to over estimated electron impact reaction rates or a preferential
difEusion of lower molecular weight species out of the plasma and into the RGA The
analogous comparison for SF5 inlet composition, however, indicates comparable
increases in CHEMKIN and RGA values.
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Etch product distributions have also been inferred from the mass spectrometric analysis
of the reactor effluent. As discussed in Seaion 5 11, the etch product intensities double
with rf power density from 0.10 to 0.82 W/cm^ and with inlet SF^ concentration. The
distribution of the etch products, that is the amounts of Si, SiFj, and SiF4 relative to the
sum of these products, is modified slightly by plasma conditions. The dominant etch
product is SiF4 which is represented by the SiFj' ion (amu 85). Figure 6.5.5a illustrates
the ratio of the remaining etch produa mass spectra signals to the sum of the etch
product spectra signals.

The analogous fraction

predicted by the EPD simulation
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module is shown in Figure 6.5.5b. Here, modest and small changes in Si and SiFj are
predicted with an increase in rf power density from 0.10 to 0.61 W/cm^.
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Figure 6.5.5: Comparison of Gas Diagnostic (a) to CHEMKIN Simulation (b) Results.

6.5.2 Particle Dynamics

Finally, since the ultimate objectives of the kinetic simulations and the gas phase
diagnostics was to further the understanding of particle growth, the particle dynamic
simulation results are compared to experimental data. The experimental data includes
SEM micrographs and EDX spectra of particles collected in the exhaust during RIE of
silicon. SEM micrographs indicate primary particles with diameters 30 to 100 nm are
generated over a range of plasma conditions. For a fixed plasma condition, however, the
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primary particle diameter is on the order of lO's of nm and the size distribution is
monodisperse. This suggests that there is a single nucleation event.

Experimentally,

particle-particle interactions are characterized by three regimes.

Agglomeration of primary particles lO's of nm in diameter to form nearly spherical
micron sized particles occurs under dilute concentrations of SF^ in argon at moderated
powers and etch times longer than 50 seconds. At higher powers and dilute SF^ mixtures
or moderate powers and pure SF^ plasmas, chain agglomerates are formed. At low
powers and times longer than 50 seconds or moderate powers and times less than 50
seconds, non-agglomerated primary particles are observed. Under some conditions,
primary particles coagulate to form spherical and chain aggregates, and more aggregates
are observed in plasmas of dilute SF^ concentrations.

The particle dynamics simulations predict that this primary particle diameter can be
achieved within several to tens of seconds after 5 nm diameter nuclei are sustained. The
maximum in particle growth rates predicted for moderate powers and low SFg
concentrations suggest that under these conditions, the number density of the primary
particles may be greatest.

This eflfect may explain the parameter space in which

coagulation is observed since particles which grow at slower rates will be more
efficiently swept from the chamber by fluid drag forces. Particles which grow at slower
rates require longer times to reach steady-state negative charge, and these smaller
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particles are therefore less likely to be electrostatically trapped in localized regions of
the plasma.

EDX spectra of chain and spherical aggregates indicates that the particles contain sulfur,
aluminum, fluorine, and silicon and that the composition of the particles depends on the
plasma conditions. The particle dynamics model predicts the composition of the flux to
the particle nuclei. In Figure 6.5.6 simulated particle composition is compared to EDX
spectra of chain and spherical agglomerates.

The predicted particle composition is

shown for a S nm diameter silicon nuclei after 10 seconds of gas deposition. The
prediction assumes that the coagulates retain the primary particle composition. The
predicted particle composition over-estimates fluorine and silicon but under estimates
aluminum and sulfur contents. The comparison of the gas phase diagnostics to the
CHEMKIN and EPD simulation modules indicate that predicted fluorine and other lower
molecular dissociation products are high.
composition, which

Therefor, estimates of the particle

use these simulation modules as a starting point, predict high

fluorine concentrations as well.
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Figure 6.5.6: Comparison of Simulated particle composition to EDX spectra of particles
collected from the exhaust.

6.6 Summary of Results

In this final section of this chapter, simulations of plasma kinetics and particle dynamics
are summarized, particularly with regards to the extent to which the models correctly
describe experimental findings. Weaknesses in the simulations are discussed. Follow on
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investigations and recommendations to enhance particle dynanfiics simulations are
discussed in the next chapter.

The six panel illustration in Figure 6.6.1 describes the three stage particle formation
mechanism. Precursor formation is determined &om plasma-dependent, homogeneous,
gas-phase reactions and etch product distributions predicted from electrical and etch rate
measurements of the plasma. Etch products and dissociation of SF^ into lower molecular
weight SF, species, particularly negative ions of Si, SiFj, and SF, are primarily
responsible for initial particle formation. A portion of these nuclei (approximately 1 to 5
nm in diameter) are retained in the plasma. Within lOO's of milliseconds (a time scale
considerably less than the neutral gas residence time) particles attain a steady state
negative charge and are held by the electrostatic trap at the plasma-sheath boundaries.
The experimentally observed monodisperse particle size distribution suggests the
occurrence of a single nucleation event. The initial stage of particle nucleation and
charging is described by panels la and b in Figure 6.6.1.

Subsequent primary particle growth is due to attachment of condensable vapors and
positively charged species (panels 2a and b). The heterogeneous particle growth rate is
on the order of 10 nm/sec. This rate is significantly lower than the steady state particle
charging rate (approximately
charge as they grow in size.

10'^ nm/sec) so that the particles maintain a negative
The decline in the particle fluorine

concentration
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experimentally observed under conditions of increasing etch rate and gas phase fluorine
concentration is attributed to lower fluxes of higher molecular weight positive ions to the
negatively charge particles. Had heterogeneous particle growth only been attributed to
condensation and neutral division,

particle growth rates would have been

approximately one tenth as fast and the particle composition would be dominated by
silicon (not fluorine).

With the inclusion of positive ion contributions, the particle dynamics model predicts
that particles consist primarily of fluorine, although the predicted compositions of sulfiir,
silicon, aluminum, and fluorine
observed trends.

fall short of accurately describing

experimentally

Current simulations of the heterogeneous particle growth do not

explain the observed growth saturation. The growth saturation may be due to a
significant reduction in ionic deposition on larger particles, although neither a size
dependent collection area enhancement nor a time dependent charge balance have been
developed.

The collection area enhancement depends on the particle charging

properties, and may be reduced for particles which contain high levels of fluorine
(analogous to Teflon).
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Figure 6.6.1; Three stage particle formation mechanism used in simulations.
In the third stage, coagulation of primary particles of diameters less than 100 nm to form
larger aggregates occurs.

The three regimes of particle coagulation which are

experimentally observed are not adequately described by the neutral particle model, but
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mechanisms more qualitative in nature are presented First, coagulation requires critical
times and initial particle densities. For example, the particle size distribution of initial
number densities of 10"* cm'^ at 2 Pa is not changed significantly after 100 seconds. If
the primary particles are highly charged, they must achieve velocities much greater than
thermal velocities in order for coagulation to occur.

Conditions which favor only

primary particle formation include conditions which prevent high number density or
promote highly charged particles.

The second and third particle morphology types involve coagulation of a critical initial
number density of primary particles. If the particle charge is reduced under conditions of
high electronegativity, coagulation may be possible (see panels la and b of Figure 6.6.1).
The third morphology type, chain aggregates, was observed at high SF^ concentrations
and at high powers of dilute SF^ concentrations, and this unusual shape may be
attributed to high local electric field gradients. Conditions at which chain aggregates
were observed correspond to conditions which the simulations predict high bulk plasma
electron energies. These gradients may lead to anisotropic particle-particle collisions.

A selection of experimental and simulated parameters is compared for sbc plasma
conditions at 2 Pa in Table 6.6.1. Experimentally determined etch rate and particle
morphology type are shown in the second and last columns, respectively. The balance of
the parameters are taken from particle dynamics simulations. The relative nuclei density
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is the relative sum of nucleation currents of Si, SiF2, and SF. High heterogeneous
particle growth rates is an indicator of particle coagulation. For continuous wave Ar/SF^
plasmas (conditions iii through vi of Table 6.6.1), the requisite relative nuclei density for
coagulation is 3, and the transition from spherical to chain aggregates occurs with lower
relative particle charge and lower heterogeneous particle growth rate.

Etch rate Relative Relative
(A/sec)
charge nuclei
densi^

Plasma
energy
(eV)

3

300

100

6.2

1E9

186

242

3

8.5

1.2E9

950

392

.01

2.1

7E8

200W, 20% SF6

1363

242

3

8.5

1.2E9

11.4

V

400W, 20% SF6

1814

92

5

16.9

1.9E9

4.9

vi

200W. 100% SF6

3344

10

300

17.6

7.3E9

1.8

i

200W, Argon

ii
iii

200W, 20% SF6,
5%dc
50W. 20% SF6

iv

Type

Plasma
HPG
density (nm/sec)
(#/cm3)
0

•
2.8
•
0.6

%

Table 6.6.1: Comparison of selected parameters for six plasma conditions at 2 Pa.

Refinements in the simulations, particularly modifications and/or verifications of the
particle number density, plasma density, and the plasma energy, may clarify these
parameters' role in particle morphology and chemistry. For example, the electron energy
strongly influences estimates of kinetic rates, and therefor is a critical parameter in
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defining the supersaturation ratio for nucieation and the particle charge. In turn, the
collection area enhancement for ionic deposition onto particles and the coagulation
frequency depend on the particle charge distribution.

The collection area enhancement is one of three adjustable parameters used in the HPG
module.

The remaining two parameters are sticking coefBcients.

These three

parameters have not been confirmed with experimental data.

In addition to the use of unconfirmed parameters, the HPG module suffers from several
weaknesses. First, surface reactions and charge balance are not accounted for. Second,
the accuracy of HPG module is limited by the assumptions as the CHEMKIN and EPD
modules. The weakest assumption of the CHEMKIN simulation is in the formulation of
the electron temperature of plasmas with mixtures of SFg in argon based on pure
component pressures.

This initial mixing rule artificially overestimates the electron

impact dissociation reactions of SF,.

The CHEMKIN simulations only account for homogenous electron impact reactions to
form radicals. The simulations do not include diffusion losses to the chamber surfaces,
do not directly include the generation of negative ions, nor do they integrate the
CHEMBCIN and EPD modules in a close loop fashion (ie. the CHEMKIN simulations do
not dirertly account for the consumption of fluorine during the etching of silicon to form
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SiF^). In these respects, fluorine

concentrations are overestimated, as reflected by the

actinometric measurements.

The current work could benefit fi-om

electron temperature and particle charge

measurements in Ar/SF^ mixtures. Additional gas phase measurements are needed to
confirm the CHEMKIN simulations. Follow on investigations, including additional gas
phase measurements, are recommended in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER?
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The objective of this work is to characterize particle formation during the SF^/argon
etching of silicon.

In the previous chapters, experimental and modeling results to

characterize particle transport and growth dynamics were detailed. The experimental
results include laser light scattering observations, demonstration of exhaust extraction,
collection and analysis of extracted particles, etch rate and electrical measurements,
residual gas analysis, and optical emission spectroscopy. The modeling effort is
comprised of 8 linking modules to simulate gas phase species concentrations, nucleation
current, heterogeneous particle growth, and coagulation.

This chapter contains a

summary of these results, discussion, and suggestions for future work.

7.1 Summary of Results
The purpose of the laser light scattering, HYT measurements, and the extraction matrix
experiments was to demonstrate particle generation, trapping in, and extraction out of
the Tegal MCR-1 chamber. The feasibility of particle extraction from the exhaust has
been verified by fluid simulations and experimental techniques.

According to the

simulations at 2 Pa and 20 seem argon, the critical particle diameter required for exhaust
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extraction

is less than 0.1 ^im for

particles which were initially located at the

plasma/sheath inter&ce.

• Gas and power ramping are needed to reduce gravitational settling of particles
as the plasma is extinguished.

The effectiveness of gas and power ramping to

manipulate the particles from the chamber was verified by monitoring particles with a
laser light scattering monitor in the exhaust.

• Two particle extraction techniques were employed in this work. Particles were
collected via electrical mobility on DC biased parallel plates positioned above a DC
biased focus cone. Collection by impaction was made on a plate
downstream of a reducing orifice in the exhaust.

immediately

In SF^/argon plasmas, the two

techniques collect particles of almost identical chemical composition, size, and
morphology.

•Particles generated during low pressure etching of silicon in SF^argon
discharges are composed of sulfiir, fluorine, silicon, and aluminum. The composition,
morphology, and size of these process-generated particles depend on power, etch time,
gas composition, and pressure.

•Primary particles, spherical aggregates, and chain aggregates are observed.
Agglomeration of primary particles requires critical powers and ignition times. For
dilute SFg mixtures at powers less than 200 W only primary particles are collected. At
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intermediate powers and dilute concentration of SF^ in argon spherical agglomerates are
observed. Chain agglomerates occur at high powers at dilute SF^ concentrations or
moderate powers and high concentrations of SFg.

Inlet gas composition was found to

be related to particle nimiber density. More spherical aggregates are observed in dilute
SFg plasmas. At 200 W, 2 Pa, in dilute mixtures, the critical time for the appearance of
agglomeration is greater than SO seconds. The primary particle diameter is on the order
of lO's of nm and the size distribution is monodisperse for a particular plasma condition.
This feature of the primary particle size distribution suggests the occurrence of a single
initiation event.

• There is no direct correlation of morphology to etch rate, however, aggregate
particle composition correlates to etch rate.

Euorine decreases linearly and aluminum

and silicon increase linearly with etch rate. Low concentrations of inlet SF^ (low etch
rate) result in particles which are rich in fluorine and sulfiir (maximum observed 73 and
41%, respectively), while less fluorine is detected in particles collected from the exhaust
of plasmas ignited at higher pressures or higher powers (high etch rate). Particles
collected from

amplitude modulated plasmas contain more sulfur than particles

generated in continuous wave mode.

The purpose of the in-situ diagnostics was to characterize the plasma conditions which
give rise to particle growth and to verify Idnetic simulations. Actinometry provided
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quantitative fluorine concentrations and residual gas analysis was used to monitor
general trends in the degree of SFg dissociation, the formation of SF^ species, and the
generation of etch products.

•The RGA data confirm that plasmas ignited at higher powers and plasmas
which are more dilute in SFg are more ef5cient in dissociation of SFg to form lower
molecular weight SF, products. Actinometric fluorine concentrations range from 2.5 to
6.5 X 10" cm"', and over a power range from 50 W to 300 W in 20 seem SFg / 5 seem
Ar plasmas at 2 Pa, increase 75% (compared to a 60% etch rate increase and a RGA 19
amu signal increase of 58%). The dominate etch product is SiF4, represented by the
SiFj* ion (amu 85), and increases with etch rate. The distribution of the etch produas,
that is the amounts of Si, SiFj, and SiF^ relative to the sum of these products, is
modified slightly by plasma conditions.

Plasma kinetic and particle dynamics simulations were developed to describe the plasma
and particle environments which give rise to particle growth. The simulations predia
gas phase chemistry, particle precursor formation, particle growth, and particle
composition as a flinction of plasma parameters.

•The plasma is modeled as a CSTR. The gas phase chemistry accounts for 18
homogeneous reactions of 20 species, including 8 electron impact reactions. Neither
positive nor negative ion generation is simulated. Using scaling arguments, estimates

of
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electron temperature and electron density were extrapolated from values reported in the
literature. Etch product concentrations were based on measured etch rate, estimated ion
energy, and simulated neutral fluorine
simulations predict fluorine

and argon ion fluxes.

In general, these

concentrations two orders of magnitude higher than

actinometric fluorine measurements. Similarly for comparisons of the RGA 127 amu
signal, which is indicative of SF^ the simulations over estimate dissociation of SF^.

•A three stage particle formation mechanism is proposed; nucleation,
heterogeneous particle growth, and coagulation. The particle dynamics simulation
modules use thermodynamic data and predicted concentrations of SF^ and SiF^ to
identify particle precursors and to estimate particle growth rates and particle
composition. Equilibrium vapor pressures, when not available in the literature, were
estimated by the reduced Kirchoff method. Using the classical nucleation model. Si,
SiFj, and SF and their negative ion analogues, were found to be present in
concentrations greatly exceeding amounts necessary for particle nucleation.

Subsequent primary particle growth is due to attachment of condensable vapors and
positively

charged species.

The particle dynamics model predicts that particle

composition is dominated by fluorine, with smaller concentrations of sulfur, silicon, and
aluminum. In this, the second stage, heterogeneous growth is due predominantly to
positively charged species. In particular, it is this aspea of positive ion collection in the
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particle dynamics simulation that clarifies the apparent correlation of in-situ diagnostics
with particle composition analysis. The contribution of SF* and SiF/ species to particle
growth depends on ion difilisivities and the coUection area enhancement. Heterogeneous
growth rates have maxima at 0.31 W/cm^ ( 5 seem SF/ 20 seem argon) and 40% SFg
inlet concentrations ( 0.41 W/cm^ 2 Pa, and 25 seem total gas flow).

In the third stage, coagulation of primary particles of diameters less than 100 nm to
form larger aggregates occurs. The coagulation model treats neutral particle collisions
only, but initial number densities were underestimated to account for coagulation of
like-charged particles. The reduced initial number density of neutral particles
corresponds to coagulation of particles with a few tenths of elementary charge per nm.
The time required to form micron sized aggregates from initial number densities of 10**
cm'^ is on the order of 100 to 600 seconds. A more rigorous treatment of charged
particle coagulation requires the particle charge distribution, and this is left for future
work.

7.2 Discussion and Suggestions for Future Work

In this work, particle formation in SF/Ar etching plasmas has been characterized. Laser
Light scattering in tandem with fluid flow and particle trajectory simulations have
validated the importance of clean chamber design and operation and the effectiveness

of
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gas and rf power ramping techniques to reduce particle deposition.

Using exhaust

extraction techniques to collect and analyze particles formed in the plasma, critical
plasma conditions were found to effect the degree of particle agglomeration and particle
composition. Initial models were proposed to describe the particle growth. Likely
precursors were identified, and growth mechanisms to explain the observed growth
rates and particle chemistry were proposed.

The current work makes two significant contributions to the field of particle growth in
plasmas. First, this work supplements the small body of evidence of particle generation
in RIE systems, particularly in SF^ systems. Second, the role of etch by-products as
particle precursors and the importance of positive ions in heterogeneous growth are
examined. Particularly with respect to particle growth kinetics, most studies have been
on SiH^ deposition plasmas.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discussion

on possible areas for fiiture work, focusing on refinements and extensions to the current
study.

7.2.1 Gas Phase Kinetics
•The prediction of particle precursors and a description of the particle growih
dynamics are highly dependent on the CHEMKIN and EPD modules. Two focus

areas

are suggested for future refinements to the gas phase simulations. The first area

for
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improvement is in the integration of the two modules. The CHEMKIN simulations do
not directly account for the consumption of fluorine during the etching of silicon to
form SiF^, and etch product species are not considered in the CHEMKIN simulations.

• The second deficiency is in the formulation of the electron temperatures of
plasmas with mixtures of SF^ in argon. The initial mixing rule called for the calculation
of rate coeflBcients as a function of the pure component electron temperature. For
example, all dilutions at 0.41 W/cm^ and 2 Pa assumed electron temperatures of 17.6
and 6.2 eV for SF^ and argon, respectively.

However, this mixing rule used in

calculating forward rate constants artificially overestimates the electron impaa
dissociation reactions of SF,. Compared to actinometric fluorine measurements, the
kinetic simulations predict fluorine concentrations two orders of magnitude higher. This
over-estimation is translated into predictions of fluorine concentration in particles that
are slightly higher than levels measured by EDX analysis.

Although the simulations are less sensitive to changes in electron density, the electron
energy is closely coupled to the electron density through an energy balance involving
electron energy loss upon collision.

A more accurate approach to estimating the

reaction rates and the electron density requires electron energy and density
measurements (for example, with techniques such as microwave cavity resonance and
Langmuir probe).

Experimental confirmation of electron density and electron
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temperature are particularly important for dilute concentrations of SF^ in argon. It is
under dilute halogen conditions that large changes in electron density have been
measured by Stoffels (in CCljF/argon plasmas) and where agglomerates are observed in
this work [22]. Ion saturation Langmuir probes measurements suggest, but do not
confirm, that the electron density is reduced for dilutions of SF^ in argon.

• The kinetic simulations provide only a first order estimate of the plasma
chemistiy.

The inclusion of spatial dependence, diffusion losses to the chamber

sur&ces, and negative and positive ion generation would greatly enhance the
simulations.

The current simulations were verified by actinometric fluorine

measurements. Strictly speaking, this technique is valid only for small dilutions of
argon. As it is desired to more thoroughly verify the plasma chemistry over a broader
range of conditions, extended diagnostic techniques are required. In particular, Stoffels
and Stoffels have used infiared spectroscopy to observe the formation of silicon-rich
clusters over the rf electrode [22], This technique in tandem with negatively charged
species mass spectroscopy and laser induced fluorescence

would supplement the

existing actinometric and RGA analysis

7.2.2 Particle Dynamics Simulations
The observation of spherical aggregates in dilute SF/argon chemistries at moderate
powers collaborates reports by Selwyn of "orange-peel shaped" particles in
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CCl^Fj/argon systems, as well as the general findings of others, including Durham,
Steinbruchel, Smadi, Stoflfels, and Praburam [26, 25, 42, 22, 41], The particle dynamics
model here, as well as mechanisms proposed by others, do not describe this mechanism
adequately.

However, the particle dynamics simulations make two significant

predictions relative to the

plasma conditions which promote particle formation,

including coagulation.

• First, the simulations predict maxima in particle growth rates for moderate
power densities and low SFj concentrations. This result suggests that a larger portion
of the primary particles are available for coagulation, since particles which grow at
slower rates are less likely to be electrostatically trapped in localized regions of the
plasma, and therefore will be more efficiently swept firom the chamber by fluid drag
forces. The predicted maximum growth rates corresponds to experimental conditions
where spherical aggregates were abundantly observed.

• The second significant prediction is the moderate success the HPG module has
in describing the dominant fluorine composition in the particles and the apparent
correlation to etch rate. This second feature is directly connected to the role of positive
ions in the rapid growth rate of particles under dilute conditions.

However, the validity of the HPG module is determined in large part by the accuracy of
the collection area enhancement in describing the deposition fluxes to the particle
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surface. The current dynamics model does not explain the particle diameter growth
saturation at approximately 100 nm. Although a size dependent collection area has not
been developed, this saturation may be due to a significant reduction in ionic deposition
on larger particles. A more refined collection area may be derived from a rigorous
charge balance on particles as a fimction

of

particle size, perhaps using

orbit-motion-limited probe theory to describe the charge environment near the particle
surface. Verification of this model with accurate particle charge measurements or
estimates inferred fi'om electron temperature and density may be pnident.

• Finally, the simulations do not directly link the number density estimates
generated by the nucleation model to the initial number density which is an input to the
coagulation model. Although many factors influence the efficiency of conversion firom
particle nuclei to primary particles (including diffusion losses), the primary missing link
is the distribution of the particle charges. Knowledge of the particle charge distribution
would permit the calculation of charged particle coagulation fi'equency fiinction.

• The simulation effort could be strengthened with experimental confirmation of
nuclei size, number density, charge, and composition, including especially their
evolution with time. Experimental techniques, such as infi-ared absorption spectroscopy
for particle composition, Faraday cup collection techniques for particle charge, and
spatially resolved laser light scattering and time resolved statistical TEM analysis for
particle size distributions, could be employed.
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Particle formation initiated by homogeneous nucleation of reaction and etch products
has been the sole source considered in the particle dynamics simulation. Two other
sources are noteworthy and merit future consideration.

•First, sur&ce roughness, which was found to progress with etch time and to be
suppressed in argon sputtering m the presence of aluminum chamber surfaces or in SF^
etching in the absence of aluminum sur&ces, is attributed to micromasking. The source
of micromasking is the deposition of

on the wafer during etching.

A similar

mechanism was proposed by Sto£feIs for the formation of sea-polyp-shaped features on
the etched surfaces on silicon in CCl^F, plasmas formation [22]. It is possible for these
features to be sheared from the wafer surface and injected in to the plasma. In the
present work, the mechanism of aluminum incorporation is not fiilly developed due to
lack of kinetic data and appropriate diagnostic techniques. However, aluminum may be
an important impurity involved in particle formation.

• Second, water as an impurity may be a source of particles. In SiH^ systems,
water is thought to induce cluster formation of positive ions. Although water was
detected as a background species by RGA and optical emission spectroscopy, neither
technique can be used for quantitative estimates of water present in the plasma. Water
may act as the primary nuclei source which is desorbed from chamber surfaces when the
plasma is ignited. In SF^ plasmas, the dissociation of HjO to form H and OH radicals
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and ions may react to form S^OyF^', H^SO^ or SiO which may then serve as nucleation
sources.
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Appendix A: Optical Emission Spectroscopy

Peak Wavelength Species
Label
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Figure 1; Optical Emission Spectra of plasma
under conditions of 2.5 seem Ar, 22.5 seem SF^,
200W, 1.9 Pa with silicon wafer present on rf
electrode. Concatenated spectra using the 2nd
grating. Spectral identification below in Table 1.
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Table 1: Identification of Spectra
displayed in Figure 1.
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Appendix A: Optical Emission Spectroscopy
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Peak Wavelength Species
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Figure 2: Optical Emission Spectra of plasma
under conditions of 45 seem Ar, 5 seem SFj,
200W, 4.3 Pa with silicon wafer present on rf
electrode. Spectral identification below in Table
2.

Table 2; Identification of Spectra
displayed in Figure 2.
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Appendix A: Optical Emission Spectroscopy

100

Label Wavelength Specie
(nm)

430

Figure 3; Optical Emission Spectra of plasma
under conditions of 20 seem Ar, 5 seem SF^,
200W, 1.9 Pa with silicon wafer present on rf
electrode. Spectral identification below in Table
3.

404.2
404.4

NO
AT

2

415.9

Ar

3

418.2

4

419.1

Ar
Ar

5

419.9
420.1
420.1

N:*
N,
Ar

6

425.9

Ar

7

427.0
427.0
427.2
427.2

SiF
N,
Ar

8

430.0
430.1

Ar
F

9

433.4
433.4

Ar
SiF

10

434.5

Ar

11

436.9

SiF

O
O+

410

1

Table 3: Identification of Spectra
displayed in Figure 3.
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APPENDIX B; HSC CALCULATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS

The HSC database and software are used to calculate the equilibrium constant of
reactions (K). Energies of formation and heat capacity expressions of various elements
and compounds reside in the HSC database. The basis of the algorithm to compute the
equilibrium constant is as follows:
(1)

where AGr is the difference between the free energies of the products and the reactants
of a chemical reaction, R is the gas constant, and T is temperature. The reaction can
proceed to the right if K»l, otherwise the products are not stable compounds.

In general, the Gibb's Free energy of formation is
G»(T) = H°(T)-T- S°(T)

(2)

H°(T) and S°(T) are the enthalpy and entropy of a substance at 1 atm and temperature
T. They are calculated from the energies of formation from their elements and heat
capacity (c):

T

H''Cr) = HK298.15)+ J cOOdt + SHt
298.13

(3)
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S''(T) = Sf<298.15)+ J ^
298.13

(4)
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APPENDIX C: KININ ALGORITHM

The KININ.FOR program Listing
c
c
1996
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

KININ.FOR :

Last Modified : March 10

Evaluates and updates the kinetic inputs for the interpreter.
Designed only to apply with the specific conditions given
in 'MECHNISM.OAT', such as the reaction numbers and their
associate reaction rates.
Can be further modified to adapt to your system.
INPOT / OUTPUT :
INPUT : user interactive or default values, MECHNISM.DAT
OUTPUT : KININ.OUT, MECHNISM.DAT

PROGRAM KININ
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (C-Y)
DIMENSION Kf(18), Kr(18), K(18)
INTEGER a
CHARACTER ANSWER*1
C

C

C

parameters
Q_h2o = 0.00002
Q_o2 = 0.0002
default parameters
P= 10
g= 10
T= 300
W= 10
V= 5000
Q_sf6 = 10
Q_ar = 10
WRITE(*,*) 'Use default values? <Y/N> : '
READ(*,'(A)')ANSWER
IF(ANSWER .EQ. 'N' .OR. ANSWER .EQ. 'n') THEN
input variables
WRITE{*,*) 'Enter Pressure <Pa>
READ(*,*) P
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter % 02 in process gas mixture
READ(*,*) g
WRITE{*,*) 'Enter Gas Temperature <K> :'
READ(*,*) T
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter Power <W>
READ(*,*) W
WRITE{*,*) 'Enter Chamber Volume <cm'^3> :'
READ(*,*) V
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter SF6 volumetric flow <scmm> :'
READ(*,*) Q_sf6
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter Ar volumetric flow <scnim>
READ(*,*) Q ar
END IF
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C

calculates electron energies - eV
Te_ar = 6.6237 + P * (-0.21183)
Te_sf6 = 19.694 + P * (-1.0693)

C

calculates gas number density ng (ft/cm^S) and rho (gr/cni'^3)
ng = 2.4436E14 * P
rho = ng * 80 / (6.02e23)

C
C

IF (W.EQ. 200.0) THEN
calculates forward kinetic rates, Kfi (i = reaction #) in
cm'^3/mole-3ec
Kf(l) = exp (-16.7 + 0.165 * P + 0.0067 * g - 0.0388 * P**2
1
- 0.000059 * g**2) * 6.02E23
Kf(2) = exp (-15.3 + 0.18 * P - 0.0394 * P * * 2 ) * 6.02E23
Kf(3) = exp (-16.2 + 0.1575 * P + 0.0055 * g - 0.03825 * P**2
1
- 0.000050 * g**2) * 6.02E23
Kf(4) = exp (-16.7 + 0.15 * P + 0.0055 * g - 0.03825 * P**2
1
- 0.000050 * g**2) • 6.02E23
Kf(5) = exp (-16.7 + 0.15 * P + 0.0055 * g - 0.03825 * P**2
1
- 0.000050 * g**2) * 6.02E23
Kf(6) = exp (-17.2 + 0.15 * P + 0.0055 * g - 0.03825 * P**2
1
- 0.000050 * g**2) * 6.02E23
Kf(7) = 4.0E-14
Kf(8) = 4.1E-12
Kf(9) = l.lE-10
Kf(lO) = 2.0E-11
Kf(ll) = l.OE-10
Kf(12) = 5.0E-8 * 6.02E23 * exp(-15.68 / Te_ar)
Kf(13) = 6.0E4
Kf(14) = 6.0E12
Kf(15) = 9.6E12
Kf(16) = 6.0E11
Kf(17) = 5.4E12
Kf(18) = l.OEll
ELSE
Tep_ar=0.062*W/P
Tep_s £6=0.1756*W/P
gamma = (Tep_sf6/Te_sf6)**1.5
gammar= (Tep_ar/Te_ar)**1.5
Kf(l) = exp (-16.7 + 0.165 * P + 0.0067 * g - 0.0388 * P**2
1
- 0.000059 * g**2) * 6.02E23
Kf(2) = exp (-15.3 + 0.18 * P - 0.0394 * P **2) * 6.02E23
Kf(3) = exp (-16.2 + 0.1575 * P + 0.0055 * g - 0.03825 * P**2
1
- 0.000050 * g**2) * 6.02E23
Kf(4) = exp (-16.7 + 0.15 * P + 0.0055 * g - 0.03825 * P**2
1
- 0.000050 * g**2) • 6.02E23
Kf(5) = exp (-16.7 + 0.15 * P + 0.0055 * g - 0.03825 * P**2
1
- 0.000050 * g**2) * 6.02E23
Kf(6) = exp (-17.2 + 0.15 * P + 0.0055 * g - 0.03825 * P**2
1
- 0.000050 * g**2) • 6.02E23
Kf(l)= Kf(l)*gamina
Kf(2)= Kf(2)*gainma
Kf(3)= Kf(3)*gamina
Kf(4)= Kf(4)*gamma
Kf(5)= Kf(5)*gamma

Kf(6)= Kf(6)*gainma
Kf(7) = 4.0E-14
Kf(8) = 4.1E-12
Kf(9) = l.lE-10
Kf(lO) = 2.0E-11
Kf(ll) = l.OE-10
Kf(12) = ganimar*5, OE-8 • 6.02E23 * exp{-15.68 / Te_ar)
Kf(13) = 6.0E4
Kf(14) = 6.0E12
Kf(15) = 9.6E12
Kf(16) = 6.0E11
Kf(l7) = 5.4E12
Kf(18) = l.OEll
END IF
calculates reverse kinetic rates

set rate for electron impact to 10^^-20 (Kri ; i = 1 to 6)
DO a = 1, 6
Kr(a) = lE-20
END DO
K(7) = 6.7E-16
K(8) = 3.9E37
K(9) = 2.1E37
K(10) = 3.1E25
K(ll) = 1.9E36
K(12) = 1.0E19
K(13) = 7.0E21
K{14) = 6.8E12
K(15) = 4.7E37
K(16) = 3.6E37
K(17) = 4,3E37

! 3.9E72

! 4.7E49
! 3.6E43
! 4.3E46

DO a = 7, 17
Kr(a) = Kf(a) / ( K(a) * ng )
additional calculation due to limited range for double precision
IF (a.EQ.B) THEN
Kr(a) = Kr(a) * l.E-35
ELSE IF {a.EQ.15) THEN
Kr(a) = Kr(a) * l.E-12
ELSE IF (a.EQ.16) THEN
Kr(a) = Kr(a) * l.E-6
ELSE IF (a.EQ.17) THEN
Kr(a) = Kr(a) * l.E-9
END IF
END DO
Kr(18) = l.OE-9
Kr(12) = 0.49e+34
estimates electron density, ne (#/cm'^3)
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cl = 3.32e-41
c2 = 2.77E-43
C
C
C

! units = J'^-1
! units = J'^-l

Kf(12) = 5.0E-8 * 6.02E23 * exp(-15.68 / Te_ar)! units = cro"3 /
mol-sec
Kda = 6,02E23 * exp(-16,7 + (0.165 * P) - 0.0388 * P**2)
ne = W / (V * ng) / ( {Q__ar * Kf(12) * cl / (Q_sf6 + Q_ar))
1
+ (Q sf6 * Kf(l) * c2 / (Q sf6 + Q ar)) )

C

calculates input feed coinposition

c

calculates molar rates (moles/sec)
F_sf6 = Q_sf6 / T * 2.E-4
F_ar = Q_ar / T * 2.E-4
F_o2 = Q_o2 / T * 2.E-4
F h2o = Q h2o / T * 2,E-4

Ftot = F_sf6 + F_ar + F_o2 + F__h2o
calcualtes mole fractions
X_sf6 = F_sf6
X_ar = F__ar /
X_o2 = F__o2 /
X_h2o = F_h2o
Xe = ne / ng
Fe = Xe*Ftot

/ Ftot
Ftot
Ftot
/ Ftot

stores all the variables into KININ.TXT data file
OPEN(15, FILE= • KININ,OUT', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE(15,*) 'INPUT VARIABLES
WRITEdS,*)
WRITE(15,99)
Pressure <Pa> :', P
WRITEdS,99)
% 02 in process gas mixture :', g
WRITEdS,99)
Gas Temperature <K> :*,T
WRITEdS,99)
Power <W> ;',W
WRITEdS,99)
Chamber Volume <cm'^3> ;',V
WRITEdS,99)
SF6 volumetric flow <scmm> :',Q_sf6
WRITEdS,99)
Ar volumetric flow <sanm> ;*,Q ar
WRITEdS, *)
WRITEdS,*) 'OUTPUT VARIABLES
WRITE(15,*) •================
writes results
DO a = 1, 18
WRITEdS,111) •
Kr(a)
END DO

KfC,a,') = ', Kf(a), '

Kr(',a,') =
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WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WR1TE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)
WRITE(15,98)

C

rho = ', rho
ne = ', ne
ng = ', ng
F_sf6 =', F_sf6
F_ar =', F_ar
F_o2
F_o2
F_h2o =', F_h2o
Fe =', Fe
Ftot
Ftot
X_sf6 =', X_sf6
X_ar =', X_ar
X_o2
X_o2
X_h2o =', X_h2o
Xe =', Xe
Tep_sf6 =*, Tep_sf6
TeP_ar=', TeP_ar
Te_sf6 =', Te_sf6
Te ar=', Te ar

updates the rate constants into MECHNISM.DAT
CALL update(Kr,K£)
CLOSE(15)

98
99
111

FORMAT(A,T30,E13.6)
FOFMAT(A,T35,F8.2)
FORMAT(A, 12,A,Til, E8.2,T25,A,I2,A,T35, E8.2)
END

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE update :
Updates the rate constants for MECHNISM.DAT file.
SUBROUTINE update(Kr,Kf)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (K)
LOGICAL FOUND/-TRUE./
CHARACTER duniniyl*9, MARKl*9/* REACTIONS */, MARK2*3/' END'/,
1
duinmy2*40
DIMENSION Kf( 18), Kr(18), duitimy2(20)
INTEGER J
OPEN(55, FILE= • MECHNISM.DATSTATUS='OLD •)

c

finds the 'REACTIONS' signal
DO WHILE (FOUND)
READ(55, '(A9)') dummyl
IF (dummyl.eq.MARKl) THEN
FOUND=.FALSE.
END IF
END DO
FOUND=.TRUE.
J = 1
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c

reads the reactions
DO WHILE (FOUND)
READ(55,'(A40)',END=100) duinmy2{J)
READ(55,*,END=100)
J = J + 1
END DO

100

REWIND 55
FOUND=.TRUE.

c

updates the 'MECHNISM.DAT' file
DO WHILE (FOUND)
READ(55, • (A9)') dunnnyl
IF (dummyl.eq.MARKl) THEN
FOUND=.FALSE.
Ea^D IF
END DO
FOUND=.TRUE.
j=l
DO WHILE (FOUND)
IF (duinmy2(j).EQ.MARK2) THEN
WRITE(55, • (A40) *) dunniyZ(j)
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) 'Program Terminated Successfully'
FOUND=.FALSE.
ELSE
WRITE(55, • {A40,E8.2,A19) *)dunimy2(j ),Kf(j),'0.0
WRITE(55,'(A4,E8.2,A10)•)'REV/',Kr(j),' 0.0
END IF
j = j + 1
END DO
CLOSE(55)
RETURN

C

END OF PROGRAM LISTING

0.0/'
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INPUT VARIABLES :
Pressure <Pa> :
% 02 in. process gas mixture :
Gas Ten?>erature <K> :
Power <W>
Chamber Volume <cni^ 3> :
SF6 volumetric flow <scinm> :
Ar volumetric flow <saiim>

2.00
.00
300.00
200.00
5000,00
5.00
20.00

OUTPUT VARIABLES :
Kf( 1) = .40E+17
Kf( 2) = .17E+18
Kf( 3) = .65E+17
Kf{ 4) = .39E+n
Kf( 5) = .39E+17
Kf( 6) = .24E+17
Kf( 7) = .40E-13
Kf( 8) = .41E-11
Kf( 9) = .llE-09
Kf(lO) = .20E-10
Kf(ll) = .lOE-09
Kf(12) = .24E+16
Kf(13) = .60E+05
Kf(14) = .60E+13
Kf(15) = .96E+13
Kf(16) = .60E+12
Kf(17) = .54E+13
Kf(18) = .lOE+12
rho =
ne =
ng =
F sf6 =
F ar =
F o2 =
F h2o =
Fe =
Ftot =
X_sf6 =
X ar =
X o2 =
X h2o =
Xe =
Tep_sf6 =
TeP_ar=
Te_sf6 =
Te air==

Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr
Kr

1) = .lOE-19
2) = .lOE-19
3) = .lOE-19
4) = .lOE-19
5) = .lOE-19
6) = .lOE-19
7) = .12E-12
8) = .22E-98
9) = .llE-61
10) = .13E-50
11) = .llE-60
12) = .49E+34
13) = .18E-31
14) = .18E-14
15) = .42E-51
16) = .34E-46
17) = .26E-48
18) = .lOE-08
649462E-07
124068E+10
488720E+15
333333E-05
133333E-04
133333E-09
133333E-10
423108E-10
, 166668E-04
199998E+00
799993E+00
799993E-05
• 799993E-06
• 253863E-05
OOOOOOE+00
OOOOOOE+00
« 175554E+02
. 620004E+01

Figure 1; Sample output of KININ.OUT from KININ module. Refer to program listing
for units and Table 6.1.2 for corresponding rate expressions.
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ELEMENTS
E S F O SI AR AR+ H
END
SPECIES
SF6 SF5 SF4 SF3 SF2 SF F E
SOF SOF2 S02F2 SOF4 SI
SIF SIF2 SIF3 SIF4
O 02 AR AR+
H H20 OH HF
END
REACTIONS
S F6+E<=>S F5+F+E
REV/ .lOE-19 0.0 0.0/
S F5 +E<=>S F4+F+E
REV/ .lOE-19 0.0 0.0/
SF4+E<=>SF3+F+E
REV/ .lOE-19 0.0 0.0/
SF3 +E<=>S F2+F+E
REV/ .lOE-19 0.0 0.0/
SF2+E<=>S F+F+E
REV/ .lOE-19 0.0 0.0/
02+E<=>20+E
REV/ ,10E-19 0.0 0.0/
SF4+0<=>S0F2+2F
REV/ .12E-12 0.0 0.0/
S0F2+0<=>S02F2
REV/ .22E-98 0.0 0.0/
SF2+0<=>S0F+F
REV/ .llE-61 0.0 0.0/
SF5+0<=>S0F4+F
REV/ .13E-50 0.0 0.0/
SF3+0<=>S0F2+F
REV/ .llE-60 0.0 0.0/
AR+E<=>2E + AR+
REV/ .49E+34 0.0 0.0/
S F4+H20<=>S0F2+2HF
REV/ .18E-31 0.0 0.0/
H20+F<=>0H+HF
REV/ .18E-14 0.0 0.0/
SF5+OH<=>SOF4+HF
REV/ .42E-51 0.0 0.0/
SF4+F<=>SF5
REV/ .34E-46 0.0 0.0/
SF5+F<=>SF6
REV/ .26E-48 0.0 0.0/
H20+E<=>H+0H+E
REV/ .lOE-08 0.0 0.0/
END

.40E+17

0.0

0.0

.I7E+18

0.0

0. 0

.65E+17

0.0

0.0

.39E+17

0.0

0. 0

.39E+17

0.0

0.0

.24E+17

0.0

0. 0

.40E-13

0.0

0. 0

.4IE-11

0.0

0.0

.llE-09

0.0

0.0

.20E-10

0.0

0. 0

.lOE-09

0.0

0. 0

.24E+16

0.0

0. 0

.60E+05

0.0

0. 0

.60E+13

0.0

0. 0

.96E+13

0,0

0. 0

.60E+12

0.0

0.0

.54E+13

0.0

0.0

.lOE+12

0.0

0. 0

Figure 2: Sample output ofMECHNISM.DAT from FCININ module. The three columns
to the right contain the constants for the Arrhenius rate expression. See note below.
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Note: The three Arrenhius expression constants in Figure 2 are (left to right) the
preexponential, temperature dependence, and the activation energy constants:
kf = koTPexp(-E/RT)

(1)

The constants for the reverse rate expression follow the same format. These appear in
the line immediately below the reaction mechansim.
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E
L02/67E
1.0 0.0 0.0 O.G 298.150 5000.000 327.0520
0.25000000E 01 0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
-0.74537496E 03-0.11734026E 02 0.25000000E 01 0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
-0.74537500E 03-0.11734026E 02 0.00000000

1
2
3
4

SF6
J6/76S
1.F 6. 0.
O.G 298.150 5000.000 327.0520
0.15162950E 02 0.43842318E-02-0.19486337E-05 0.38247196E-09-0.27605050E-13
-0.15226801E 06-0.54428944E 02-0.38388088E 01 0.83221721E-01-0.13181689E-03
0.99636154E-07-0.29248767E-10-0.14836477E 06 0.37147918E 02 0.00000000

1
2
3
4

Table 1; Sample format ofTHERMO.DAT database.

First line entry includes the specie name, elemental composition, and temperature
interval. Lines 2,3 and 4 contain the coefiScients for the polynomial expressions for the
dimensional heat capacity, enthalpy, and entropy:

S=

+

+

+f

(I)

S = a,tliiT + a,tT+^T2 + ^T'+^T< + an;

(2)

•^ = aik + ajkT + asicT^ + a4itT^ + askT^

(3)
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rHEMKIN INTERPRETER OUTPUT: CHEMKIN-II Version 3.0 Jun. 1991
DOUBLE PRECISION
ELEMENTS
CONSIDERED
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.

P
H
A
S
E

SPECIES
CONSIDERED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

SF6
SF5
SF4
SF3
SF2
SF
F
E
SOF
SOF2
S02F2
S0F4
SI
SIF
SIF2
SIF3
SIF4
0
02
AR
AR+
H
H20
OH
HF

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

E
S
F
0
SI
AR
AR+
H

ATOMIC
WEIGHT
.545000E32.0640
18.9984
15.9994
28.0860
39.9480
39.9480
1.00797

C
H
A
R
G MOLECXJLAR TEMPERATURE
E WEIGHT
LOW
HIGH

0 146.05440
0 127.05600
0 108.05760
0 89.05920
0 70.06080
0 51.06240
0 18.99840
*
.00055
0 67.06180
0 86.06020
0 102.05960
0 124.05700
0 28.08600
0 47.08440
0 66.08280
0 85.08120
0 104.07960
0 15.99940
0 31.99880
0 39.94800
1 39.94746
1.00797
0
0 18.01534
0 17.00737
0 20.00637

298.1
298.1
298. 1
298. 1
298.1
298.1
298. 1
298. 1
298.1
298.1
298.I
298. 1
298.1
298. 1
298. 1
298. 1
298. 1
298.I
298. 1
298. I
298. 1
300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0

ELEMENT COUNT
E S F 0 SI AR AR+H

5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 1
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
SOOO.O 0
5000.0 -1
SOOO.O 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0
5000.0 0

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
5
4
3
2
1
1
0
1
2
2
4
0
1
2
3
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
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(Ic = A T**b exp(-E/RT))
b
E
A

REACTIONS CONSIDERED
1. SF6+E<->SF5+P+B
Reverse Arrhenius
2. SFS+E<«>SF4+F+B
Reverse Arrhenius
3. SF4+E<->SF3+F+E
Reverse Arrhenius
4. SF3+E<>«>SF2+F+E
Reverse Arrhenius
5. SF2+E<->SF+F+B
Reverse Arrhenius
6. 02+E<»>20+B
Reverse Arrhenius
7. SF4+0<=>S0F2+2F
Reverse Arrhenius
8. S0F2+0<»>S02F2
Reverse Arrhenius
9. SF2+0<->S0F+F
Reverse Arrhenius
10. SF5+0<">S0F4+F
Reverse Arrhenius
11. SF3+0<»>S0F2+F
Reverse Arrhenius
12. AR+E<->2E+AR+
Reverse Arrhenius
13. SF4+H20<=>S0F2+2HF
Reverse Arrhenius
14. H20+F<=>0H+HF
Reverse Arrhenius
15. SF5+OH<-'>SOF4+HF
Reverse Arrhenius
16. SF4+F<»>SF5
Reverse Arrhenius
17. SF5+F<=>SF6
Reverse Arrhenius
18. H20+E<»>H+0H+E
Reverse Arrhenius
NOTE:

coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:
coefficients:

4.00E+14
l.OOE-20
1.70E+1S
l.OOE-20
6.50E+14
l.OOE-20
3.90E+14
l.OOE-20
3.90E+14
l.OOE-20
2.40E+14
l.OOE-20
4.00E-14
1.20E-13
4.10E-12
2.20E-99
l.lOE-10
l.lOE-62
2.00E-H
1.30E-51
l.OOE-10
l.lOE-61
2.40E+13
4.90E+33
6.00E+04
1.80E-32
6.00B+12
1.80B-1S
9.60E+12
4.20E-52
6.00E+11
3.40E-47
5.40B+12
2.60E-49
l.OOE+11
l.OOE-09

A units mole-cm-sec-K, E vmits cal/mole

NO ERRORS FOUND ON INPUT...CHEMKIN LINKING FILE WRITTEN.
WORKING SPACE REQUIREMENTS ARE
INTEGER:
546
REAL:
813
CHARACTER:
33

Table 2: CHEMKIN INTERPRETER OUTPUT

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
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2 Pa 200 W 5 3f6 20

AR scan

INPUT CONDITIONS FOR REKINBT
NXmSER OF SPECIES = 25 NUMBER OF REACTIONS®

*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

SPECIES
SF6
SF5
SF4
SF3
SF2
SF
F
E
SOF
S0F2
S02F2
S0F4
SI
SIF
SIF2
SIF3
SIF4
0
02
AR
AR+
H
H20
OH
HF

18

FLOW
FEED
2.000D-01 0.OOOD+00
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+00
O.OOOD+OO 0. OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0. OOOD+00
O.OOOD+OQ 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
9.000D-07 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
8.000D-01 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO
O.OOOD+OO 0.OOOD+OO

TEMPERATXJRE DECAYS FROM 3.000D+02 TO 3.000D+02IN 0,OOOD+OOSECONDS
STEP SIZE CONTROLS: RTOI., ATOL » 1.000D-03 l.OOOD-15
DERIVATrVES SET TO ZERO AFTER TIME" l.OOOD-04 S WHEN CONC LESS THAN
l.OOOD-18
PRINT OUT INTVL
l.OOOD-04 FOR WSS AND l.OOOD-03 PLUG FLOW STEPS
LSTIR IS T VOLUME 3.000D+08
LPLUG IS F TIME OUT IS l.OOOD+00
LFLAME IS F FX^L IS
SPECIES NUMBER 0 CONVERSION O.OOOD+00
NEGLECT INFORMATION ABOVE IF FLAGS ARE SET FALSE
LSODE PARAMETER ITASK (1"N0RMAL;2-1 STEP ONLY) - I
LEVEL OF OtJTPUT (LEVEL) » 1 NRITE- 10 PRITE- 5
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THE FOLLOWING IS THE INPUT TO THE WELL STIRRED REACTOR CALCULATION

STEP
0 TIME
-OOOE+OO SEC STEP SIZE
.OOOE+00
TEMPERATURE 3.000E+02 RHO 8.123E-10 SUM FLUXES 1.OOOE+OO
f

SPECIES

MOLE FRACT

SF6
SF5
SF4
SF3
SF2
SF
F
8 E
9 SOF
10 S0F2
11 S02F2
12 S0F4
13 SI
14 SIF
15 SIF2
16 SIF3
17 SIF4
18 0
19 02
20 AR
21 AR+
22 H
23 H20
24 OH
25 HF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

VOLUME OF WSS-

.200E+00
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•900E-06
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•0OOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO

FEED
•200E+00
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.900E-06
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•SOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO

FLOW
.200E+00
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.900E-06
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•SOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO

.300D+09

Table 3: CHEMKIN SPECIES OUTPUT

CONCENTRTN RATE PRODN
.162E-09
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.731E-15
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
-OOOE+OO
.650E-09
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO

•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOCE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO

YDOT
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
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STEP 44 TIME
.329E+01 SEC STEP SIZE
.122E+01
TEMPERATURE 3.000E+02 RHO 8.123E-10 SUM FLUXES

i

SPECIES

MOLE FRACT

1 SF6
2 SF5
3 SF4
4 SF3
5 SF2
6 SF
7 F
8 E
9 SOF
10 S0F2
11 S02F2
12 S0F4
13 SI
14 SIF
15 SIF2
16 SIF3
17 SIF4
18 o
19 02
20 AR
21 AR+
22 H
23 H20
24 OH
25 HF

VOLUME or WSS-

.192E+00
.387E-02
.148E-02
.419E-03
.712E-04
.146E-04
.844E-02
.268E-0S
.OOOE-t-00
.OOOE-t-00
.OOOE-i-OO
•OOOE+OO
• OOOE-f-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE-l-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
.793E-t-00
.179E-05
.000E-)-00
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
•107E-20

FEED
•200E-t-00
.OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
.900E-06
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
-OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
•800E-t-00
• OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO

FLOW
.194E-t-00
•390E-02
•149E-02
•423E-03
•718E-04
.147E-04
•851E-02
.270E-05
• OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-fOO
• OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• SOOE-t-OO
.180E-05
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-i-00
.i08E-20

I.008E+00

CONCENTRTN RATE PRODN

YDOT

•156E-09 -•197E-10 -•562E-15
.130E-10 -.134E-14
•314E-11
.497E-11 -.753E-15
.120E-11
.341E-12
.141E-11
.122E-14
.578E-13
•240E-12
.732E-15
•490E-13 -•187E-16
.119E-13
•284E-10
.686E-11
•364E-14
•600E-14 -.755E-19
.218E-14
• OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
•644E-09 -.600E-14 -.291E-14
•600E-14 -.181E-18
•14SE-14
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE-t-OO
• OOOE-t-OO
•872E-30

.300D+09

Table 3: CHEMKIN SPECIES OUTPUT (Continued)
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APPENDIX E: Etch Product Distribution
Program Listing
C
EPD.FOR :
REV: August 2nd, 1995
C
Evaluates etch product distribution, using the table supplied in
C
EPO.DAT. If conditions are not found, the file can be updated.
C
Can be further modified to adapt to your system.
C
C
INPUT / OUTPUT :
C
INPUT : user interactive or default values from EPD.DAT
C
OUTPUT : screen
C Rev 9/14/95. Added revised geumna function, calculation of neutral
C
and charged species fluxes. Formerly fluxes input.
C Rev 9/26/95Modified code to read in mole/cm3 of F and Ar iondensity
C
Can use values drectly computed from REKINET.
C
PROGRAM EPD
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (E-W)
CHARACTER ANSWER*!
REAL ratio
C

C
C

default parameters
P= 2.
W= 200,
Q_sf6 = 15.
Q_ar = 10.
TE= 6.0
F_F = 1.E16
F_Ar = 1.E16
MW=40.0
T=300.0
NF=0.0
NI=0.0
WRITE(*,*) • Use default values? <Y/N> : '
READC*,'(A)')ANSWER

C

C
C
C
C

IF(ANSWER .EQ. 'N' .OR. ANSWER .EQ. 'n') THEN
input variables
WRITE(*,*) ' Enter Pressure <Pa> :'
READ(*,*) P
WRITE(*,*) ' Enter Power <W>
READ(*,*) W
WRITE(*,*) ' Enter SF6 volumetric flow <scmm>
READ(*,*) Q_sf6
WRITE(*,*) ' Enter Ar volumetric flow <sanm>
READ(*,*) Q ar
WRITE(*,*') • Enter F_F <#/cm''2.sec>
READ(*,*) F_F
WRITE(*,*) ' Enter F_Ar <#/cm''2.sec>
READ(*,*) F Ar
WRITE(*,•) ' Enter Temperature <K>
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READ{*,*) T
WRITE(*,*) •
READ(*,*) MW
WRITE(*,*) '
READ(*,*) NI
WRITE(*,*) '
READ(*,*) TE
WRITE(*/*) '
READ(*,*) NF
END IF

Enter MW

<grs/mole>

Enter Ar ion density <moles/cm'^3>
Enter electron temperature <eV>
Enter neutral fluorine density <nioles/cm'^3>

C
look up etch rate in 'EPD.DAT', if conditions do not match, new
conditions
C
will be added interactively and updates the file
CALL find(P, W, Q_3 f6,Q_ar, er, Vpjp)

C

calculates Si atom generations in moles/sec
SiL = er * 100 * PI() * 2.33 / (4 * 28E8 * 60)

C

calculates Branching Ratio
b = 9.0E-3 * SQRT(Vpjp / 2.0)
calculates neutral flux of fluorine
F_F = NF*SQRT(T/MW)*3.65e24

C

C

Calculates Ion Flux
F Ar = NI*9.35e28*SQRT(TE)

C

calculates moles SiF4, SiF2, Si
IF (F_Ar.EQ.0.0) THEN
mSi = 0.0
mSiF2 = 0.0
mSiF4 = SiL
ELSE
ratio = F_F / F_Ar
IF(ratio.GE.400.0) THEN
gamma = 0.01
mSi = gamma * b * SiL
mSiF2 = (1 - gamma) * b * SiL
mSiF4 = (1 - b) • SiL
ELSE
gamma = - (0.99/400.0) * F_F / F_Ar + 1.0
mSi = geunma * b * SiL
mSiF2 = (1 - gamma) * b * SiL
mSiF4 = (1 - b) * SiL
IF(ratio.EQ. 0.0) THEN
mSi = SiL
mSiF2 =0.0
mSiF4 = 0.0
ELSE
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mSi = gamma * b * SiL
mSiF2 = (1 - gamma) * b * SiL
mSiF4 = (1 - b) * SiL
END IF
END IF
END IF
WRITE(*,22) •mSiF4','mSiF2','mSi',•F_F','F_Ar'
WRITE(*,23) mSiF4,mSiF2,mSi,F_F,F_Ar
22
23

FORMAT(lx,A8,A10,A12,A12,A12)
FORMAT(1X,5(E10.3))
END

C
C
C

The value for PI
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PI()
IMPLICIT NONE
PI = 4.0 • ATAN(l.O)
END

C
c
C

SUBROUTINE find :
SUBROUTINE find(P,W,Q_sf6,Q_ar,er,Vp_p)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (E-W)
LOGICAL FOUND/.TRUE./
INTEGER i,FLAG/0/
0PEN(15, FILE='EPD.DAT', STATUS='OLD *, ACCESS®'APPEND')
REWIND 15
DO i = 1,7
READ(15,*)
END DO

! read the file header

DO WHILE (FOUND)
READ(15,99, END=55) Px,Wx,Q_sf6x,Q_arx,er, Vp_p,Ip_p, Vdc
IF(Px.EQ.P .AND. Wx.EQ.W .AND. Q_sf6x.EQ.Q_sf6 .AND.
Q_arx.EQ.Q_ar) THEN
FLAG = 1
RETURN
END IF
END DO

1

55

BACKSPACE 15
IF(FLAG.EQ.O) THEN
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WRITE(*,*) ' Conditions Not Found, Please Enter The Values:
I

WRITE(*,*) ' Etch Rate, Vp+p, Ip+p, Vdc'
READ(*,*,ERR=66) er, Vp_p, Ip_p, Vdc
WRITE(15,89,ERR=66) P,W,Q sf6,Q_ar,er,Vp_p,Ip_p,Vdc
RETURN

66

WRITE(*,*) ' - Error - Database is not updated'
END IF
CLOSE(15)
RETURN

99
89

FORMAT(F6.1,F10.1,F8.1,F7.1,F11.2, 3(FlO.l) )
FORMAT(F6.1,F10.1,F8.1,F7.1,F11.2,3(FlO.l) )
END

C

END OF PROGRAM LISTING

ETCH PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION <EPD>
Pressure
Pa
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.9
7.3

Power
W

Q_3f6
sccaa

Q_ar
seem

Etch Rate
A/sec

Vp+p
V

Ip+p
A

200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
50.0
100.0
300.0
150.0
250.0
200.0
400.0
400.0
200.0
350.0
200.0
200.0

2.5
0.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
25.0
15.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
2.5
25.0
5.0
22.5
5.0
5.0
5.0

22.5
25.0
20.0
15.0
5.0
0.0
10.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
22.5
0.0
20.0
2.5
20.0
45.0
45.0

738.2
2.86
1362.80
1907.75
2838.40
3343.70
2381.80
1362.8
986.9
1024.7
1588.8
1156.3
1419.6
738.0
4000.0
1814.4
3199.0
1682.80
1780.00
1960.00

462.7
475.0
4S6.3
425.0
400.0
371.0
406.3
493.8
250.0
375.0
618.7
393.8
543.7
462.7
300.0
761.0
377.0
690.8
394.0
350.0

26.56
25.94
24.06
23.75
22.19
24.69
25.31
13.44
19.06
32.19
20.94
28.44
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
24.0
22.0

Vdc
V

418.0
443.0
412.5
395.0
360.4
405.0
445.0
213.0
326.0
569.7
359.6
496.1
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
-388.7
-335.0

Table 1: EPD.DAT used as look-up table for execution ofEPD submodule.
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APPENDIX F; THERMODYNAMIC DATA
This appendix documents known eqiiilibrium vapor pressure and other thermodynamic
data used in the simulations, including the S ATVP module. SATVP estimates vapor
pressures of species for which values are not available in the literature.

Species
A1

Te(K)

T.(K)

T„(K)

7,151

2056"

993.7"

Ve
(cmVmoIe)

Zc

1548"*

AlFj
F

Pc
(atm)

118.2"'

25"

HjO

647

373.2

218.3

56

0.23

HjS
S

373.6

211.4

88.9

95

0.27

1,313

717.8

116

SF,

318.7

209.7

37.1

194

0.28

Si

5159*

3504"

53.0*

SiF,

259*

208'

36.7

165'

.285'

SiO^

186.4*

2503"

SOj

430.7

263.2

77.7

122

0.27

SO3

491.4

318

81.4

126

0.26

Table 1; Summary of Thermodynamic Values, taken from Reference 112, unless
otherwise noted, a) Reference 113; b) Reference 114; c) @ 1810 mm HG;
d) Reference 115.

a(N/m)

Species Lattice Constant"
(nm)
Si

0.12

A1

0.14

S

0.11

SF,

.73 @ 1450K
0.0179

.061 @ 388K

0.0792

.008 @ 253K

Table 2: Additional Thermodynamic Properties, taken from Reference 113 unless
otherwise noted, b) Reference 114.
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1.0QO.QOO
100.000

10.000

0.002
41
-sFigure 1:

0.004

0.000

InvsTM Tmpmture(1/K)

MFi

9.000

OFt 803
—e—

802

vs 1/T adapted from Reference 110.

Species

m

a

R'

A1

-3.1 E5

6.7E10

0.9999

AlF,

-6.1 E5

5.9E19

0.9975

HjO

-5.4E

2.0E11

0.9955

S

-8.4 E4

1.4E10

0.9970

SF,

-2.8E4

6.7el0

0.9999

SOj

-3.5E4

8.2E10

0.9954

S03
Si

-6.5E4

7.5E13

0.9995

-6.0E5

1.6el5

0.9996

SiF^

-3.1 E3

3.2el2

0.9999

Table 3: Fitting Parameters for vapor pressure data. The data from Reference 111 are
fitted with an Arrhenius form (Equation I) with parameters m (slope) and a( intercept).
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(1)

lii(Pvp) = lii(a) + f

Equilibrium Vapor Pressures

Equilibrium vapor pressures were estimated using the reduced KirchofP vapor pressure
equations;

(2)
6 is the ratio of the normal boiling temperature (Kelvin) to the critical temperature
(Kelvin), and is the critical pressure in atmospheres. Estimates of are made using
Lydersen's method:

0 = ^ = 0.567 + S At - (S At)^

(3)

Values of molecular weight, MW,S At, and 2 Apare tabulated in Table 4.

d _
"

mw
(2Ap-f0.34)^

,.v
^ ^

Element

MW
(gr/mole)

A1

27

-0.15

-0.75

F

19

0.02

0.22

0

16

0.02

0.16

Si

28

0.03

0.54

S

32

0.02

0.27

At

Ap

Table 4; Parameters used in Lydersen's technique for estimating critical temperatures
and pressures.
Notes: 1. Values ofZ At and £ Ap for aluminum are not available in the literature.
Estimates are made by back calculations of known critical temperatures and vapor
pressures.
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0

Pc

6

Pc

Calculated

Calculated

Error(%)

Error (%)

Si

0.596

36.2

SiF

0.613

38.6

SiFj

0.629

37.5

SiF,

0.644

35.3

SiF^

0.659

33.0

18.0

S

86.2

-6.4

SF

0.582
0.599

10.1
25.7

SF,

0.615

62.6

SF3
SF,

0.631

54.2

0.646

47.6

SFs

0.661

42.5

SF«
SO

0.675

38.3

-2.6

-3.1

0.602

81.1
74.1

-1.6

4.7

67.4

1.3

17.2

0.391

163.0

-0.1

AlF

0.414

1373.6

AlFj

0.436

38667.5

AIF3
SOF

0.458
0.618

1196.2
67.8

SOFj
SiO

0.634

58.0

0.615

156.6

SiOj
AlO

0.634
0.421

126.0
704.8

Al^O,

0.242

123.6

Species

SOj
S03
A1

0.621
0.639

73.4

Table 5; Comparison of calculated and actual values of 6and P^. Notes: Critical
temperatures for unsaturated SF^ and SiF, species were estimated by a linear
interpolation of critical temperatures of S, SF^, Si and SiF4. Critical temperature for Si
was estimated from equation 3 and known normal boiling temperature.
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APPENDIX G: NUCXEATION MODELING
Program Listing for Nucleation module (EVPANM)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

EVPANM.FOR :
Last Modified ; August 3rd, 1995
Evaluates equilibrium vapor pressure and nucleation current.
Can be further modified to adapt to your system.
INPUT / OUTPUT :
INPUT : user interactive or default values
OUTPUT : EVPANM.OUT
PROGRAM EVPANM
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-Y)
DIMENSION a(12), m(12), y(12), Pvp(12), SS(12), I(12),species(12),
1
Dp(12), Mp{12)
INTEGER spec/12/
CHARACTER*4 species
Define constants (1, 2, 3,...)
INTEGER Si,SiF,SiF2,SiF3,SiF4,F,SF,SF2,SF3,SF4,SFS,SF6,2
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
1

1
2
1
2
C

(Si
(SiF
(SiF2
(SiF3
(SiF4
(F
(SF
(SF2
(SFS
{SF4
(SFS
(SF6

=1)
» 2)
= 3)
- 4)
» 5)
= 6)
- 7)
» 8)
- 9)
« 10)
• 11)
- 12)

DATA species / " Si", " SiF", " SiP2", " SiF3", " SiF4", " F",
- SF", " SF2", " SF3", " SF4", " SFS", " SF6" /

DATA a / 35.0088, 20.959359, 21.282805, 21.536502, 28.794, 21.058,
22.23704, 22.2816828, 22.352796, 22.454004, 22.582549,
24.92796 /

DATA m / -60057.54, -22737.37, -16615.20, -9565.839, -3085.758,
-817.058, -7360.507, -6497.578, -5576.193, -4592.941,
-3540.26, -2809.656 /

input molar fimction of gas phase species, pressure and temperature
P = 10.
T » 300.
DO 2 = 1, spec
y( 2 ) = 0.01
END DO
WRITE(*,*) 'Use default values? <Y/N> : '
READ(*,'(A) •)ANSWER
IF(ANSWER .EQ. 'N* .OR. ANSWER .EQ. 'n') THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter Pre3sure<Pa> and Teinperature<K>
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READ(*,*) P, T

WRITE{*,*) 'Enter molar fraction of gas phase
WRITE(*,*) 'y(Si),y(SiF),y(SiF2),y(SiF3),y(SiF4)
READ{*,*) y(Si),y(SiF),y(SiF2),y(SiF3),y(SiF4)
WRITE(*,*) -yCF) ,y(SF),y(SF2),y(SF3),y(SF4),y(SF5),y(SF6) :•
READ(*,*) y(F),y(SF),y(SF2),y(SF3),y(SP4),y(SF5),y(SF6)
END IF
C
a
<Pa>
C
b
C
c
C
d
C
e
C
f
C
g
C
h

calculates equilibrium saturation vapor pressure for each species
calculates
calculates
calculates
calculates
calculates
calculates
calculates

its average
SuperSaturation ratio for each species
its average
Nucleation Current <m''-3.3''-l> for each species
its average
critical cluster size
critical cluster mass

Pvp_avg = 0.0
SS_avg * 0.0
I_avg « 0.0
Sigma ->0.02
! <M/m'^2>
Ve = 5.E-29
!<m'^3/moleciale>
K - l,38B-23
Rho_solid " 2.33e3
! <kg/m'^3>
DO z - 1, spec
Pvp(z) = exp(a(z) + (m(z) / T))
Pvp_avg " pvp_avg + y(z)*Pvp(z)
IF(y(z).EQ.0.0) THEN
SS(z) « 0.0
I(z) = 0.0
Dp(z) s 0.0
Mp(z) - 0.0
ELSE
SS(z) - (P * y(z))/ Pvp(z)
I{z) - (P*y{z)/T)**2 • 3.6E+27
I(z) - I(z)*exp(-1.265E+8/(T«*3*{DLOG(SS(z)))**2))
Dp{z) » 4 * Sigma * Ve / (K • T * DLOG(SS(z)))
Mp(z) » 4.0 * ATAN(l.O) * Dp(z)**3 • Rho_3olid / 6.0
END IF
SS_avg »• SS_avg + y(z)*SS(z)
I avg = I avg + y(z)*I(z)
END DO
writes outputs to a file
OPEN(IS, FILE-'EVPANM.OOT*, STATUS-' UNKNOWN')
WRITE(15,*) 'INPUT VARIABLES :'
WRITE(IS,*)
WRITE(15,99) ' Pressure <Pa> ;', P
WRITE(15,99) ' Gas Temperature <K> :', T
WRITE(15,*)
WRITE(15,*) •OUTPUT VARIABLES :'
WRITE(15,*) '========='
WRITE(15,*)
WRITE(15,*)
WRITE(15,59) 'SPECIES', 'y', 'Eq.Sat.',
+
'SuperSat.', 'Nucl.', 'Critical Cluster'
WRITE(15,79) 'Vap.Pres', 'Ratio', 'Current', 'Size', 'Mass'
WRITE(15,*)
DO 2 = 1, spec

!a
!b

!c
!e
'g
!h
'd
'f
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WRITE(15,89) 3pecie3(z), y ( 2 ) , Pvp { 2 ) , SS(z), I(z),Dp(z),Mp(z)
END DO
WRITE (IS,*)
WRITE(IS,69)'AVERAGE', Pvp_avg, SS_avg, I_avg
CLOSE (15)
99
89
79
69
59

F0RMAT(A,T35,F8.2)
FORMAT(A,T10,6(E11.3) )
FORMAT(T24,A,T37,A,T47,A,T58,AT70,A)
FORMAT(A,T21,3{BH.3) )
FORMAT (A, T17,A, T25, A, T3S,A, T48, A, T58, A)
END
END OF PROGRAM LISTING ************************

INPUT VARIABLES :
Pressure <Pa> :
Gas Temperature <K> ;

2. 00
300. 00

OUTPUT VARIABLES

SPECIES
Si
SiF
SiF
SiF
SiF
F
SF
SF2
SF3
SF4
SFS
SF6
AVERAGE

y

.lOOE-03
.OOOE+00
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+00
.OOOE+00
.OOOE-hOO
.lOOE-03
.OOOE+00
.OOOE-fOO
.OOOE+00
.OOOE+00
. OOOE-hOO

Eq.Sat.
Vap.Pres

SuperSat.
Ratio

.183E-71
.154E-23
.155E-14
.320E-04
.109E+09
.917E+08
.lOOE-t-00
.186E+01
.432E-t-02
.127E+04
.481E+05
.S74B+07

.109E+69
.OOOE-t-00
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE-^OO
.OOOE-t-OO
.OOOE^OO
.199E-02
.OQOB+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE'fOO
.OOOE-t-OO
•OOOE+OO

.160E+16
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
.142E+16
.OOOE+OO
-OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
-OOOE+OO
-OOOE+OO

.lOOE-04

.109Et-65

,302E+12

Table 1: Sample output from EVAPAN

Nucl.
Current

Critical Cluster
Size
Mass
.617E-11
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
-•155E-09
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO

.286E-30
•OOOE+OO
.OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
-.457E-26
-OOOE+OO
-OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
•OOOE+OO
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APPENDIX H: ESTIMATES USED IN HPG MODULE

Species

D
(cmVsec)

Species

MW

Qa-x
(cm")

D
(cmVsec)

SF,

28.1

SF,

127

3.4E-16

4.4 E5

SF,

30.5

SF,

108

3.20E-17

5.2 E5

SF,

35.9

89

IE-16

6.0 E6

SF3
SF,

43.9
56

SF3
SF,

70

2.0E-17

2.1E6

SF

51

4.50E-17

1.2 E7

SF

76.2

F

19

4.50E-17

6.3E6

F
SiF,

186.9
37.5*

Si

28
66

4.50E-17

1.0 E7

4.50E-17

8.4 E6

104

4.50E-16

5.5 E6

Si
SiF,

135*

SiFj
SiF,

60*

Table 2: Positive Ion DuSiisivities at 2 Pa and 300
Table 1: DifiElisivities of Radicals at K used in the HPG module. Values calculated
Maximum collision cross
2 Pa and 300 K used in the HPG using equation 1.
module. Diffiisivities of radicals sections from Section 2.4.1
taken from Reference 95, except
unless otherwise noted.
Notes; a), value was estimated
from molecular weight.
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Positive ion difilisivities were calculated using Eq El. Collision cross sections were
estimated as one-tenth of the maximum collision cross section.

D+(cmVsec) = ^^
D+m(seC~^) = ngCT+fflVe = 2.45x10

(l)

• P(Pa) • Qmax(cni"^) • 0.1

(2)
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Figure 1: Collection Area Enhancement vs rf Power Density for plasmas at 2 Pa, 5 seem
SFg and 20 seem Argon. Enhancement for 5 nm diameter particle.
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Figure 2; Collection Area Enhancement vs percent SFg at 2 Pa (solid squares), and 10%
SF5 at 7.3 Pa (open circle), and 10% SFg at 3.9 Pa (open square). Enhancement for 5 nm
diameter particle.
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Appendix I: MAEROS2 Module

1
1-nucleation and COAGULATION, TWO COMPONENT EXAMPLE
SECTIONS
COMPONENTS OUTPUTS SOURCES STATUS
20
1
3
2
0
CONDENSATION TP-TABLE NEWCOEF STORE BOUNDARIES INIT SOURCES
0
2
10
1
11
PLOTS COMPONENTS ROWS COLUMNS MIN-CONC. MAX-CONC.
1
1
20
50
0.
1.
CEILING/V FLOOR/V WALL/V CHI DELTHICK DENSITY SLIP
0.
0.
0.
1.
l.B-2
2.E3
2.E4
THRML LEAK-BATE GAMMA STICK TGBADC TGRADF TGRADW TKGOP
1.0
0.
1.
1.
0.
0.
0.
.05
RHOC THOF RHOW VFRACC VFRACF VFRACW VGBADC VGRADF VGRADW
1.E3 1.E3
1.E3
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
TURBOS VOUJME MOLECULAR-WT ROUND-OFF INIT-STEAM
.000
1.5e-5
40.0
l.E-9
2.1e-S
TGA51
TGAS2
PGASl
PGAS2
298.
400.
l.EO
2.B6
SMALLEST-DIAMETER LARGEST-DIAMETER
3.E-10
l.E-3
TOTAL-MASS-CONC. MEAN-DIAMETER STAND.-DEV.
l.Oe-8
l.Oe-7
1.1
TIME VT^OR-SOURCE-RATE FOLLOWED BY AEROSOL SOURCE RATE
0.
1.02e-3
Oe-8 0.15e-7 1.1
TIME
1.E5 0.
0.
O.E-0 0.0
OUTPUT TIMES
1.0 10.0 600.0
TIME TEMP
PRESS
0.
298.
2.e0
1.E5 298.
2.E0

Table 1: Sample input file for Maeros2
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Listing ofMaeros2.man file which describes file architecture, including format of input
file, variables, and numerical methods used in the MAER0S2 code.

C
C
C
C
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c

•
ISSUED BY
• SANDIA LABORATORIES, *
'A CONTRACTOR
•
««*•»•»•
.JO THE
*
• UNITED STATES •
•
NUCLEAR
»
•
REGULATORY
•
•
COMMISSION
•
__-.^oTICE—— ***•***•*******•*•**
•THIS REPORT HAS PREPARED AS AN ACCOUNT OF WORK SPONSORED
• BY AN AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. NEITHER
•
THE UNITED STATES NOR THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR
*
REGULATORY COMMISSION, NOR ANY OF THEIR EMPLOYEES,
• NOR ANY OF THEIR CONTRACTORS, SUBCONTRACTORS, OR THEIR
• EMPLOYEES, MAKES ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OR
• ASSUMES ANY LEGAL LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
•
»«•*••.•*»«
ACCURACY,
*••••»*•••
•
•
• COMPLETENESS •
•
•
*
' O R USEFULNESS •
•
*
*
•
O
F A N Y
•
•
•
*
• INFORMATION, •
•
*
* •
•
APPARATUS,
•
•»»»
•
PRODUCT
•
•
•
' O R PROCESS
•
•
•
•
•
DISCLOSED,
•
•
• OR REPRESENTS •
•
*
••
THAT ITS
••
•
•
•• USE WOULD NOT
*
»,
INFRINGE
**
••
PRIVATELY
•*
•*
OWNED
*•
••
RIGHTS.
**
••
••
•*

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

ABSTRACT
THIS MANUAL DISCUSSES THE CAPABILITIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
PROCEDURES FOR MAEROS-2. THIS VERSION DIFFERS SLIGHTLY FROM THAT
DESCRIBED IN THE "MAEROS USER MANUAL", BY FRED GELBARD, NUREG/CR-1391
(SAND80-0822). THE PRINCIPAL DIFFERENCES ARE THE INCLUSION OF A
BETTER CONDENSATION MODEL AND IMPROVED DATA INPUT/OUTPUT PROCEDURES.
THIS IS THE ONLY MANUAL FOR THE CODE. PLEASE DO NOT REQUEST
THE MANUAL MENTIONED IN THE PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH, IT IS OBSOLETE.
FILE NAMES
MAER0S2.F0R = FORTRAN SOURCE CODE (YOU'RE READING IT NOW)
MAERIN.DAT
- INPUT DECK AS DESCRIBED BELOW
MAEROUT.DAT - OUTPUT FILE
MAERPLOT.DAT - OUTPUT FILE CONTAINING PRINTER PLOTS, SUITABLE FOR
ANY OUTPUT DEVICE
MAERCOEF.DAT » FILE TO STORE COEFFICIENTS
THE MAEROS MODULE CALCULATES AEROSOL COMPOSITION AND
MASS CONCENTRATION AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE SIZE AND TIME. THE
PROCESSES THAT ARE INCORPORATED ARE 1) COAGULATION DUE TO
BROWNIAN MOTION, GRAVITY AND TURBULENCE; 2) PARTICLE DEPOSITION
DUE TO GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING, DIFFUSION, THERMOPHORESIS AND
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C DIFFUSIOPHORESIS; 3) PARTICLE GROWTH OR SHRINKAGE DUE TO WATER VAPOR
C CONDENSATION OR EVAPORATION FROM THE PARTICLE SURFACE; AND 4) TIME
C VARYING SOURCES OF PARTICLES OF DIFFERENT SIZES AND CHEMICAL
C COMPOSITIONS.
C
C
NUMERICAL METHOD
C
C
THE NUMERICAL METHOD IS BASED UPON DIVIDING THE PARTICLE SIZE
C DOMAIN INTO M SECTIONS AND IMPOSING CONSERVATION OF MASS FOR EACH
C CHEMICAL COMPONENT FOR THE PROCESSES GIVEN ABOVE. THEREFORE THE
C AEROSOL MASS CONCENTRATIONS ARE GROUPED INTO SECTIONS (I.E. SIZE
C CLASSES) FOR WHICH AN AVERAGE COMPOSITION IS DETERMINED. ALTHOUGH
C THE COMPLETE TECHNIQUE (AS FIRST DEVELOPED BY F. GELBARD AND
C J.H. SEINFELD IN THE JOURNAL OF COLLOID AND INTERFACE SCIENCE, VOLUME
C 78, PAGE 485,1980), PLACES VIRTUALLY NO RESTRICTIONS ON THE SIZE OR
C NUMBER OF SECTIONS, THE CODE IS CURRENTLY LIMITED TO GEOMETRICALLY SPACED
C SECTIONS IN PARTICLE MASS. THUS IF THE SMALLEST AND LARGEST PARTICLE
C MASSES OF SECTION I ARE GIVEN BY V
AND V
, RESPECTIVELY,
C
I
I+I
C THEN V
MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 2V .
C
1+1
I
C THE CODE IS RESTRICTED TO COAGULATION, DEPOSITION AND CONDENSATION
C MECHANISMS WHICH ARE INDEPENDENT OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND DEPENDENT
C ON PARTICLE MASS. ONLY THE SOURCE MECHANISMS MAY BE BOTH PARTICLE MASS
C AND COMPOSITION DEPENDENT. SINCE INTRA-PARTICLE CHEMICAL REACTIONS AND
C AND CONDENSATION OF MORE THAN ONE COMPONENT OTHER THAN WATER VAPOR
C WERE NOT OF SIGNIFICANT INTEREST FOR REACTOR SAFETY STUDIES, THE CODE
C DOES NOT SIMULATE THESE PROCESSES BUT A DISCUSSION FOR INCORPORATING
C THEM INTO MAEROS IS GIVEN BY GELBARD AND SEINFELD (AS GIVEN IN THE
C ABOVE REFERENCE).
C
C
INPUT INSTRUCTIONS
C
C
TO CONSTRUCT FILE MAERIN.DAT
C
C INPUT CONSISTS OF FOURTEEN DATA SET LINES PRECEEDED BY ONE LINE INDICATING
C THE NUMBER OF FOURTEEN LINE DATA SETS. THUS IF THE FIRST LINE BEGINS
C WITH A 3, THREE 14 DATA SET LINES MUST FOLLOW. EACH OF THE FOURTEEN
C DATA SET LINES MUST BEGIN WITH THE FIRST LINE CONTAINING THE TITLE.
C EACH DATA SET LINE IS GIVEN BELOW AND ENUMERATED LINE 1: TO LINE 14:.
C THE FORMAT IS FREE FORMAT, THUS NUMBERS MUST BE SEPARATED BY SPACES.
C COMMENT LINES MAY CONTAIN ANY CHARACTERS AND ARE BEST USED FOR
C MNEMONICS OF VALUES GIVEN AFTER THE COMMENT LINE. THE NUMBER TYPE
C IS INDICATED AS EITHER AN INTEGER (I.E. WITHOUT DECIMAL POINT) OR A REAL
C NUMBER (I.E. WITH A DECIMAL POINT AND MAY BE IN EXPONENTIAL NOTATION).
C
C LINE 0: NUMBER OF FOURTEEN LINE DATA SETS. ONLY ONE LINE 0 MAY BE GIVEN.
C
NOTE THAT THIS LINE MUST CONTAIN A POSITIVE INTEGER.
C
C LINE 1: TITLE CONSISTING OF 80 CHARACTERS
C LINE 2:
COMMENT LINE
C
1) NUMBER OF SECTIONS (FROM 5 TO 40) (INTEGER)
C
FOR NEW PROBLEMS, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT 5 SECTIONS BE
C
USED INITIALLY. THEN TO CHECK CONVERGENCE USE 10 AND 20
C
SECTIONS, AFTER THE 5 SECTION MODEL IS WORKING. IN
C
GENERAL, THE COMPUTATIONAL EFFORT INCREASES QUADRATICALLY
C
WITH THE NUMBER OF SECTION, SO IT IS BEST TO START WITH
C
ONLY 5 SECTIONS.
C
2) NUMBER OF CHEMICAL COMPONENTS (FROM 1 TO 8) (INTEGER)
C
NOTE THAT IF WATER VAPOR MAY CONDENSE ON THE AEROSOL,
C
IT MUST BE COUNTED AS AN AEROSOL COMPONENT. FOR EXAMPLE,
C
IF SALT AND CONCRETE AND SUPERSATURATED WATER VAPOR ARE
C
PRESENT, THEN THERE ARE THREE COMPONENTS TO THE AEROSOL,
C
(I.E. SALT, CONCRETE AND LIQUID HATER), AND THE THIRD
C
COMPONENT IS WATER. SALT AND CONCRETE MUST BE USED AS THE
C
FIRST TWO COMPONENTS OF THE AEROSOL.
C
3) NUMBER OF TIMES PRINT OUT WILL BE REQUESTED (FROM 1 TO 20)
C
THIS NUMBER IS USED BELOW ON LINE 13. (INTEGER)
C
4) NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN SOURCE TABLE (2-10) (INTEGER)
C
THIS NUMBER IS USED BELOW ON LINE 12.
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C
5) STATUS REPORT FLAG. IN ADDITION TO PRINT OUT AT SELECTED
C
TIMES, THIS FLAG MAY BE SET TO MONITOR THE STATUS OF THE
C
CODE. GENERALLY, THIS FLAG SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO.
C
HOWEVER, IF THERE SEEMS TO BE A PROBLEM, SETTING THE
C
FLAG TO 1 WILL PROVIDE MORE INFORMATION AS THE CODE
C
PROCEEDS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM. MORE DETAILED INFORMATION
C
ON HOW THE CODE IS WORIGNG CAN BE OBTAINED BY SETTING
C
THIS FLAG TO 2. FOR FIRST TIME USERS, THIS EXTRA
C
INFORMATION MAY BE CONFUSING, SO SET THE FLAG TO 0
C
UNLESS THERE IS A SPECIFIC NEED FOR MORE INFORMATION.
C
THE HIGHER THE FLAG, THE MORE THE REPORTING AND HIGHER
C
FLAGS WILL PRINT ALL THE REPORTS GIVEN FOR LOWER FLAG
C
VALUES AND MORE.
C
0 - NO REPORTS
C
1 - SOME REPORTS AS THE CODE PROGRESSES
C
2 = DETAILED REPORTS ON WHAT THE CODE HAS COMPLETED
C
3 - PRINT EACH CALL TO EVALUATE DERIVATIVES (THIS WILL
C
BE A LOT OF OUTPUT, SO DON'T DO IT UNLESS YOU
C
REALLY MEAN IT)
C LINE 3:
COMMENT LINE
C
1) CONDENSATION FLAG. (INTEGER)
C
THERE ARE THREE OPTIONS FOR THIS FLAG
C
0 « NEGLECT AEROSOL GROWTH DUE TO WATER VAPOR
C
CONDENSING ON THE PARTICLES
C
1 - INCLUDE CONDENSATION OF WATER VAPOR ON THE AEROSOLS AND
C
THE DEPLETION OF WATER VAPOR FROM THE CHAMBER VOLUME
C
2 » INCLUDE CONDENSATIONAL AEROSOL GROWTH BUT ASSUME THE AVAILABLE
C
CONDENSIBLE VAPOR IS INFINITE. THUS NEGLECT CONDENSIBLE
C
VAPOR DEPLETION.
C
C
NOTE THAT CONDENSATION CAN ONLY OCCUR FOR THE LAST COMPONENT.
C
IT IS ASSUMED THAT LIQUID WATER IS THE LAST COMPONENT IN THE
C
AEROSOL PHASE WHEN CONDENSATION IS INCLUDED.
C
C
FOR ANOTHER SUBSTANCE TO BE USED AS CONDENSIBLE VAPOR,
C
THE USER MUST CHANGE THE ROUTINES QEQLIB, DEPOST AND GROWTH,
C
WHICH CALCULATE THE EQUILIBRIUM VAPOR CONCENTRATION AS A
C
FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE, THE LOSS BY DIFFUSIOPHORESIS AND
C
THE PARTICLE GROWTH RATE DUE TO CONDENSATION, RESPECTIVELY.
C
C
•• SPECIAL NOTE: MAEROS-2 IS NOT EFFICIENT FOR MODELING CONDENSATION.
C
A NEW CODE CALLED MGA (MOVING-GRID AEROSOLI, IS PLANNED TO
C
REPLACE MAEROS FOR CONDENSATION.
C
C
2) NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TABLE FOR TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE OF
C
CHAMBER AS A FUNCTION OF TIME. THTS MUST BE AT LEAST 2
C
AND AT MOST 20. (INTEGER)
C
THIS NUMBER IS USED BELOW ON LINE •.4.
C
3) FLAG TO INDICATE WHICH NEW COErFItrENTS ARE TO BE CALCULATED.
C
SET AS FOLLOWS: (INTEGER)
C
0 = READ COEFFICIENTS FROM FILE »<A£RCOEF.OAT
C
1 » RECALCULATE ALL COEFFICIENTS AT THE FOUR COMBINATIONS OF
C
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
r3A31, TGAS2, PGASl AND PGAS2).
C
USE THIS VALUE IF TEMPERAT-BE A.S2 PRESSURE VARY WITH
C
TIME.
C
2 - RECALCULATE ONLY ONE SET CF
ErFiriENTS AT TGASl AND PGASl
C
USE THIS OPTION IF THE TEMrEvT'-SE. AND PRESSURE ARE
C
CONSTANT WITH TIME AND EQCAL T'D
AND PGASl,
C
RESPECTIVELY.
C
3 - RECALCULATE ONLY TWO SETS CF TrEFrrtlENTS AT PGASl FOR TGASl
C
AND TGAS2. USE THIS OPTION :F TE-MPERATURE, BUT NOT
C
PRESSURE VARIES WITH TIME.
C
4 » RECALCULATE ONLY TWO SETS OF TTEmciENTS AT TGASl FOR
C
PGASl AND PGAS2. USE THIS OPTION :F PRESSURE, BUT NOT
C
TEMPERATURE VARIES WITH TIME.
C
5 » SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCUATE ONLY CEPCSITION COEFFICIENTS
C
6 - SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCUATE ONLY CONDENSATION COEFFICIENTS
C
7 » SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCUATE ONLY CONDENSATION AND
C
DEPOSITION COEFFICIENTS
C
8 = RECALCULATE ONLY CONDENSATION COEFFICIENTS AT TGASl AND PGASl
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c
C
THE CODE CAN CALCULATE COEEFICIENTS AT FOUR COMBINATIONS OF
C
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE, (I.E. TGASI AND PAGSl
C
TGASI AND PGAS2
C
TGAS2 AND PGASl
C
TGAS2 AND PGAS2)
C
LINEAR INTERPOLATION IS THEN USED BETWEEN THESE FOUR POINTS.
C
SINCE COEFFICIENT CALCULATION IS GENERALLY COSTLY, THE USER
C
CAN USE THIS FLAG TO DETERMINE WHICH COEFFICIENTS ARE TO BE
C
CALCULATED. THE USER MAY SPECIFY THE TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURE
C
(I.E. TGASI, TGAS2, PGASl, AND PGAS2) ON LINE 9.
C
C
NOTE THAT IF THIS FLAG IS A NEGATIVE NUMBER, THE CODE HILL NOT
C
CALCULATE ANY COEFFICIENTS. THE DEFAULT V?>LUES FOR ALL
C
COEFFICIENTS IS ZERO. THUS, THREE CHOICES MAY BE MADE.
C
FIRST, A NEGATIVE VALUE IS USED SO THAT COEFFICIENTS ARE
C
COMPUTED FROM A PREVIOUS CASE (I.E. LINE 0 CONTAINS AN INTEGER
C
GREATER THAN 1 AND THIS IS THE SECOND OR A LATER CASE), OR
C
SECOND, THIS FLAG TO ZERO SO AS TO READ COEFICIENTS FROM
C
THE FILE MAERCOEF.DAT, OR
C
THIRD, YOU MUST SET THIS FLAG FROM 1 TO 8.
C
C
SINCE A NEW CALCULATION OF THE AEROSOL COEFFICIENTS IS
C
TIME CONSUMING, ONE SHOULD USE THE OLD COEFFICIENTS IF
C
POSSIBLE. THE ONLY QUANTITIES WHICH MAY BE MODIFIED FOR A
C
GIVEN RUN FOR SUBSEQENT CASES ARE:
C
CASE TITLE (LINE 1)
C
NUMBER OF CHEMICAL COMPONENTS (LINE 2 ENTRY 2)
C
NUMBER OF PRINTOUTS (LINE 2 ENTRY 3)
C
NUMBER OF TIMES IN SOURCE TABLE (LINE 2 ENTRY 4)
C
STATUS FLAG (LINE 2 ENTRY 5)
C
NUMBER OF TIMES IN TEMP. AND PRESSURE TABLE (LINE 3 ENTRY 2)
C
COEFFICIENT SPECIFICATION (LINE 3 ENTRY 4)
c
INITIAL DISTRIBUTION TYPE SPECIFICATION (LINE 3 ENTRY 6)
C
SOURCE DISTRIBUTION TYPE SPECIFICATION (LINE 3 ENTRY 1)
C
PLOTTING SPECIFICATIONS (ALL OF LINE 4)
C
INITIAL VAPOR CONCENTRATION (LINE 8 ENTRY 5)
C
INITIAL DISTRIBUTION (ALL OF LINE 11)
C
SOURCE DISTRIBUTION (ALL OF LINE 12)
C
OUTPUT TIMES (ALL OF LINE 13)
C
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE TABLE (ALL OF LINE 14)
C
** WARNING *• ALTHOUGH ONE MAY SIMULATE CONDITIONS AT
C
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES, THE CODE HAS STORED
C
COEFFIENTS ONLY AT THE TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES GIVEN
C
ON LINE 9 AS SPECIFIED BY THE PREVIOUS CASE WHICH FOR WHICH
C
ENTRY 4 ON LINE 3 WAS POSITIVE. THUS IF THE NEW TEMPERATURES
C
AND PRESSURES SPECIFIED ON LINE 14 ARE BEYOND THE RANGE
C
PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED, THE CODE WILL EXTRAPOLATE TO THE NEW
C
CONDITIONS.
C
C
4) STORE COEFFICIENTS FOR THIS CASE IN THE FILE CALLED
C
MAERCOEF.DAT (O-NO/l-YES). IN FUTURE RUNS, THIS FILE
C
MAY BE READ TO OBTAIN COEFFICIENTS IF LINE 3 ENTRY 3 IS
C
SET TO 0. DO NOT STORE AND READ COEFFICIENTS IN THE
C
SAME RUN.
C
5) SECTION BOUNDARY SELECTION (1-AUTOMATIC/0=USER TO PROVIDE
C
PARTICLE DIAMETERS AT SECTION B0UNE3ARIES). THIS FLAG IS
C
USED BELOW ON LINE 10. FOR NEW USERS, IT IS EASIER TO
C
HAVE THE CODE AUTOMATICALLY DETERMINE SECTION BOUNDARIES,
C
BY SETTING THIS OPTION TO 1.
C
6) INITIAL AEROSOL CONCENTRATIONS (1-LOG-NORMALLY DISRTRIBUTED/
C
0-USER TO PROVIDE AEROSOL CONCENTRATIONS FOR EACH COMPONENT AND
C
EACH SECTION). THIS FLAG IS USED BELOW ON LINE 11.
C
7) AEROSOL SOURCES (1-LOG-NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED/0-USER TO PROVIDE
C
AEROSOL SOURCE CONCENTRATIONS FOR EACH COMPONENT AND EACH
C
SECTION). THIS FLAG IS USED BELOW ON LINE 12.
C
C LINE 4:
COMMENT LINE
C
THIS LINE SPECIFIES THE PRINTER PLOTS TO BE GENERATED. NOTE
C
THAT THE RESULTING PLOT FILE (MAERPLOT.DAT) CAN BE DISPLAYED
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C
ON ANY SCREEN OR HARD COPY UNIT. SPECIAL HARDWARE OR
C
SOFTWARE IS NOT REQUIRED, SINCE ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS ARE
C
USED TO GENERATE THE PLOTS.
C
C
1) PRINTER PLOT SCALING: (INTEGER)
C
PLOTS WILL BE IN FILE MAERPLOT.DAT.
C
PRINTER PLOTS OF THE MASS CONCENTRATIONS VERSUS SECTION NUMBER
C
CAN BE REQUESTED. THE SCALING OF THE MASS CONCENTRATION IS
C
SPECIFIED BY THE FOLLOWING.
C
-3 " USER DEFINED LIMITS (LOGARITHMIC)
C
-2 - USER DEFINED LIMITS BUT WILL OVERRIDE IF BEYOND RANGE
C
(LOGARITHMIC)
C
-1 - AUTOMATIC SCALING (LOGARITHMIC)
C
0 - DO NOT PRODUCE ANY PLOTS
C
1 - AUTOMATIC SCALING (LINEAR) •* RECOMMENDED VALUE •*
C
2 - USER DEFINED LIMITS BUT WILL OVERRIDE IF BEYOND RANGE
C
(LINEAR)
C
3 - USER DEFINED LIMITS (LINEAR)
C
2) PLOT INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS IN ADDITION TO PLOTS FOR TOTAL
C
MASS CONCENTRATIONS (O-NO/1-YES). STACKED MASS
C
CONCENTRATIONS FOR AEROSOLS WITH MORE THAN ONE COMPONENT
C
WILL ALWAYS BE PLOTTED ON A LINEAR SCALE.
C
3) NUMBER OF ROWS USED TO PRODUCE PLOTS (FROM 13 TO 50) (INTEGER)
C
MOTE THAT IF A CRT TERMINAL IS USED, ONE MAY WISH TO HAVE
C
THE NUMBER OF ROWS AND COLUMNS OF THE PLOT SMALL ENOUGH SO
C
THAT THE ENTIRE PLOT FITS ON THE SCREEN. DO NOT EXPECT HIGH
C
RESOLUTION FROM THESE PLOTS, BUT THEY ARE VERY USEFUL FOR
C
QUICK QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS.
C
4) NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR PLOTS (MAXIMUM OF 101) (INTEGER)
C
5) USER DEFINED MINIMUM CONCENTRATION PLOTTED (KG/M**3) (REAL)
C
THIS NUMBER WILL BE IGNORED IF PRINTER PLOT SCALING IS +/- 1
C
6) USER DEFINED MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION PLOTTED (KG/M«*3) (REAL)
C
THIS NUMBER WILL BE IGNORED IF PRINTER PLOT SCALING IS +/- 1
C LINE 5:
COMMENT LINE
C
1) AREA OF CEILING OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (1/METER) (REAL)
C
IF SET TO ZERO, DEPOSITION ON THE CEILING IS NEGLECTED
• C
2) AREA OF FLOOR OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (1/METER) (REAL)
C
IF SET TO ZERO, DEPOSITION ON THE FLOOR IS NEGLECTED
C
3) AREA OF VERTICAL WALLS OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (1/METER) (REAL)
C
IF SET TO ZERO, DEPOSITION ON THE WALLS IS NEGLECTED
C
4) DYNAMIC SHAPE FACTOR - CHI (TYPICALLY 1 OR GREATER) (REAL)
C
5) DIFFUSION BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS (METERS) (REAL)
C
MAY NOT BE SET TO ZERO.
C
6) PARTICLE MATERIAL DENSITY (KG/M**3) (REAL)
C
7) COEFFICIENT USED TO CALCULATE PARTICLE SLIP
C
(TYPICALLY 1.257) (REAL)
C LINE 6:
COMMENT LINE
C
1) THERMAL COEFFICIENT (TYPICALLY 1.0) (REAL)
C
2) LEAKAGE RATE (M**3/SEC0ND) (REAL)
C
3) AGGLOMERATION SHAPE FACTOR - GAMMA (1.0 OR GREATER) (REAL)
C
4) AGGLOMERATION STICKING FACTOR (TYPICALLY 1.0) (REAL)
C
5) THERMAL GRADIENT FROM CEILING (DEG K/METER) (REAL)
C
IF SET TO ZERO, THERMOPHORETIC DEPOSITON TO CEILING IS NEGLECTED
C
6) THERMAL GRADIENT FROM FLOOR (DEG K/METER) (REAL)
C
IF SET TO ZERO, THERMOPHORETIC DEPOSITON TO FLOOR IS NEGLECTED
C
7) THERMAL GRADIENT FROM WALL (DEG K/METER) (REAL)
C
IF SET TO ZERO, THERMOPHORETIC DEPOSITON TO WALLS IS NEGLECTED
C
8) THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GAS OVER THAT FOR PARTICLE (REAL)
C LINE 7:
COMMENT LINE
C
ALL INPUT ON THIS LINE IS USED TO SPECIFY DIFFUSIOPHORESIS
C
1) HATER VAPOR MATERIAL DENSITY NEAR CEILING (KG/M**3) (REAL)
C
2) WATER VAPOR MATERIAL DENSITY NEAR FLOOR (KG/M»*3) (REAL)
C
3) WATER VAPOR MATERIAL DENSITY NEAR WALL (KG/M**3) (REAL)
C
4) WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR CEILING (REAL)
C
5) WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR FLOOR (REAL)
C
6) WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR WALL (REAL)
C
7) WATER VAPOR GRADIENT NEAR CEILING (KG-M0LE/M*»4) (REAL)
C
(IF SET TO ZERO, DIFFUSIOPHORESIS TO CEILING IS NEGLECTED)
C
8) WATER VAPOR GRADIENT NEAR FLOOR (KG-M0LE/M**4) (REAL)
C
(IF SET TO ZERO, DIFFUSIOPHORESIS TO FLOOR IS NEGLECTED)
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C
9) WATER VAPOR GRADIENT NEAR WALL (KG-M0LE/M**4) (REAL)
C
(IF SET TO ZERO, DIFFUSIOPHORESIS TO WALL IS NEGLECTED)
C LINE 8:
COMMENT LINE
C
1) TURBULENT DISSIPATION RATE (M*»2/SEC**3) (REAL)
C
THE TURBULENT DISSIPATION RATE IS USED ONLY FOR
C
CALCULATING TRUBULENT COAGULATION
C
2) CHAMBER VOLUME (M"3) (REAL)
C
3) MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SUSPENDING GAS (KG/KG-MOLE) (REAL)
C
4) MACHINE UNIT ROUND OFF ERROR (REAL)
C
MACHINE
ROUND OFF ERROR
C
IBM 360/370 9.6E-7
C
IBM PC/AT
2.0E-1S (WITH 80287)
C
DEC 10
7.7E-9
C
DEC VAX
6.0E-8
C
CDC/CRAY
7.7E-15
C
UNIVAC 1108 1.5E-8
C
5) INITIAL CONDENSIBLE VAPOR CONCENTRATION (KG/M**3) (REAL)
C
WHETHER THIS IS GREATER OR LESS THAN THE VALUE AT THE
C
SATURATION POINT WILL DETERMINE WHETHER WATER INITIALLY
C
WILL TEND TO CONDENSE ON OR EVAPORATE FROM THE AEROSOL,
C
RESPECTIVELY.
C LINE 9:
COMMENT LINE
C
1) TGASl (FIRST GAS TEMPERATURE, DEG K) (REAL)
C
2) TGAS2 (SECOND GAS TEMPERATURE, DEG K, NOTE THAT TGAS2 MUST
C
BE GREATER THAN TGASl) (REAL)
C
3) PGASl (FIRST GAS PRESSURE, N/M**2) (REAL)
C
4) PGAS2 (SECOND GAS PRESSURE, N/M**2, NOTE THAT PGAS2 MUST BE
C
GREATER THAN PGASl) (REAL)
C LINE 10;
COMMENT LINE
C
IF ON LINE 3 ENTRY 5, SECTION BOUNDARIES ARE DETERMINED
C
AUTOMATICALLY (I.E. LINE 3 ENTRY S IS SET TO 1), THEN ENTER
C
SMALLEST AND LARGEST PARTICLE DIAMETERS, RESPECTIVELY.
C
PARTICLE DIAMETERS MUST BE IN METERS.
C
C
IF ON LINE 3 ENTRY S, SECTION BOUNDARIES ARE DETERMINED
C
BY THE USER (I.E. LINE 3 ENTRY 5 IS SET TO 0), THEN ENTER
C
PARTICLE DIAMETERS AT SECTION BOUNDARIES (METERS) (REAL)
C
NOTE THAT THE NUMBER OF DIAMETERS IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF
C
SECTIONS PLUS 1. THE DIAMETERS MUST BE SPACED SUCH THAT THEY ARE
C
IN ASCENDING ORDER AND THE PARTICLE MASS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
C
SUCCESSIVE DIAMETER IS AT LEAST TWICE THAT OF THE PREVIOUS DIAMETER.
C
THIS CONSTRAINT IS CALLED THE GEOMETRIC CONSTRAINT.
C LINE 11:
COMMENT LINE
C
IF ON LINE 3 ENTRY 6, THE INITIAL DISTRIBUTION IS LOG-NORMAL,
C
(I.E. LINE 3 ENTRY 6 IS SET TO 1), THEN ENTER THE TOTAL MASS
C
CONCENTRATION (KG/M»*3), GEOMETRIC MASS MEAN DIAMETER (M), AND
C
THE GEOMETRIC STANDARD DEVIATION, RESPECTIVELY FOR EACH COMPONENT.
C
EACH LINE SHOULD BE USED FOR ONLY ONE COMPONENT. THUS IF THERE ARE
C
5 COMPONENTS, THERE WILL BE FIVE LINES OF THREE REAL NUMBERS.
C
•* IMPORTANT NOTE
EVEN IF THE MASS CONCENTRATION IS ZERO, THE
C
MASS MEAN DIAMETER AND THE GEOMETRIC STANDARD DEVIATION MUST
C
ALWAYS BE POSITIVE.
C
C
IF ON LINE 3 ENTRY 6, THE INITIAL DISTRIBUTION IS SPECIFIED BY
C
THE USER, THE INITIAL COMPONENT CONCENTRATIONS MUST BE GIVEN
C
FOR EACH COMPONENT AND EACH SECTION. THERE SHOULD BE ONE LINE
C
OF INPUT FOR EACH SECTION. EACH LINE MUST CONTAIN CONCENTRATIONS
C
FOR THE FIRST TO THE LAST COMPONENT FOR THAT SECTION. THUS
C
FOR 10 SECTIONS AND 3 COMPONENTS, THERE WOULD BE 10 LINES
C
WITH 3 COLUMNS.
C LINE 12:
COMMENT LINE —
C
THIS. SET CONSISTS OF ONE LINE DEFINING THE TIME (IN SEC)
C
AND CONDENSIBLE VAPOR GENERATION RATE IN KG/SEC,
C
FOLLOWED BY LINES DEFINING THE AEROSOL SOURCE RATE (KG/S).
C
C
ENTER THE SOURCE TABLE TIME AND THE VAPOR GENERATION RATE
C
ON ONE LINE.
C
C
THEN IF ON LINE 3 ENTRY 7, THE SOURCES ARE LOG-NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED,
C
(I.E. LINE 3 ENTRY 7 IS SET TO 1), ENTER THE TOTAL MASS
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C
CONCENTRATION SOURCE RATE (KG/S), GEOMETRIC MASS MEAN
C
DIAMETER (M), AND THE GEOMETRIC STANDARD DEVIATION, RESPECTIVELY FOR
C
EACH COMPONENT. THE ENTIRE SET OF LINES IS REPEATED NSTIME TIMES,
C
WHERE NSTIME IS THE NUMBER OF SOURCE GENERATION TIME ENTRIES
C
SPECIFIED ABOVE (ON LINE 2 ENTRY NUMBER 4). NOTE THAT A
C
COMMENT LINE SEPARATES EACH SET. (REAL)
C
C
IF ON LINE 3 ENTRY 7, THE SOURCES ARE TO BE DETERMINED BY THE USER,
C
THEN ENTER M LINES OF MASS GENERATION RATES
C
OF EACH COMPONENT IN EACH SECTION. M IS THE NUMBER OF SECTIONS
C
AND FOR EACH OF THE M LINES, THE MASS GENERATION RATE IN
C
KG/SEC OF COMPONENT 1 TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPONENTS
C
IS SPECIFIED.
C
THE ENTIRE SET OF M+1 LINES IS REPEATED NSTIME TIMES,
C
WHERE NSTIME IS THE NUMBER OF SOURCE GENERATION TIME ENTRIES
C
SPECIFIED ABOVE (ON LINE 2 ENTRY NUMBER 4). NOTE THAT AN
C
COMMENT LINE SEPARATES EACH SET. (REAL)
C
C
*** IMPORTANT NOTE
C
C
LINEAR INTERPOLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION IS USED TO DETERMINE THE
C
SOURCE RATE AT ANY PARTICULAR TIME. THUS IF THE FIRST SOURCE TIME
C
IS NOT ZERO OR THE LAST SOURCE TIME IS NOT EQUAL TO OR GREATER
C
THAN THE LAST OUTPUT TIME, THE EXTRAPOLATED SOURCE RATES MAY BE
C
NEGATIVE. TO AVOID THIS PROBLEM, MAKE SURE THE FIRST SOURCE
C
TIME IS ZERO AND THE LAST SOURCE TIME IS AT LEAST GREATER TO OR
C
EQUAL TO THE LAST OUTPUT TIME.
C
C LINE 13:
COMMENT LINE
C
OUTPUT TIMES IN ASCENDING ORDER (SECONDS) (REAL)
C
THE NUMBER OF VALUES GIVEN MUST BE EQUAL TO
C
THE NUMBER GIVEN ABOVE (ON LINE 2 ENTRY NUMBER 3).
C
NOTE THAT THE INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE PRINTED AUTOMATICALLY,
C
SO THE FIRST OUTPUT TIME MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO.
C LINE 14:
COMMENT LINE
C
TABULATED FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION
C
OF TIME. EACH LINE SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING:
C
TIME (SECONDS) TEMPERATURE (DEG K) PRESSURE (N/M«*2)
C
THE NUMBER OF LINES IN THIS SET MUST BE EQUAL TO THAT SPECIFIED
C
ABOVE (ON LINE 3 ENTRY 2).
C
C
C
C
CC
C
VARIABLES
C
C
ABSER-ABSOLUTE ERROR FOR RKF45 ROUTINE
C
ACELOV-AREA OF CEILING OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (1/M)
C
AFLROV-AREA OF FLOOR OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (1/M)
C
AKN-KNUDSEN NUMBER OF PARTICLE
C
AWALOV-AREA OF HALL OVER CHAMBER VOLUME (1/M)
C
BMOBLX-PARTICLE MOBILITY
C
CHI-DYNAMIC SHAPE FACTOR
C
COEFAV-COEFFICIENT ARRAY STORED IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER
C
BETA(SUPER-IB)
C
BETA(SUPER-2A)
C
BETA(SUPER-2B)
C
BETA(SUPER-3)
C
BETA(SUPER-4)
C
DEPOSITION COEFFICIENTS
C
CONDENSATION COEFFICIENTS
C
COLEFF-COLLISION EFFICIENCY
C
CT1P1=ARRAY OF NUMCOF SECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS AT A TEMPERATURE
C
OF TGASl AND PRESSURE OF PGASl
C
CT1P2-ARRAY OF NUMCOF SECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS AT A TEMPERATURE
C
OF TGASl AND PRESSURE OF PGAS2
C
CT2PI-ARRAY OF NUMCOF SECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS AT A TEMPERATURE
C
OF TGAS2 AND PRESSURE PGASl
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
• C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

CT2P2=ARRAY OF NUMCOF SECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS AT A TEMPERATURE
OF TGAS2 AND PRESSURE PGAS2
DELDIF=DIFFUSION BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS (M)
DELTIM-TIME STEP (SEC)
DENAIR-DENSITY OF AIR (KG/M**3)
DENSTY-PARTICLE MATERIAL DENSITY (KG/M*'3)
DEPSIT(J,K)-MASS OF K-TH COMPONENT (KG), DEPOSITED ON J-TH
DEPOSITION SURFACE
DIAM(I)-ARRAY OF PARTICLE DIAMETERS AT SECTION BOUNDARIES (M)
DIAMGIK)"GEOMETRIC MEAN DIAMETER OF INITIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR
COMPONENT K (METERS)
DIFFUS-WATER VAPOR DIFFUSIVITY (M*»2/S)
DIFPHR-DIFFUSIOPHORETIC VELOCITY (M/S)
FREEMN-MEAN FREE PATH OF GAS (M)
FSLIP"PARTICLE SLIP COEFFICIENT
GAMMA-AGGLOMERATION SHAPE FACTOR
GRWCOF(I)-STORAGE ARRAY FOR GROWTH COEFFICIENT I IN DIFFUN ROUTINE
IFCONIVCONDENSATION FLAG (0-NO/1-YES/2-YES BUT CONSTANT GAS
SATURATION)
IFINIT-FLAG FOR LOG-NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED INITIAL DISTRIBUTION
(1-LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION/0-USER SPECIFIED DISTRIBUTION)
IFLAG-FLAG FOR RKF45 ROUTINE, SET INITALLY TO 1
SET TO -1 TO RESTART TIME INTEGRATION
IFSECT-FLAG IF SECTION BOUNDARIES ARE DETERMINED AUTOMATICALLY
(1-YES/O-NO)
IFSKIP-FLAG TO SKIP CONDENSATION CALCULATION
{-NUMBER OF SECTION,YES/OTHERWISE NO)
IFSTOR-FLAG TO INDICATE IF SECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS ARE TO BE
STORED IN THE FILE MAERCOEF.DAT (O-NO/l-YES)
IFSRCE-FLAG FOR LOG-NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED AEROSOL SOURCES
(1-LOG-NORMAL/0-USER SPECIFIED)
IPLOT-LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR PRINTER PLOTS
IPRNT-PRINTER LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER
ISCAL=USER REQUESTED Y AXIS SCALING. IF AUTOMATIC, IGNORE QMINPL
AND QMAXPL, AND SCALE TO FIT DATA ON PLOT AUTOMATICALLY. IF
USER SCALING IS REQUESTED, QMINPL AND QMAXPL WILL BE USED TO
DEFINE THE LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS OF THE Y AXIS, RESPECTIVELY.
-3 USER LOG SCALING
-2 USER (OR IF NOT POSSIBLE AUTOMATIC) LOG SCALING
-1 AUTOMATIC LOG SCALING
0 NO PLOTS ARE TO BE PRINTED
1 AUTOMATIC LINEAR SCALING
2 USER (OR IF NOT POSSIBLE AUTOMATIC) LINEAR SCALING
3 USER LINEAR SCALING
ISCALE-ACTUAL VALUE OF ISCAL USED FOR Y AXIS
IWORK=STORAGE ARRAY DIMENSIONED TO: 5 FOR RKF45
KCOMP-NUMBER OF COMPONENTS
LINPLT-ARRAY OF LINE PRINTING CHARACTERS FOR PLOTTING
M-NUMBER OF SECTIONS
NB2A-NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS BEFORE BETA(SUPER-2A)
NB2B-NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS BEFORE BETA(SUPER-2B)
NB3-NWBER OF COEFFICIENTS BEFORE BETA(SUPER-3)
NB4-NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS BEFORE BETA{SUPER-'i)
NC-ACTUAL NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR PLOT
NCOL-USER REQUEST FOR NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR PLOT
NR-ACTUAL NUMBER OF ROWS FOR PLOT
NROW-USER REQUEST FOR NUMBER OF ROWS FOR PLOT
NEWCOF-SET TO FOLLOWING TO CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS. PROGRAM,
WILL CHANGE SIGN FOR SUBSEQUENT CALLS. A NEGATIVE VALUE
INDICATES THAT COEFFICIENTS FROM PREVIOUS CASE
OF THIS RUN ARE TO BE USED.
0 READ COEFFICIENTS FROM FILE MAERCOEF.DAT
1 INTERPOLATE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
2 ONLY USE TGASl AND PGASl
3 INTERPOLATE ONLY TEMPERATURE (USE PGASl)
4 INTERPOLATE ONLY PRESSURE (USE TGASl)
5 SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCULATE ONLY DEPOSITION
COEFFICIENTS
6 SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCULATE ONLY CONDENSATION
COEFFICIENTS
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

7 SAME AS 1 EXCEPT RECALCULATE ONLY DEPOSITION
AND CONDENSATION COEFFICIENTS
8 RECALCULATE ONLY CONDENSATION COEFFICIENTS FOR
TGASl AND PGASl
NDEPST-NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS BEFORE DEPOSITION COEFFICIENTS
NGROW-NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS BEFORE CONDENSATIONAL GROWTH
COEFFICIENTS
NSTIME-NUMBER OF TIME ENTRIES IN SOURCE GENERATION TABLE
NUMCOF-TOTAL NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS AT A GIVEN TEMPERATURE AND
PRESSURE (AT MOST EQUAL TO Z*H**Z + 3*M)
NX-ARRAY OF CHARACTER POSITIONS OF SECTION BOUNDARIES
NY-ARRAY OF CHARACTER POSITIONS OF SECTION CONCENTRATIONS FOR
PLOTTING. NY(I) IS THE NUMBER OF ROWS FROM THE TOP OF THE
PLOT FOR SECTION I
PGAS=GAS PRESSURE (N/M**2)
PGAS1=L0WEST GAS PRESSURE {MUST BE LESS THAN PGAS21 (N/M**2)
PGAS2-HIGHEST GAS PRESSURE (N/M**2)
Q(I)-ARRAY OF SUSPENDED MASS CONCENTRATIONS (KG/M'*3),
WHERE THE CONCENTRATION OF THE K-TH COMPONENT IN SECTION L
IS STORED IN Q(I), I-K+KCOMP*(L-1)
Q(M*KCOMP+1)-CONDENSIBLE GAS CONCENTRATION (KG/M**3)
QLABEL-ARRAY OF CONENTRATIONS FOR LABELING Y AXIS OF PLOT
QMAXPL-MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION OF A SECTION IN KG/M**3 WHICH IS
TO BE PLOTTED
QMINPL-MINIMUM CONCENTRATION OF A SECTION IN KG/M»*3 WHICH IS
TO BE PLOTTED
QPLOT(K,I)-STORAGE ARRAY FOR MASS CONCENTRATION OF COMPONENT K
AT OUTPUT TIME 1. K-KCOMP+1 IS FOR TOTAL AEROSOL CONCNETRATION
K-KCOMP+2 IS FOR THE VAPOR.
REL-RELATIVE ERROR FOR RKF45 ROUTINE
RLEAK-LEAKAGE RATE (M*«3/SEC1
RLKOV-RLEAK/VOLUME (1/SEC)
ROUNIVMACHINE ROUND-OFF ERROR (I.E. SMALLEST NUMBER ADDED TO ONE
WHICH IS GREATER THAN ONE)
MACHINES
VALUES FOR ROUND
DG ECLIPSE
l.ZE-T
IBM 360/370
9.6E-7
IBM PC/AT (WITH 80287)
2.0E-18
DEC 10
7.7E-9
DEC V70C
6.0E-8
CDC/CRAY
7.7E-I5
UNIVAC 1108
1.5E-8
SCONRT(I)-CONDENSIBLE VAPOR GENERATION RATE AT STIME(I) (KG/SEC)
SIGMAG(K)-GEOMETRIC STANDARD DEVIATION OF INITIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR
COMPONENT K
SKRATE(K,L,I)-FOR IFSRCE EQUAL TO ZERO THIS ARRAY WILL STORE THE
SOURCE GENERATION RATE IN SECTION L OF COMPONENT K
AT TIME STIME(I) (KG/SEC M**3)
FOR IFSRCE EQUAL TO ONE THIS ARRAY STORES FOR
COMPONENT K AT TIME STIME(I) THE FOLLOWING BASED ON L
L-1 : THE MASS GENERATION RATE (KG/S)
L-2 : THE GEOMETRIC MASS MEAN DIAMETER (M)
L-3 : THE GEOMETRIC STANDARD DEVIATION
SRATE(I)-CONCENRATION GENERATION RATE OF K-TH COMPONENT
IN L-TH SECTION STORED IN I-K+(L-1)•KCOMP. (KG/S/M*»3)
STICK-PARTICLE STICKING COEFFICIENT
STIME(I)-SOURCE TIME CORRESPONDING TO SKRATE(K, L,I) (SEC)
TGAS-GAS TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
TGASl-LOWEST GAS TEMPERATURE (MUST BE LESS THAN TGAS2) (DEG K)
TGAS2-HIGHEST GAS TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
TGRADC-TEMPERATURE GRADIENT FROM CEILING (DEG K/M)
TGRADF-TEMPERATURE GRADIENT FROM FLOOR (DEG K/M)
TGRADW-TEMPERATURE GRADIENT FROM WALL (DEG K/M)
TIME-CURRENT TIME (SEC)
TKGOP-THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GAS/PARTICLE
TOTMAS(K)-TOTAL INITIAL MASS CONCENTRATION OF COMPONENT K (KG/M**3)
TOTS(K)-TOTAL SOURCE MASS OF COMPONENT K EMITTED OVER TIME
INTERVAL (KG/M**3)
TURBDS-TURBULENT DISSIPATION RATE (M**2/SEC**3)
VTERM-GRAVITATIONAL TERMINAL VELOCITY (M/SEC)
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

VTHRML=THERMAL DEPOSITION VELOCITY (M/SEC)
VISCOS-VISCOSITY OF AIR (KG/M/SEC)
VOLUME-CHAMBER VOLUME (M»»3)
V-PARTICLE MASS (KG)
V(I)-ARRAY OF PARTICLE MASSES AT SECTION BOUNDARIES (KG)
VDENC-WATER VAPOR DENSITY NEAR CEILING (KG/M**3)
VDENF-WATER VAPOR DENSITY NEAR FLOOR (KG/M**3)
VDENW-WATER VAPOR DENSITY NEAR WALL (KG/M«*3)
VFRACC-WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR CEILING
VFRACF-WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR FLOOR
VFRACT^WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR WALL
VGRADC-WATER VAPOR CONCENTRATION GRADIENT NEAR CEILING (KG-MOLE/M*•4)
VGRADF-WATER VAPOR CONCENTRATION GRADIENT NEAR FLOOR (KG-M0LE/M*«4)
VGRADW-WATER VAPOR CONCENTRATION GRADIENT NEAR WALL (KG-MOLE/M*•4)
WORK-STORAGE ARRAY, DIMENSION TO: 6*(M*KC0MP+1)+3 FOR RKF45
WTMOL-MOLECOLAR WEIGHT OF SUSPENDING GAS (KG/KG-MOLE)
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l-nucleation and COAGULATIOK, TWO COMPONENT EXAMPLE
THIS IS CASE NXJMBER

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
STATUS

1 OUT OF

I

OF SECTIONS (5-40) OF CHEMICAL COMPONENTS (1-8) OF PRINT OUT TIMES (1-20) =
OF TIMES IN SOURCE TABLE (2-10) =
REPORT FLAG (O-NONE/l-SOME/2-A LOT) -

20
1
3
2
0

CONDENSATION FLAG (0»NO, 1-YES, 2-yBS CONSTANT VAPOR CONC. ) =
NUMBER OF TIMES IN TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE TABLE (2-20) =
NEW COEFFICENTS TO BE CALCULATED =
(POSITIVE-CALCULATE/NEGATIVE-USE EXISTING COEFFICIENTS)
0=READ COEFFICIENTS FROM FILE MAERCOEF.DAT
1=AT TGAS1,TGAS2,PGAS1,PGAS2
2»AT PGAS1,TGAS1
3-AT PGAS1,TGAS1 AND TGAS2
4»AT TGAS1,PGAS1 AND PGAS2
5=SAME AS 1 EXCEPT ONLY DEPOSITION
6-SAME AS 1 EXCEPT ONLY CONDENSATION
7-SAME AS 1 EXCEPT ONLY DEPOSITION AND CONDENSATION
8-SAME AS 2 EXCEPT ONLY CONDENSATION
STORE SECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS IN MAERCOEF.DAT (0«NO/1=YES) =
SECTION BOUNDARIES (1-AUTOMATlC/O-OSER SPECIFIED) INITIAL DISTRIBUTION (1«LOG-NORMAL/0=USER SPECIFIED) =
SOURCE DISTRIBUTION (1*LOG-NORMAL/0«USER SPECIFIED) =

0
2
1

0
1
1
1

PRINTER PLOT SCALING (NEGATIVE-LOG/POSITIVE-LINEAR) «
(3=USER,2=USER WITH OVERRIDE, 1«A0T0MATIC, O-NO PLOTS)
PLOT INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS IN ADDITION TO TOTALS (O-NO/l-YES) ^
NUMBER OF ROWS FOR PLOTTING (SO MAXIMUM) NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR PLOTTING (101 MAXIMUM) MINIMUM CONCENTRATION PLOTTED (FOR ABS. VALUE OF SCALING OF 3)
OOOOE+OO
MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION PLOTTED (FOR ABS. VALUE OF SCALING OP 3)

lOOOE+01

AREA OF CEILING OVER CHAMBER VOLUME •
AREA OF FLOOR OVER CHAMBER VOLUME =
AREA OF WALLS OVER CHAMBER VOLUME =
DYNAMIC SHAPE FACTOR =
DIFFUSION BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS =
PARTICLE MATERIAL DENSITY =
PARTICLE SLIP COEFFICIENT -

.OOOOE+OO 1/METER
.OOOOE+OO 1/METER
.OOOOE+OO 1/METER

THERMAL COEFFICIENT LEAKAGE RATE AGGLOMERATION SHAPE FACTOR AGGLOMERATION STICKING FACTOR (0-1) =
THERMAL GRADIENT FROM CEILING «
THERMAL GRADIENT FROM FLOOR =
THERMAL GRADIENT FROM WALLS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GAS/PARTICLE

.lOOOE+01

.lOOOE+01
.lOOOE-01

METERS
.2000E+04 KG/M**3
.2000E+05

.OOOOE+OO M**3/SEC

.lOOOE+01
.lOOOE+01

.OOOOE+OO DEG K/METER
.OOOOE+OO DEG K/METER
•OOOOE+OO DEG K/METER
•SOOOE-Ol

1

20
50

WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER

VAPOR
VAPOR
VAPOR
VAPOR
VAPOR
V7VP0R
VAPOR
VAPOR
VAPOR

MATERIAL DENSITY NEAR CEILING
MATERIAL DENSITY NEAR FLOOR MATERIAL DENSITY NEAR WALL «
MOLE FRACTION NEAR CEILING =
MOLE FRACTION NEAR FLOOR MOLE FRACTION NEAR MALL =>
GRADIENT NEAR CEILING =
GRADIENT NEAR FLOOR «
GRADIENT NEAR WALL »

.lOOOE+04
.lOOOE+04
.IOOOE+04

KG/M**3
KG/M**3
KG/M**3

.OOOOE-t-OO

.OOOOE+00
.OOOOE+00
.OOOOE+00

KG-M0LE/M**4
.OOOOE+OO KG-M0LE/M**4
•OOOOE+OO KG-M0LE/M**4

TtJRBULENT DISSIPATION RATE «
CHAMBER VOLUME »
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SUSPENDING GAS »
MACHINE UNIT ROUND OFF ERROR INITIAL CONDBNSIBLE VAPOR CONCENTRATION -

.OOOOE+OO M**2/SEC**3
.lSOOE-04 M**3
.4000E+02 KG/KG-MOLE

FIRST GAS TEMPERATURE (TGASl) SECOND GAS TEMPERATURE (TGAS2) •
FIRST GAS PRESSURE (PGASl) =»
SECOND GAS PRESSURE (PGAS2) »

.2980E-t-03
.4000E+03
.lOOOE+01
.2000E+07

.lOOOE-00

.2100B-04 KG/M**3
DEG K
DEG K
N/M**2
N/M**2

SMALLEST PARTICLE DIAMETER =
.3000B-09 M
LARGEST PARTICLE DIAMETER .lOOOE-02 M
USING THE ABOVE RANGE THE SECTION BOUNDARIES ARE:
SECTION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

DIAMETER RANGE (METERS)
.3000E-09 —
.6357E-09
.S357E-09 —
.1347E-08
.1347E-08 —
.2855E-08
.28SSB-08 —
.6049E-08
.6049B-08 —
.1282E-07
.1282B-07 —
.2716B-07
.27168-07 —
.57S6E-07
.5756B-07 —
.1220E-06
.1220B-06 — .2S85B-06
.5477E-Q6
.2585B-06 —
.S477B-06 —
.1161B-0S
.llSlB-05 —
.2460E-05
.2460E-05 —
.5212E-05
.5212E-0S —
.1104E-04
.1104E-04 —
.2340E-04
.2340E-04 —
.49S9B-04
.4959E-04 —
.lOSlE-03
.1051E-03 —
.2227E-03
.2227B-03 —
.4719E-03
.4719B-03 —
.lOOOE-02

LOG-NORMAL INITIAL DISTRIBUTION
COMPONENT
KG/M**3
MEAN DIAMETER (M)

1

.lOOOB-07

.lOOOE-06

STD. DEV.
.llOOE+01
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SECTION
INITIAL COMPONENT CONCENTRATION (KG/M**3)
.OOOOE+OO
1
.OOOOE+OO
2
.OOOOE+OO
3
.OOOOE+OO
4
.OOOOE+OO
5
6
.OOOOE+OO
7
.OOOOE+OO
8
.9814E-08
9
.1857E-09
.OOOOE+OO
10
.OOOOE+OO
11
.OOOOE+OO
12
.OOOOE+OO
13
•OOOOE+OO
14
.OOOOE+OO
15
.OOOOE+OO
16
17
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
18
.OOOOE+OO
19
.OOOOE+OO
20
I
SOURCE RATES FOR CONDENSIBLE VAPOR 7^ AEROSOL
NUMBER
TIME (S)
VMOR (KG/S)
COMPONENT
DIAMETER (M)
GEOMETRIC STD. DEV.
1
.OOOOE+OO
.1020E-02
1
1500E-07
.llOOE+01
2
.lOOOE+06
.OOOOE+OO
1
-OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+00

MASS RATE (KG/S)

.OOOOE+00
.OOOOE+00

MEAN
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BASED ON THE ABOVE LOG-NORMAL PARAMETERS THE SECTIONAL SOURCE RATES
1^:
TIME FOR THE FOLLOWING SOURCE RATE =
•OOOOE+OO SEC
SECTION
COMPONENT SOURCE RATES (KG/SEC)
.OQOOE+OO
1
•OOOOE+OO
2
.OOOOE+00
3
.OOOOE+OO
4
.OOOOE+OO
5
.OOOOE+OO
6
7
•OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
8
.OOOOE+OO
9
.OOOOE+OO
10
.OOOOE+OO
11
.QOOQE+OO
12
.OOOOE+OO
13
.OOOOE+OO
14
.OOOOE+OO
15
.OOOOE+OO
16
17
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
18
.OOOOE+OO
19
.OOOOE+OO
20
TIME FOR THE FOLLOWING SOURCE RATE =
.lOOOE+06 SEC
SECTION
COMPONENT SOURCE RATES (KG/SEC)
.OOOOE+OO
1
.OOOOE+OO
2
.OOOOE+OO
3
.OOOOE+OO
4
.OOOOE+OO
5
•OOOOE+OO
6
7
.OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
8
9
•OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
10
•OOOOE+OO
11
•OOOOE+OO
12
•OOOOE+OO
13
•OOOOE+OO
14
•OOOOE+OO
15
•OOOOE+OO
16
•OOOOE+OO
17
•OOOOE+OO
18
•OOOOE+OO
19
•OOOOE+OO
20

NUMBER
1
2
3

OUTPUT
SECONDS
.IOOOE+01
.lOOOE+02
.6000E+03

TIMES
-

HOURS
.2778E-03
.2778E-02
.1667B+00

TIME
GAS TEMPERATURE
GAS PRESSURE
(SBC)
(DEG K)
(N/M**2)
.OOOOB+00
.2980E+03
.2000E+01
.lOOOE+06
.2980E+03
.2000E+01
1 1-nucleation and COAGUIATION, TWO COMPONENT EXAMPLE
TIME = .OOOOE+00 SECONDS « .OOOOE+00 HOURS
TEMPERATURE =» .2980E+03 DEG K
PRESSURE » .2000E+01 N/M**2
SECTION
KG
DIAMETER RANGE (M)
KG/M**3
NUMBER/M**3
.OOOOE-t-OO
.OOOOE+OO
.3000E-09 — .6357E-09
.OOOOE-l-00
1
.OOOOE-t-OO
.OOOOE-t-OO
.6357E-09 —
.1347E-08
.OOOOE+00
2
.OOOOE-t-OO
3
.1347E-08 — .28S5E-08
.OOOOE-t-00
.OOOOE-fOO
.OOOOE-t-OO
.GOOOE-i-OO
.OOOOE-I-OO
4
.2855E-08 —
.6049E-08
.OOOOE-t-OO
5
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE-l-OO
.6049E-08
.1282E-07
.OOOOE-t-OO
6
.1282E-07 —
.OOOOE-t-00
.OOOOE-t-OO
.2716E-07
7
.OOOOE-fOO
.2716E-07 —
,5756E-07
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE-t-OO
8
.57S6E-07 — .1220E-06
.1472E-12
.9814E-08
.1952E-t-ll
9
.1220E-06 —
.278SE-14
.2S8SE-06
.1857E-09
.3881E-I-08
.OOOOE+OO
10
.2585E-06 —
.5477E-06
.OOOOE-t-00
.OOOOE-t-OO
.S477E-06 —
.OOOOE-t-OO
11
.OOOOE-t-00
• OOOOE-t-OO
.1161E-05
.OOOOE-t-OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE-t-OO
12
.1161E-0S —
.2460E-0S
.OOOOE-fOO
.OOOOE-t-OO
13
.2460E-0S —
.OOOOE+00
.5212E-05
.OOOOE-t-OO
.OOOOE-t-OO
14
.S212E-05 —
.OOOOE-t-OO
.1104E-04
.OOOOE-t-OO
15
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE-t-OO
.1104E-04 —
.2340E-04
.OOOOE-t-OO
.OOOOE-t-OO
.OOOOE-t-OO
16
.2340E-04 —
,4959E-04
.OOOOE-fOO
17
.OOOOE-t-OO
.4959E-04 — .lOSlE-03
.OOOOE-f-00
.OOOOE-fOO
.OOOOE-t-OO
18
.OOOOE-t-OO
.1051E-03 — .2227E-03
.OOOOE-fOO
.OOOOE-t-OO
19
.2227E-03 —
.OOOOE-t-OO
.4719E-03
• OOOOE-fOO
20
.4719E-03 — .lOOOE-02
.OOOOE-^00
.OOOOE-t-OO
.lOOOE-07
.1500E-12
TOTAL
.1956E-t-ll
1 1-nucleation and COAGULATION, TWO COMPONENT EXAMPLE
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TIME =
.lOOOE+01 SECONDS = .2778E-03 HOURS
PRESSURE = .2000E+01 N/M**2
TEMPERATURE = .2980E+03 DEG K
KG
KG/M**3
NUMBER/M**3
SECTION
DIAMETER RANGE (M)
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+00
.OOOOE+OO
.3000E-09 —
.6357E-09
1
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+00
.63S7E-09 —
.1347E-08
2
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.1347E-08 —
.2855E-08
3
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOB+00
.6O49E-0e
.2855E-08 —
4
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOB+00
.1282E-07
.6049E-08 —
5
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.2716B-07
.1282E-07 —
6
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.5756E-07
.2716E-07 —
7
.1459E-12
.1934E+11
.9723E-08
.5756B-07 —
.1220E-06
8
,5757E+08
.4131E-14
.2754E-09
.2585E-06
.1220E-06 —
9
.1861E-16
.272SE+05
.5477E-06
.1241E-11
.2S85E-06 —
10
.1339E-19
.2061E+01
.8929E-15
.5477E-06 —
.1161B-05
11
.1641E-23
.2655E-04
.1094E-18
.2460E-05
.1161E-05 —
12
.3616E-28
.6146E-10
.2411E-23
.5212E-05
.2460E-05 —
13
.14S0E-33
.2S89E-16
.9664B-29
.1104B-04
.5212E-05 —
14
.1059E-39
.7057E-35
.1987E-23
.1104E-04 —
.2340E-04
15
.OOOOE+OO
.2766E-31
.4959E-04
.9347E-42
.2340E-04 —
16
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOB+00
.4959E-04 —
.1051E-03
17
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
-OOOOE+OO
.2227E-03
.1051E-03 —
18
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.4719E-03
.2227E-03 —
19
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.lOOOE-02
.4719E-03 —
20
.1500E-12
.1940E+11
.1000E-07
TOTAL
TOTAL AEROSOLIZED MASS REMOVED SINCE LAST OUTPUT * .OOOOE+00 KG
.OOOOB+00 KG
CUMULATIVS OVER ALL TIME «
TOTAL SINCE LAST OUTPUT TIME
OOOOB+00
CEILING (KG)
OOOOE+00
WALLS (KG)
OOOOE+00
FLOOR (KG)
OOOOE+00
LEAKED (KG)
OOOOB+00
TOTAL (KG)
OOOOE+00
CUMULATIVE (KG)
1 l-nucleat:ion and COAGULATION, TWO COMPONENT EXAMPLE
TIME » .lOOOB+02 SECONDS • .2778E -02 HOURS
PRESSURE - .2000E+01 N/M**2
TEMPERATURE " .2980E+03 DEG K
KG
KG/M*»3
NUMBER/M**3
DIAMETER RANGE (M)
SECTION
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.63S7B-09
.3000E-09 —
1
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOB+00
.OOOOB+00
.6357E-09 —
.1347B-08
2
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.ooooe+00
.28S5B-08
.1347B-08 —
3
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOB+00
.6049E-08
.2855E-08 —
4
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.1282E-07
.6049E-08 —
5
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOB+00
.OOOOB+00
.2716B-07
.1282E-07 —
6
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
.S756B-07
.2716E-07 —
7
.1337B-12
.1773B+11
.891SE-08
.5756B-07 —
.1220B-06
8
.1574B-13
.2193B+09
.1049E-08
.2585B-06
.1220E-06 —
9
.5303B-15
.7766B+06
.3535B-10
.5477B-06
.2585B-06 —
10
.3578E-17
.5506E+03
.2385E-12
.1161B-0S
.5477E-06 —
11
.4471E-20
.7232E-01
.2981E-15
.2460B-05
.1161E-05 —
12
.1044E-23
.1774E-05
.6960E-19
.5212E-05
.2460E-05 —
13
.4553E-28
.8133E-11
.3035E-23
.1104E-04
.5212E-05 —
14
.3791E-33
.7116E-17
.2527E-28
.2340E-04
.1104E-04 —
15

.2340E-04 —
.4959E-04
16
.1209E-23
.6129E-39
.4959E-04 —
.1051E-03
17

.4086E-34
.1304E-40
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.OOOOE+OO KG
CUMULATIVE OVER ALL TIME =
TOTAL SINCE LAST OUTPUT TIME
.OOOOE+00
CEILING (KG)
•OOOOE+OO
WALLS (KG)
.OOOOE+00
FLOOR (KG)
.OOOOE+OO
LEAKED (KG)
.OOOOE+OO
TOTAL (KG)
.OOOOE+OO
CUMULATIVE (KG)
I 1-nucleation and COAGULATION, TWO COMPONENT EXAMPLE
TIME - . 6000E+03 SECONDS » .1667E+00 HOURS
PRESSURE « .2000E+01 N/M**2
TEMPERATURE = .2980E+03 DEG K
KG
NUMBER/M**3
KG/M**3
SECTION
DIAMETER RANGE (M)
.OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
-OOOOE+OO
1
.3000E-09 — .6357B-09
.OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
2
.63S7E-09 — .1347B-08
.OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
3
.1347E-08 — .28SSB-Q8
.OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
4
.2855E-08 — .6049B-08
•OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
5
.6049E-08 — .1282B-07
•OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
6
.1282E-07 — .27168-07
•OOOOE+OO
•OOOOE+OO
.OOOOE+OO
7
.2716E-07 — .57S6B-07
•4587E-14
.6081E+09
.3058E-09
8
.57S6E-07 — .1220B-06
•6634E-14
.9244E+08
.4423E-09
9
.1220E-06 — .258SB-06
.8981E-14
.S987E-09
.1315E+08
.5477B-06
10
.2585E-06 —
•1864E+07
.1212E-13
.8077E-09
11
-5477E-06
.1161E-0S
.2918E+06
.1804B-13
.1203E-08
12
.1161E-05 ~ .2460B-0S
.5000E+05
.2942E-13
.1961E-08
13
-2460E-05 — .S212B-0S
.3897E-13
.6962E+04
.2S98E-08
14
.5212E-05 —
,H04E-04
.2S33E-13
.4756E+03
.1689E-08
IS
.1104E-04 — .2340B-04
.S560E-14
.1097E+02
.3706E-09
16
.2340E-04 — .4959B-04
.3294E-1S
•6830E-01
.2196E-10
17
.4959E-04 — .1051E-03
.4349E-17
•9475E-04
.2899E-12
18
.lOSlE-03 — .2227E-03
.1134E-19
•2S97E-07
.7561E-1S
19
.2227E-03 — .4719B-03
.5674E-23
.3783E-18
.1365E-11
.lOOOE-02
20
.4719E-03 —
.7160E+09
.1500E-12
.9999E-08
TOTAL
TOTAL AEROSOLIZED MASS REMOVED SINCE LAST OUTPUT =
CUMULATIVE OVER ALL TIME «
TOTAL SINCE LAST OUTPUT TIME
.OOOOE+OO
CEILING (KG)
.OOOOE+OO
WALLS (KG)
.OOOOE+OO
FLOOR (KG)
.OOOOE+OO
LEAKED (KG)
.OOOOE+OO
TOTAL (KG)
.OOOOE+OO
CUMULATIVE (KG)

Table 2: Sample output file firom MAEROS2.

.OOOOE+OO KG
.OOOOE+OO KG
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